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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements contained in this Report, in particular
Outlook and Medium-term Financial Objectives, constitute
forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking
statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors
which may cause the actual results, performance or
achievements of Fenner, or industry results, to be
materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such statements.
Such risks, uncertainties and other factors include, among
others, exchange rates, the commodity markets, general
economic conditions and the business environment.
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Financial Highlights

1 Underlying operating profit is before amortisation
of intangible assets acquired and exceptional
items.

2 Underlying profit before taxation and underlying
earnings per share are before amortisation of
intangible assets acquired, exceptional items and
notional interest.

3 Underlying earnings per share is based on the
basic weighted average number of shares in issue.

4 Underlying measures have been presented to
provide a more meaningful measure of the
underlying performance of the business 
(see note 2 to the Group financial statements).

5 Operating cash flow is underlying operating profit
adjusted for depreciation and amortisation, capital
expenditure (net of disposals) and movements in
working capital.

In the financial year to 31 August 2015, the
Group has faced difficult trading conditions in
some of its key markets. We have responded
by rigorous control of costs and the close
management of cash and working capital,
whilst still maintaining our ability to resume
growth when market conditions allow.

Nicholas Hobson
Chief Executive Officer

Revenue

£666.7m
2014: £729.4m

Underlying operating profit 1,4

£56.4m
2014: £79.5m

Underlying profit before 
taxation 2,4

£42.5m
2014: £65.6m

(Loss)/profit before taxation

£(5.3)m
2014: £29.2m

Operating cash flow 5

£69.2m
2014: £63.8m

Underlying earnings 
per share 2,3,4

15.5p
2014: 23.3p

Dividend per share

12.0p
2014: 12.0p
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Understanding Fenner

Structure

Fenner PLC has two divisions: AEP, a provider of high value-added solutions using advanced polymeric materials; and ECS, a recognised global
leader in the heavyweight conveying market.

• Fenner is a world leader in reinforced polymer technology.

• Our vision is to be respected as the leading global provider of local engineered solutions
for performance-critical applications.

• Our strategic goals are to increase market share and target new value-added product
areas to create a strong, growing and resilient company for the coming decades.

• Fenner is headquartered in East Yorkshire and is quoted 
on the London Stock Exchange.

AEP comprises three related product groups: Advanced Sealing
Technologies; Precision Polymers; and Solesis Medical
Technologies.  

ECS has strong regional presences in the Northern Hemisphere
(principally North America, Europe and India) and the Southern
Hemisphere-APAC (principally Australia, China and RSA).
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AEP and ECS have leading competitive
positions in their chosen markets

AEP has strong positions in niche markets
with attractive growth dynamics. ECS is one
of the principal global suppliers of
heavyweight conveyor solutions. 

Market leaderships are based on brands,
technology, know-how and customer
relationships built up over many years.

Investment case

Fenner has a balanced portfolio of
products and services, supplying a
variety of markets and weighted
towards the aftermarket 

A high proportion of Fenner products and
services are used in performance-critical
applications.

Fenner products and services typically
represent only a small proportion of a
customer’s total costs which increases the
resilience of Fenner’s businesses.

Global footprint with growth
opportunities in developed and
emerging economies

Fenner operates on every continent with
particular strengths in North America. 

As the world economy evolves and grows, we
have the capability to increase investment
where growth opportunities are the most
attractive.

Established track record of
performance in differing market
conditions

During the year, as conditions in certain of its
markets weakened, Fenner increased cash
generation and reduced direct costs and
overheads.

As illustrated by its performance in previous
cycles, Fenner’s businesses are well
positioned to benefit from improvements in
its oil, gas and mining markets.

A strong balance sheet and strong
cash flow 

The improvement in the Group’s cash flow
performance which took place during the
year helped fund continuing organic and
acquisitive investment as well as dividend
payments to shareholders.

The balance sheet is further strengthened
by long-term debt maturity.

Analysis of revenue

Summary financials
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Chairman’s Statement

Mark Abrahams
Chairman
11 November 2015

The creation of long-term value for
Fenner shareholders remains the
fundamental driver of everything we do.

Dear Shareholder
Despite a number of bright spots, including
further progress being made in AEP’s
industrial and medical businesses, the
Group’s results for the year generally reflect
the continued deterioration in the mining
industry globally and, more latterly, the
downturn in the oil & gas industry. We have
responded by rigorous control of costs and
the close management of cash and working
capital, whilst still maintaining our ability to
resume growth when market conditions allow.

On the following pages, you will find the Chief
Executive Officer’s Review which provides an
analysis of the Group’s performance during
the year and the outlook for the new
financial year.

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT AND
SHAREHOLDER VALUE
The creation of long-term value for Fenner
shareholders remains the fundamental driver
of everything we do. The Board reviews the
Group’s strategy and structure to ensure that
they are consistent with meeting this goal and
in doing so takes into account the views of
financial advisers and feedback received from
principal shareholders. 

In 2015, AEP became the larger contributor to
Group profit which, in part, reflected the
investments that we have made in this
division. The Board recognises the superior
growth, margins and return potential within
AEP and anticipates that the Group’s future
investment will continue to be weighted
towards this division. Historic investment in
ECS has left the division with a global network
of well-equipped facilities; ECS is expected to
be able to maintain its competitive position
whilst undertaking significantly lower levels of
capital expenditure than in recent years.

Acquisitions have been a central part of our
growth strategy and, in 2015, the Group
acquired Charter Medical which is seen as an
important addition to our presence in the
medical industry. The Group will continue to
pursue appropriate acquisition opportunities
where they meet our criteria and provided
that they can be appropriately financed. We
expect acquisition activity to be focused on

AEP, including the potential for opportunities
to arise from the current uncertainties facing
the oil & gas industry; ECS is only likely to
undertake acquisitions which offer
outstanding strategic rationale and
appropriate financial returns. 

DIVIDENDS
The Board is recommending an unchanged
final dividend of 8.0p per share, which gives a
total dividend for the year of 12.0p (2014:
12.0p). The dividend is covered 1.3 times by
underlying earnings and 1.4 times by free
cash flow. 

The Board recognises that the dividend paid
to the Company’s shareholders is an
important component of shareholder value.
Whilst the current level of dividend remains
affordable, the Board will set future dividends
after taking into account opportunities to
invest in future growth.

PEOPLE
I would like to take this opportunity to once
again express my sincere thanks to all of our
employees for their continued hard work,
commitment and determination during a year
which has presented the Group with many and
varied challenges. 

In January 2015, we welcomed John Pratt on
to the Board as Group Finance Director. John
joined Fenner in 1991 and previously held a
number of senior positions, including Group
Financial Controller from 1996 to 2002 and,
most latterly, Executive Director of ECS with
responsibility for ECS’s activities in the United
Kingdom, South Africa and Asia. John
succeeded Richard Perry who had served as
Group Finance Director for over 20 years; I am
sure that you will join me and the rest of the
Board in wishing Richard a long and happy
retirement. 

Alan Wood will be retiring from the Board at
the conclusion of the AGM in January 2016.
Alan has served as a non-executive director
since April 2010 and has made an excellent
and valued contribution during that time.
I would like to express gratitude to Alan on
behalf of the Board and the wider Group. 

We are pleased to announce the appointment
of Geraint Anderson who will take up a

non-executive director role at the conclusion
of the AGM in January 2016 and succeed
Alan Wood. 

GOVERNANCE
We recognise that appropriate, well managed
corporate governance processes help to
ensure that the Company continues to be
managed in the best interests of both
shareholders and wider stakeholders. The
Board is committed to maintaining high
standards of governance, which we view as
central to delivering long-term shareholder
value. As part of a strong approach to
governance, we adhere to and support
the UK Corporate Governance Code 2014.

The Board regularly engages with major
shareholders on trading and governance
issues, and also provides opportunities to
discuss other matters as appropriate. 

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
Fenner recognises that conducting our
operations in a safe and responsible manner
underpins our long-term sustainability. By
acting responsibly, we can provide a safe and
supportive working environment, minimise our
environmental impact and support the
communities in which we operate. Fenner’s
Code of Business Conduct, together with our
health & safety, environmental and various
supporting policies reinforce the behaviours we
expect the Group’s employees to demonstrate
at all times.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
You will find enclosed a notice convening the
Company’s Annual General Meeting which will
be held on 13 January 2016. The Meeting will
consider a number of resolutions, including the
approval of the proposed final dividend. My
Board colleagues and I look forward to
welcoming you to the meeting.

Further information on Corporate Governance
is set out on pages 34 to 40…

Further information on Corporate
Responsibility is set out on pages 27 to 32…
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Chief Executive Officer’s Review

Dear Shareholder
In the financial year to 31 August 2015, the
Group has faced difficult trading conditions in
some of its key markets. The year’s results
represent the first time that AEP has made the
larger contribution to the Group’s underlying
operating profit and reflect three particular
features.  

First, important parts of AEP’s industrial and
medical businesses saw further growth during
the year, reflecting the investments which we
have made in these businesses in recent years,
in particular in their employees and knowledge
base. The Group’s presence in the medical
industry was significantly enhanced during the
year through the acquisition of Charter Medical,
and we are continuing to invest in these
businesses, for example, through the
consolidation of Secant Medical’s operations
into new, purpose-built premises.

Second, carrying on from the successful growth
which they have achieved in recent years, AEP’s

principal oil & gas businesses saw continued
expansion in the first half of the year; however,
the significant falls in the prices of oil and gas
led to reductions in revenue and, despite a pro-
active approach to cost reduction, in profitability
in the second half of the year. 

Third, the ECS division continued to face
difficult trading conditions in most of its
principal markets, including the USA and
Australia, as commodity prices generally
continued on the downward trends seen in the
previous year. During the year, we reduced
costs across the business and took steps to
align the capacity of the division to match our
revised views of likely medium-term levels of
demand. 

The Group’s results, which are summarised in
the accompanying table and discussed more
fully below, show revenue of £666.7m and
underlying operating profit of £56.4m. 

Throughout the year, close management
attention across the Group led to total

operating costs excluding materials being
reduced by £38m on an annualised basis. As
part of this process, the Group’s headcount was
reduced by 11 per cent. Operating cash flow
was £69.2m (2014: £63.8m), an increase of 8
per cent, reflecting an increased focus on the
Group’s working capital. 

Some time ago, we set ourselves the strategic
goals of building a group which is Strong,
Growing and Resilient. As you will see from
page 8, we have made important progress
towards these goals and we expect to make
further significant progress in coming years. 

ADVANCED ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
In 2015, AEP generated revenue of £266.2m
(2014: £269.7m at constant currencies) and
underlying operating profit of £41.0m (2014:
£43.6m at constant currencies). Underlying
operating margin was 15.4 per cent (2014: 16.2
per cent at constant currencies).

Performance was generally strong across the
division in the first half of the year; the medical
businesses in particular continued their strong
performance in the second half of the year,
during which time the AEP businesses serving
the oil & gas industry saw sharp falls in
demand, reflecting lower energy prices. Pre-
emptive management action led to AEP’s total
operating costs excluding materials being
reduced by £13m on an annualised basis.

AEP is organised into three product groups:
Advanced Sealing Technologies (which
generated 49 per cent of AEP’s revenue in
2015); Precision Polymers (36 per cent); and
Solesis Medical Technologies (15 per cent). 

Advanced Sealing Technologies
Advanced Sealing Technologies, the largest
product group within AEP, designs and
manufactures performance-critical seals for
use in oil & gas and fluid power applications. In
2015, revenue was £130.9m (2014: £140.4m at
constant currencies), a decrease of 7 per cent.

CDI (design and manufacture of custom seals
for upstream oil & gas) has its principal
operations in Texas, USA and accounts for by
far the largest share of the revenue which AEP
generates from customers within the oil & gas
industry. During the first half of the year, CDI
continued the strong growth seen in earlier
years, building upon its relationships with
major oilfield services companies and OEMs.

2014 Change
As Constant As Constant

2015 reported currency reported currency
Revenue (£m)
AEP 266.2 265.5 269.7 - -1%
ECS 400.5 463.9 455.6 -14% -12%
Fenner 666.7 729.4 725.3 -9% -8%
Underlying operating profit (£m)
AEP 41.0 42.3 43.6 -3% -6%
ECS 23.3 45.7 44.0 -49% -47%
Corporate (7.9) (8.5) (8.6) n/a n/a
Fenner 56.4 79.5 79.0 -29% -29% 
Underlying operating margin
AEP 15.4% 15.9% 16.2% -0.5pcp -0.8pcp
ECS 5.8% 9.9% 9.7% -4.1pcp -3.9pcp
Fenner 8.5% 10.9% 10.9% -2.4pcp -2.4pcp
Fenner
Underlying profit before taxation (£m) 42.5 65.6 64.8 -35% -34%
(Loss)/profit before taxation (£m) (5.3) 29.2 27.6 n/a n/a
Operating cash flow (£m) 69.2 63.8 62.5 +8% +11%
Underlying earnings per share 15.5p 23.3p 23.1p -33% -33%

A year of strong focus on management
of costs and cash and on selective
growth opportunities.

Nicholas Hobson
Chief Executive Officer
11 November 2015

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
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Sharp falls in the prices of oil and gas across
global markets, which had been seen since the
start of the Group’s financial year, led to
reductions in revenue and profitability in the
second half of the year. Reductions in CDI’s
revenue run rate have been consistent with
movements in industry metrics and the impact
of these reductions on CDI’s profits has been
mitigated by measures taken to reduce variable
costs and overheads. 

Hallite (seals for fluid power) achieved a result
moderately behind the previous year, as
generally buoyant trading conditions in
construction-related industries were offset by
weaknesses in sales of end-user products to
customers engaged in oil & gas and
agriculture. 

EGC (wear components, precision components,
connectors and seals) and AIP (precision
machined polymer components) each saw
general progress in their businesses offset by a
slowdown in sales to customers in the oil & gas
industry and across the energy sector as a whole. 

Precision Polymers
Precision Polymers produces high value-added
components, principally belts and hoses, for
niche industrial markets, including hydraulic
fracturing. In 2015, revenue was £95.3m (2014:
£99.8m at constant currencies), a decrease of 5
per cent.

Fenner Drives (specialist products for power
transmission and motion control) achieved
another year of higher revenue, underlying
operating profit and margin whilst further
improving its high return on capital employed.
The business introduced a number of new lines
and benefitted from generally buoyant market
conditions. Further progress was made in
expanding the business into Latin America
and Australia, whilst demand in Europe
remained flat.

Fenner Precision (bespoke belts for printers,
ATMs and other precision applications) saw a
significantly improved underlying operating
profit on modestly higher revenue. The
business benefitted from the introduction of
new products and close attention to costs. The
business completed the closure of its facility at
Buffalo, New York and the consolidation of the
US manufacturing operations in Pennsylvania. 

James Dawson (hoses for large specialist
diesel engines) made a slightly improved
contribution, despite modestly lower revenue,
due to improved manufacturing and tight cost
control. Demand for Dawson products for use
in diesel engines in commercial trucking, the
oil & gas industry and agriculture was generally
subdued.   

Mandals (lay-flat hoses) experienced a sharp
and significant reduction in demand for its lay-
flat hoses for use in hydraulic fracturing
applications at the start of the year in response
to falls in the oil price, since which time demand
has remained at very low levels. We remain
convinced that Mandals’ lay-flat hoses provide
significant cost, operational and environmental
advantages over pre-existing technologies and
we expect demand to recover when conditions
in the industry improve. In the meantime, the
business has reduced headcount and refocused
on its traditional markets of emergency fire
services and agriculture.

Solesis Medical Technologies
Solesis Medical Technologies took an important
step forward during the year with its acquisition
of Charter Medical; Solesis Medical
Technologies also includes Secant Medical and
Xeridiem. All three businesses are located in
the USA and most of their revenue arises in the
USA. In 2015, revenue was £40.0m (2014:
£29.5m at constant currencies), an increase of
36 per cent; excluding the benefit of the
acquisition, revenue grew by 11 per cent at
constant currencies.

Secant Medical (biomedical textile components
and biomaterials) produced a strong result with
underlying operating profit and margin both
well ahead of the previous year, reflecting an
improved mix of sales and the benefit of various
cost efficiency initiatives undertaken during the
year. The business has increased its
capabilities to act as a partner of those medical
majors which choose to outsource the
development and manufacture of medical
components and its pipeline of products
under development now exceeds 100
customer-funded projects. The extensive
programme to consolidate Secant’s facilities
has completed its first phase; the programme
is proceeding as planned and is expected to be
substantially complete by the end of the current
financial year.

Xeridiem (single-use medical devices) saw an
improved result although overall its
performance remains below other AEP
businesses. The improved result was due to a
combination of higher revenue and lower costs,
with some indications during the year that the
over-stock of catheters and enteral feeding
products was easing. 

Charter Medical (single-use products for blood
management, bio-processing and cell therapy)
was acquired at the end of January 2015. Its
integration into the Group was completed on
schedule and the business is performing in line
with expectations. We are increasingly excited
about Charter Medical’s potential as part of the
Fenner Group. 

ENGINEERED CONVEYOR SOLUTIONS
In 2015, ECS faced another year in which
trading conditions in each of its principal
markets showed further deteriorations,
especially in the US coal industry. Whilst ECS
generally maintained its share of each of the
principal markets in which it operates, these
deteriorations led to lower revenue and, despite
stringent measures to reduce costs, lower
profit.

In 2015, ECS generated revenue of £400.5m
(2014: £455.6m at constant currencies) and
underlying operating profit of £23.3m (2014:
£44.0m at constant currencies). Underlying
operating margin was 5.8 per cent (2014: 9.7
per cent at constant currencies). 

Strong action by management resulted in an
improved operating cash flow of £48.0m (2014:
£45.1m).

ECS continues to address its cost base. In 2015,
total operating costs excluding materials were
reduced by £24m (11 per cent) on an annualised
basis which was in addition to the reduction of

£8m achieved during the previous year; as part
of this, there have been significant reductions
in manned capacity across ECS’s business as
demand for belting product and services have
fallen. A process for ECS to right-size its
factory capacity to suit likely medium-term
levels of demand for belting product has been
undertaken in Asia Pacific and EMEA, resulting
in significant reductions in headcount at ECS’s
factories in China and the UK, and is on-going
in North America. Over the course of the year,
ECS’s permanent headcount was reduced by
over 300 (representing 11 per cent of the
workforce) with further reductions in temporary
employees and contract labour.

Americas
In 2015, revenue was £162.4m (2014: £182.8m
at constant currencies), a decrease of 11 per
cent; this represented 41 per cent of ECS’s
revenue.

In North America, which accounts for the great
majority of the region’s business, revenue from
industrial customers, which include
manufacturers of bulk materials used in non-
residential construction and hard rock miners,
grew significantly in response to enhanced
distribution arrangements and other industry
specific initiatives undertaken to increase its
share of this market. Revenue also benefitted
from a generally helpful economic environment
in the USA. 

The coal industry in the USA continued to show
sequential declines to the extent that, by the
end of the year, it appeared the industry was
undergoing a process of structural change.
During the year, a number of coal mining
groups entered insolvency proceedings; whilst
the impact of bad debts on ECS has been
limited, this development has further weakened
sentiment across the coal mining industry.
Sentiment over the longer-term prospects of
the coal industry was also damaged by certain
government policy announcements, although
the implementation of these policies remains
uncertain. 

The volume of coal extracted over the course of
the year was down by some 6 per cent, well
below earlier industry expectations. Coal and
gas prices weakened throughout the year,
encouraging switching by electricity generators
away from coal, to the extent that at times gas
matched the share of electricity generated from
burning coal. The share of electricity generated
by renewable sources also increased markedly
during the year. 

Against this background, ECS has seen its coal
mining customers continue to defer belt
replacements and generally seek to minimise
their expenditures on belting products and
services, for example through the use of
second-hand belt from closed mines. Inevitably,
in such an environment, ECS saw pricing
pressures which offset the benefit of lower raw
material prices. 

Throughout the year, ECS continued to address
its cost base and working capital. Significant
amounts of direct and indirect cost have been
taken out of the business and the increase in
ECS’s inventories which took place during the
previous financial year was reversed. The
service business has been largely reconfigured
with an increased focus on those customers
which value a combined offering of belting

Further information on AEP is set out in the
Divisional Review on pages 16 to 19…

Chief Executive Officer’s Review continued
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product and service and a withdrawal from low
margin service activities. 

ECS’s presence in South America is focused on
the copper mining industry in Chile, where
ECS’s trading results for the year showed a
moderate improvement, despite lower copper
prices and lower than anticipated copper
production.

Asia Pacific
In 2015, revenue was £149.2m (2014: £177.2m
at constant currencies), a decrease of 16 per
cent; the region accounted for 37 per cent of
ECS’s total revenue.

Australia represents the greatest part of the Asia
Pacific region; ECS’s revenue fell due to a
combination of lower belt volumes, lower service
revenue and continuing pricing pressure. 

ECS saw a sharp reduction in demand for belt
for use in new mining facilities, with many
projects having been deferred or cancelled as
mining groups curtailed capital expenditure
programmes. In response, ECS’s project
businesses have refocused on value-added
service activities in the aftermarket.

The extraction rates of iron ore and coal, both
predominantly for export to Asian markets,
continued to grow and reached new record
levels. However, commodity prices weakened,
with iron ore prices on average around 39 per
cent below the previous year. 

Higher extraction tonnages supported demand
for replacement conveyor belt, although over
the period increasing uncertainty surrounding
the outlook for Asian economies and their
future demand for commodities encouraged
the mining sector to reduce conveyor belt
inventories. There was a modest impact on
demand for belt from the temporary closure of
a small number of mines in response to falling
commodity prices.  

ECS’s service revenues fell during the period as
it did not pursue the renewal of certain service
contracts which offered insufficient return,
given the resources required and risk potential.

Pricing pressure continued as mines sought to
extract further value from their supply chains in
response to falling commodity prices. ECS was
able to partly offset the impact of pricing
pressure through continuing close attention to
improving business efficiency.

In China, ECS performed well in the first half of
the year, but saw much reduced activity in the
second half as order intake from its principal
coal mining customers was much reduced. In
response to the slowdown, ECS made
significant reductions in its workforce. ECS has
a unique position in the Chinese market as the
most credible domestic manufacturer of the
high-performance belting required in very large
long-wall mines and there have been some
recent indications that demand for belt may
begin to increase.

EMEA
In 2015, revenue was £88.9m (2014: £95.6m at
constant currencies), a decrease of 7 per cent;
EMEA accounted for 22 per cent of ECS’s total
revenue.

Demand from customers across Europe
showed little sign of improvement during the

year as the principal industries served by ECS
remained subdued. In the newer mining
markets of west and north Africa, the growth
previously anticipated did not materialise, as
the mines could not operate economically at
current levels of commodity prices. 

ECS’s performance was supported by continued
close attention to costs, in particular at the
region’s principal factory in the Netherlands
where manning levels were significantly
reduced. A review of the prospects for belt
sales in the Russian and Ukrainian markets
concluded that demand is unlikely to recover in
the near term and the decision was made to
downsize ECS’s UK facility. This process was
completed during the second half of the year. 

ECS’s business in the Republic of South Africa
(“RSA”) continued the improvement started last
year, with ECS maintaining its leading position
in the supply of belt to coal mining, although
the region’s contribution to the Group’s results
was reduced by the weakness of the South
African Rand. With its mining customers having
access to Asian export markets, RSA is seen as
an area of further development for ECS in the
future. 

GROUP FINANCING
The Group remains soundly financed with a
strong balance sheet. The Group’s year end net
debt was £138.0m (2014: £117.3m). The
increase over the year of £20.7m reflected
acquisition spend (£25.6m), capital expenditure
(£28.1m) and an on-going Group-wide initiative
to improve the management of working capital
which resulted in an inflow of £13.9m in the
year. The ratio of net debt to EBITDA for the
year was 1.7 times (2014: 1.2 times), well within
the level required by the Group’s financing
facilities. 

Capital expenditure represented a multiple of
1.2 times depreciation. Capital expenditure in
AEP was £23.4m, including the acquisition of
specialist properties for Secant Medical and
Mandals, against depreciation of £9.0m; we
expect AEP’s capital expenditure to revert to
more normalised levels in the current financial
year. In ECS, capital expenditure was £4.7m,
which, given the investment which we have
made in the business during recent years, we
regard as appropriate for the foreseeable future
in order to maintain the business in a steady
state. On this basis, we expect Group capital
expenditure to be appreciably below
depreciation whilst continuing a growth stance
in AEP and maintaining ECS in its current form.

HEALTH & SAFETY
The Group has an overriding commitment to
provide a safe and secure working environment
which extends beyond its employees to
encompass all those who work with or for it,
including those who are also affected by its
activities such as customers, visitors and
surrounding communities. It is therefore with
great sadness that we have to report the fatality
of one of the Group’s employees in India.
Fenner’s senior management attended the site
promptly and a full internal investigation was
initiated. The findings of that investigation
focused on contractor selection processes and
control of work procedures; the Group is

currently implementing revisions to its systems
globally to learn from this tragic event.

Despite this terrible event, the Group’s
underlying safety record has once again shown
considerable improvement and we believe that
it compares very favourably with other
companies in similar industries. Our principal
measure, Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate, fell
by nearly one-half to 0.62 incidents per 200,000
hours worked; this means that the Group’s
employees and others are safer, it indicates
that we are doing things efficiently and carefully
and also has tangible commercial benefits, for
example, in terms of lower insurance
premiums, reduced costs associated with
employees not being available for work and less
management time spent on dealing with the
aftermath of serious incidents. 

OUTLOOK
Management has significantly reduced the
Group’s cost structure and is continuing to
tightly manage costs in each business. The
Board believes that, over the medium and
longer term, the Group’s principal markets will
grow at rates in excess of GDP growth although
the current year is likely to see a continuation
of difficult trading conditions in the Group’s
businesses serving the oil & gas and mining
industries. 

AEP’s industrial businesses have performed
well although some external indicators now
suggest a possible slowing of growth in the US
industrial sector. Oil & gas industry metrics,
such as US rig count, remain at the lower end
of the range of the Group’s planning
assumptions and current oil and gas prices do
not suggest any improvement in demand levels
in AEP’s businesses serving that industry. 

We remain optimistic about the prospects for
Secant Medical. Its development pipeline is
beginning to benefit from the recent investment
in innovation and engineering capabilities; the
expected completion later this year of the
second phase of the move to new facilities will
bring operational benefits and enable further
growth. Charter Medical, which was acquired in
January 2015, is performing in line with
expectations and will make a full-year
contribution to the Group’s results.  

In relation to ECS, on-going excess commodity
supply and low prices globally are likely to
mean that miners will continue to maintain
their focus on operating costs and restrain
capital expenditure. In the Southern Hemisphere,
the outlook for the mining industry is closely
tied to the strength of the Chinese economy
about which there is on-going uncertainty. In
North America, ECS expects to achieve further
growth in industrial markets, although the
benefits of this will be more than offset by the
increasing cyclical, long-term structural and
financial challenges being faced by the US coal
mining industry. As a consequence, we expect
to announce a restructuring of ECS’s North
American business (at a cash cost of up to
£10m) in early 2016.  

Trading in the majority of the Group remains in
line with management expectations. However,
in the light of the recent further deterioration in
the US coal industry, the Board envisages that
the Group is likely to achieve an outcome for
the current financial year which is moderately
below its previous expectations. 

Further information on ECS is set out in the
Divisional Review on pages 20 to 23…
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Strategic goals Highlights of what we have achieved Examples of what we intend to do in the future

Invest in human
capital and extend
intellectual property
inventory

AEP has developed a unique set of businesses
based around its technical expertise in
polymeric materials.

The Group will continue to invest in its human
capital and knowledge base, for example, by
continuing to expand AEP’s product pipeline.

Maintain and
improve business
infrastructure

Past investment has given ECS a global
network of generally modern and well-
equipped manufacturing and service facilities.

In the future, ECS can maintain its market
leadership through lower levels of capital
expenditure, benefitting Group cash flow.

Sustain a secure
balance sheet

Through successive business cycles, Fenner
has remained securely financed whilst
investing in future growth.

We will continue to finance the Group using
retained earnings and long-term borrowings.

Maximise organic
and acquired growth

AEP’s model includes the making of strategic
acquisitions followed by a “focus & invest”
phase leading to rapid growth.

Over the short term, growth in AEP is likely to
be focused on capital expenditure and
development of AEP’s knowledge base, but
acquisitions remain a key part of the AEP
model.

Increase focus on
faster growing
emerging markets

ECS has increased its presence in newer
regions such as South America, Africa and the
Middle East.

AEP will derive higher proportions of its revenue
from outside the USA, including Asia Pacific and
South America.

Identify fast growing
applications

The Group has an excellent record, including
the development of polymeric solutions to
challenges in sealing and the medical industry.

Emphasis is likely to remain on opportunities
within AEP; current examples include products
for bioprocessing and additive manufacturing.

Performance-critical AEP’s focus on performance-critical products
has enabled it to generate enhanced margins
and returns on capital.

Performance-criticality will remain a key part of
the AEP business model.

Aftermarket focus  )
Balanced portfolio )

ECS has successfully pioneered the concept of
“total conveyor solutions”, offering its
customers a unique, comprehensive suite of
conveying products and services. 

ECS will continue to increase the proportion of
its business represented by aftermarket and, to
offset regional declines in coal mining, ECS will
increase its presence in hard rock mining and
bulk materials.

Exposure to
long-term growth
markets

The Group has identified long-term growth
markets including (for AEP) oil & gas and
medical and (for ECS) Australian mining.

The Group remains convinced that, despite
current challenges, these markets remain
structurally sound and offer superior growth
opportunities over the medium and longer terms.

Our vision is to enhance Fenner’s position as a world
leader in reinforced polymer technology through
being the leading global provider of local engineered
solutions for performance-critical applications.   

Vision and Strategic Goals

In support of achieving this vision, certain
strategic goals have previously been identified
which help to define the Group’s business
philosophy, tools and techniques and which
will help to establish Fenner as a strong,
growing and resilient company for the coming
decades.

The table below highlights some of the
progress which has been achieved towards
the Group’s strategic goals since they were
established in 2012 and examples of what it is
intended to do in the future.

The Group’s strategic goals have also assisted
in the formulation of the divisional strategies
for AEP (set out on page 16) and ECS (set out
on page 20).

Resilient

Growing

Strong

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
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It is recognised that AEP and ECS offer
differing prospects of growth through the
business cycle and that both divisions will be
influenced by the trading and financial
conditions in the sectors in which they operate
and in the economy as a whole.

During 2015, AEP became the larger
contributor of profit within the Fenner Group,
which reflected the benefits of recent
investment in AEP, including acquisitions, as

well as the slow-down in many of ECS’s
markets. Whilst this is not necessarily
expected to reverse in the immediate future,
the opportunity exists for a cyclical recovery in
ECS when global commodity markets show
signs of a sustained recovery.

The financial objectives for the future growth of
AEP, ECS and the Group as a whole are
summarised below.

Medium-term Financial Objectives

Fenner is committed to increasing shareholder value,
which is expected to be achieved through generating
sustained and profitable growth in AEP and ECS. 

• Acquisitions are likely to be
limited to specific geographic or
product in-fills.

• Through-the-cycle growth is
expected to reflect global demand
for commodities and GDP growth
across the different regions in which
ECS operates.

• ECS’s technology, brands and
international presence, together
with its ability to offer combined
product and service packages,
should enable it to outperform
industry metrics.

• Some scope is seen for through-the-
cycle margin improvement through
efficiency gains. 

• Over the short term, the principal
influences on margins will be fluctuations
in volumes, pricing and the implementation
of cost-saving measures.

• ECS will continue to focus on cash
generation and operating cash flow is
expected to exceed underlying operating
profit. 

Revenue growth - organic Revenue growth - acquired Margins and returns

• AEP will remain the Group’s
primary focus for acquisitions
with an emphasis on oil & gas
and medical. 

• Over the next financial year,
acquisition activity is likely to be
reduced, reflecting
economic/financial conditions
and corporate capacity.

• AEP is anticipated to grow at or
about its historic rate (measured at
constant currency over the course of
the business cycle).

• AEP will continue to focus on
markets which offer the best
prospects of long-term growth,
especially oil & gas and medical,
supported by on-going capital and
revenue investment.

• The objective for AEP remains to
achieve and maintain an underlying
operating margin in excess of 20 per
cent.

• Achieving this objective will require a
recovery in AEP’s oil & gas businesses
and continuing growth in AEP’s medical
and other higher margin activities.

• The Group’s ability to make
acquisitions will reflect the need
to remain within appropriate
financial parameters, together
with the Group’s capacity to
manage the integration and
growth of businesses acquired.

• Margin progression for the Group will
reflect an increasing proportion of
Group profit being earned by AEP.

• The Group will target a return on gross
capital employed that exceeds its
weighted average cost of capital and
which grows over the medium term.

Group
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Key Performance Indicators

The Board has adopted Key Performance Indicators
(“KPIs”), which include financial and non-financial
measures, in order to enable it to monitor the Group’s
performance over time and against other companies
which may be considered as comparable.

The Board may determine upper or lower
limits for individual KPIs or a range. Their
limits may, in part, be determined by external
parties, as is the case with financial covenants
attached to loan facilities. In other instances,
the Board uses its judgement to consider

movements in the KPIs alongside a variety of
factors and movements in exchange rates,
including trading conditions in the principal
markets in which the Group operates, to
assess the performance of the Group.

Fenner believes strongly that safety is at the heart of the way it does
business and looks for and promotes safety as a key element in the
culture of each of its operations.

Fenner’s underlying safety record, measured in terms of Lost Time
Incident Frequency Rate (“LTIFR”), has continued to show improvement.
Whilst no generally accepted benchmarks are understood to exist, the
Board believes that Fenner’s performance compares favourably with
other companies in similar industries.

LTIs: 33 
(2014: 59)

LTIFR: 0.62
(2014: 1.07)

15.5 pence
(2014: 23.3 pence)

Definition: Lost Time Incidents
(“LTIs”): the number of incidents
connected with work which result
in the injured person being away
from work, not including the day
of the incident. LTIFR: LTIs per
200,000 hours worked.

Safety performance

Underlying earnings per share showed a reduction of 33 per cent
compared with the previous year. 

The reduced outcome for the year reflected lower underlying operating
profit offset in part by a lower tax charge.

Definition: Profit for the year
attributable to shareholders of
Fenner PLC before amortisation of
intangible assets acquired,
exceptional items and notional
interest, divided by the basic
weighted average number of shares
in issue and ranking for dividend.

Underlying earnings per share

The Board considers underlying operating profit (“UOP”) and underlying operating margin (“UOM”) for the Group as a whole
and for each division. 

Underlying operating profit and underlying operating margin 

Definition: Underlying operating
profit is operating profit before
amortisation of intangible assets
acquired and exceptional items;
underlying operating margin is
underlying operating profit as a
percentage of attributable
revenue.

Movements in Fenner’s UOP and UOM reflected the
performances of ECS and AEP and unallocated
corporate costs which reduced during the year.

AEP’s UOP and UOM both fell slightly during the
year, reflecting falls in its oil & gas markets
during the second half of the year, whilst AEP’s
industrial and medical businesses performed
well throughout the year.

ECS experienced a further fall in both UOP and UOM
as conditions in ECS’s principal markets continued to
deteriorate; the impact of these deteriorations was
reduced by cost savings.

UOP: 
£56.4m
(2014: £79.5m)

UOM: 
8.5%
(2014: 10.9%)

UOP:
£23.3m
(2014: £45.7m)

UOM: 
5.8%
(2014: 9.9%)

UOP:
£41.0m
(2014: £42.3m)

UOM: 
15.4%
(2014: 15.9%)

Group

ECS

AEP
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11.6%
(2014: 14.9%)

1.2 times 
(2014: 1.3 times)

Movements in the Group’s return on gross capital employed reflect
the returns generated by each of ECS and AEP and also include
unallocated corporate costs, assets and liabilities.

The lower outcome in 2015 primarily reflects the fall in ECS’s
underlying operating profit.  

The return on gross capital employed exceeded the Group’s
estimated weighted-average cost of capital.

Definition: Underlying operating
profit divided by gross capital
employed, being the average of the
opening and closing non-current
assets (excluding deferred tax and
derivative financial instruments),
inventories, trade and other
receivables, non-current assets
held for sale and trade and other
payables.

Return on gross capital employed

The Group’s capital expenditure was focused on AEP and included
the acquisition of certain freehold properties and the consolidation
of Secant Medical’s facilities. Capital expenditure by ECS was below
the depreciation charge in its income statement but is considered
to have matched economic depreciation. 

Definition: Capital expenditure
(including finance leases) divided by
depreciation and amortisation
(excluding amortisation of
intangible assets acquired).

Capital expenditure/depreciation

The increase in net debt/EBITDA during the year was due to higher
net debt (partly reflecting acquisition spend and capital expenditure
and offset by a net release of cash from working capital) and lower
EBITDA. 

The Group comfortably complied with its financial covenants which
require that net debt to adjusted EBITDA (as defined within the
relevant financing agreements) is less than 3.5 times.

Definition: Net debt divided by
operating profit before depreciation,
amortisation, impairment charges
and exceptional items.

Net debt/EBITDA

EBITDA interest cover fell during the year, reflecting lower EBITDA,
but remained well above the level required by financial covenants
which is that EBITDA interest cover (as defined within the relevant
financing agreements) exceeds 3.0 times. 

Definition: Operating profit before
depreciation, amortisation,
impairment charges and
exceptional items divided by net
interest payable (excluding notional
interest).

EBITDA interest cover

1.7 times 
(2014: 1.2 times)

5.7 times 
(2014: 7.3 times)
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Fenner operates in a complex global
environment where risks offer
opportunities as well as challenges.

Principal Risks and Uncertainties

Description:
Fenner’s business model results in operations
in global markets and in a range of market
sectors, but with particular emphasis on
commodities, energy and bulk materials.
These sectors can be subject to cycles,
structural changes and other external factors.

Impact:
A substantial downturn in one or more key
markets could have a material adverse impact
on the Group’s profitability, cash flow and the
carrying value of its assets. 

Controls and mitigation:
• The Group’s sector diversity and

international presence provide protection
against downturns in particular markets.

• Fenner has identified and developed
opportunities outside its traditional areas of
operation where its expertise can be put to
use.

• The markets in which the Group operates
are continually monitored and assessed. 

Developments in the year: 
ECS has seen continuing weakness in the
global markets for key mined commodities
(coal, iron ore and copper) whilst, during 2015,
AEP was impacted by lower oil prices.
However, continued progress in the Group’s
other market sectors has mitigated these
effects and the Group has continued to
expand its presence in these sectors,
including through the acquisition of Charter
Medical in the year.

See pages 16 to 23.

The 12 principal risks listed below are
monitored and updated regularly by the
Board, using appropriate key external
indicators, internal performance indicators
and business unit risk updates. The principal
risks are taken from the Fenner Risk Universe
and are deemed “principal” due to their
overall risk ranking and their specific
relevance to the Group's business, strategy
and operations. Additional risks and
uncertainties not presently known to Fenner,
or that Fenner currently considers
immaterial, may also have an adverse effect
on its business.

Fenner’s operations around the world are
exposed to a number of risks which could,
either on their own, or in combination with
others, have an adverse effect on the Group’s
results, strategy, business performance and
reputation which, in turn, could impact upon
shareholder returns.

RISK APPETITE
Fenner’s business model and strategy
requires the Group to operate globally and in
what can be challenging conditions. Fenner is
prepared to accept those risks which it
believes will ultimately increase shareholder

value, but only to the extent that it can identify
the relevant risks, gain a thorough
understanding of those risks and be able to
manage the risks adequately and
appropriately by using a range of risk
mitigation strategies. 

Details of our risk management processes
are set out on page 39…

Risk: Key markets        Owner: Chief Executive Officer and Executive Committee

Description: 
Due to the products and services offered,
Fenner faces a global competitor landscape
which is complex and dynamic.

Impact: 
Commercial activity by competitors, or
changes in their products or technology, could
impact upon Fenner’s market share and
profitability.

Controls and mitigation:
• ECS has developed a strong brand and

industry-leading technology, with a
combined product and service offering.

• AEP has a business model which
emphasises products that are
performance-critical and which generally
represent only a small proportion of the
cost of a customer’s finished item. The
Group has a diverse product range; this
provides a natural protection and helps to
reduce fluctuations in earnings.

• The Group uses market intelligence and
competitor analysis to support its market
activities and which informs investment
decisions.

• Across the Group, there is an emphasis on
R&D and improving the technical content of
products.

Developments in the year: 
Continued weak conditions in many commodity
markets have led certain ECS customers to
increase the frequency and intensity of their
tendering; in response, ECS has granted limited
price concessions whilst reducing its own costs
and has generally maintained market share.

Within AEP’s oil & gas businesses, the
reductions in sales volumes seen in 2015 have
reflected changes in industry demand; the
potential for competitor activity to impact
these businesses is likely to increase in 2016.

Weaker market conditions can increase
customers’ focus on short-term costs rather
than quality and life time value; such a
change of attitude can favour the Group’s low
cost competitors.

In January 2015, Continental AG completed
the acquisition of Veyance Technologies, Inc. 

Risk: Competitor activity       Owner: Executive Committee and operational management
…

…

Key:
Risk trend

Rising

Falling

Variable

Strategic relevance

Strong

Growing

Resilient

……
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Description: 
Fenner has operations in most energy
markets, in particular coal and oil & gas, all
of which can be subject to increased
regulation in response to environmental
concerns.

Impact: 
The market for the Group’s products and
services can be reduced by regulatory actions
in response to climate change concerns as
can Fenner’s ability to source some of its raw
materials.

Controls and mitigation:
• ECS continues to diversify its business

away from its traditional exposure to coal
mining towards hard rock mining and bulk
materials handling.

• The Group monitors government initiatives
and public opinion.

• The Group is entering alternative energy
markets, including wind.

• The Group is seeking to diversify further
into non-carbon markets when appropriate
opportunities arise, including medical.

Developments in the year: 
Governments across the world, in particular
in the USA and China, have announced policy
initiatives which seek to encourage a
significant reduction in their dependency on
coal through the increased use of gas and
renewables; this has resulted in a general
weakening in the outlook for the coal industry
and a reduced willingness to invest in the
future of the industry. However, Fenner also
supplies the gas and renewables industries
including hydraulic fracturing.

Investment in AEP’s knowledge base, fixed
assets and acquisitions has established it as
the larger contributor to the Group’s operating
profit. In 2015, energy accounted for a smaller
share of AEP’s revenue.
See page 19.

Risk: Climate change        Owner: Chief Executive Officer and Executive Committee
…

Description: 
Fenner purchases a variety of raw materials
which can be subject to price fluctuations.
Many of Fenner’s raw material requirements
are freely available on world markets and are
manufactured by a variety of producers;
however, for some raw materials, the number
of suppliers is much more restricted. In
periods of high demand, availability may
become constrained which would have
implications for cost and the overall
profitability of Fenner’s business.

Impact: 
Restricted availability of raw materials
increases susceptibility to uncontrollable and
rapid movements in price, leading to margin
erosion.

In certain circumstances, the loss of a
supplier, or supplier quality failing, could lead
to an inability to produce goods in a timely or
efficient manner.

Controls and mitigation:
• The wide geographical spread of Fenner’s

businesses and supply chain, devolved
purchasing and supply chain functions
allow Fenner to utilise a wide range of
techniques including long-term purchase
contracts and dual sourcing.

• ECS has generally been able to pass on
increases in raw material prices to
customers, either through price escalation
clauses or through negotiation.

• Conversion know-how is retained in-house
and in specific situations base materials
are purchased.

Developments in the year:
The Group’s supply chain processes continue
to improve and the Group continues to
experience supplier stability. 
During the year, the prices of the principal
raw materials used by the Group have trended
downwards in US dollars.
Weak demand for conveyor product means
that some of the benefit of falling raw
material prices has been passed on by ECS to
its customers.
In AEP, raw material forms a lower
percentage of the cost. Where material price
reductions have occurred, the benefits have
generally been used to offset price pressure.

Risk: Raw materials        Owner: operational management …

Description: 
Operating across a number of territories adds
complexity to managing liquidity and exposes
the Group’s income statement and balance
sheet to currency variations. Liquidity can be
adversely affected by significant market
down-turns and the consequent impacts on
profitability and debt levels.

Impact: 
Longer-term issues arise from a cost base in
one currency and markets supplied in
another. High foreign exchange volatility
increases hedging costs. Liquidity constraints
could lead to reduced funds for further
investment or working capital requirements.

Controls and mitigation:
• Fenner has secured long-term debt finance

which is supported by long-term banking
relationships. 

• Group treasury policy covers, inter alia, the
use of currency contracts, investment
hedging policy and regular reporting of
trading exposures.

• The Group’s liquidity has been improved by
making working capital management a key
priority and through the management of
costs.

Developments in the year: 
The Group has remained well within its
banking covenants, assisted by an increased
emphasis on the management of cash and
working capital generally, and also reductions
in variable costs and overheads. 
During the year, currency movements did not
have a significant impact on the Group’s
income statement, cash flow or net assets. 
See pages 24 to 26 and note 21 to the Group’s
financial statements on pages 83 to 85.

Risk: Liquidity and foreign exchange         Owner: Group Finance Director
…
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Principal Risks and Uncertainties continued

Description: 
Fenner has a number of employee benefit
schemes including defined benefit post-
retirement and US healthcare schemes.

Impact: 
Risks arise from exposure to changes in
legislation, interest rates, investment returns,
dividends and life expectancy which can
increase year-on-year costs to Fenner.

Controls and mitigation:
• Scheme structures are under continual

review using professional advisors. 
• All options including insurance are

considered.

Developments in the year: 
Auto-enrolment came into effect in the year,
as planned for by the Group’s schemes.
The Group continues to contribute significant
funds to match liabilities. Investments are
being managed to reduce deficit volatility. In
2016, there will also be an increase in
member contributions to the UK defined
benefit scheme.
See note 27 to the Group financial statements
on pages 88 to 92.

Risk: Employee benefit schemes         Owner: Chief Executive Officer and Group Finance Director

Description:
Fenner’s products, materials and processes
have high levels of technical innovation and
know-how necessary for our performance-
critical applications and which help to
underpin strong brands and recognised
trademarks.

Impact: 
These technologies and intellectual property
rights need to be kept current through
continuous development and R&D and are
susceptible to theft, infringement, loss and
replication by competitors. This could lead to
loss of competitive advantage, loss of brand
premium and loss of business.

Controls and mitigation:
• The Group’s products, materials and

processes are continually developed and
enhanced through R&D and technical
activities across all our businesses.  

• Fenner actively registers, manages and
enforces intellectual property rights.

• Competitor activity is monitored both
directly and by use of specialist services.

• Appropriate steps are taken to recruit,
retain and incentivise key people in
technical roles.

• Designs, formulae, specifications and
techniques are physically safeguarded and
the Group uses non-disclosure and non-
compete agreements.

Developments in the year: 
The Group continues to invest in employee
capabilities, research and development. This
is all the more important to the Group during
challenging market conditions to remain
competitive in all its markets. 
Some competitor actions have resulted in the
need to increase activities to protect the
Group’s intellectual property.

Risk: Technology and intellectual property         Owner: operational management

Description: 
The future success of Fenner is dependent on
the continued services of key personnel.
Certain of Fenner’s processes require
specialist skills which are not routinely
available.

Impact: 
A loss of key personnel, with associated
intellectual property and know-how, could
disrupt production or even strategy. A lack of
new talent or inability to retain and develop
existing talent could hinder the growth
strategy.

Controls and mitigation:
• The corporate culture and management

style of Fenner is augmented by bespoke
terms and conditions of employment for
key personnel where appropriate.

• The Group has attractive incentive schemes
including bonuses, pensions and long-term
incentive plans.

• Established recruitment and development
programmes operate globally.

Developments in the year: 
The Group launched the Pathway Leadership
Development Programme for its experienced
leaders across the business. During the year,
the first intake of Gateway Leadership
Development Programme participants
graduated from the Programme. 
The Group has reduced its workforce within
parts of its global business and a key element
of this was identifying and retaining core skills
for the future.
See pages 28 to 30.

Risk: Key personnel         Owner: Chief Executive Officer and Executive Committee

Description: 
The Group’s growth strategy and investment
programmes require selecting the optimum
opportunities for organic investment and
acquisition.

Impact: 
Issues can exist around designing and
building new facilities and identifying,
executing and integrating acquired
businesses. 

Controls and mitigation:
• Group control, authority levels and approval

processes are supplemented by the use of
experienced project managers. 

• Group acquisition procedures include due
diligence and the use of professional
advisors, appropriate and enforceable
representations and warranties and
detailed integration planning.

Developments in the year: 
Activity on major projects and acquisitions
was significantly reduced. Within AEP, the
integration of Charter Medical, acquired
during the year, proceeded to plan. The
programme to consolidate Secant Medical’s
facilities is on time. 
During the year, changes in market
conditions, alongside other factors, led to
charges to the Group’s income statement
arising from the impairment of goodwill and
intangible assets relating to certain
acquisitions in prior years.  

Risk: Major projects and acquisitions         Owner: Chief Executive Officer, Group Finance Director and Executive Committee …

…

…
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Description: 
Fenner’s business model of performance-
critical applications requires total assurance
in quality and reliability across all our
operating locations and their products.

Impact: 
A loss of production capability at a facility, or
quality failings in products or procedures,
could affect reputation, accreditations, lead to
an inability to supply customers, reduce
volumes and/or increase claims made against
the businesses under guarantees and
warranties.

Controls and mitigation:
• The Fenner network of facilities provides

backup capacity in several of our key
products.  

• The Group has invested significantly in the
development of its businesses which have
established strong quality standards and
methodologies.

• There are robust procedures and policies
for reviewing, negotiating and accepting
terms and conditions of supply. The Group
uses third party advisors where
appropriate.

Developments in the year: 
Capital expenditure of £28.1m in the year has
helped ensure that the Group’s facilities and
equipment produce market leading products
and services. This expenditure includes the
first phase of our new $32m state-of-the-art
facility in Pennsylvania, USA for Secant
Medical.

Risk: Adequacy of operations         Owner: Chief Executive Officer and operational management

…

…

Description: 
Operating across very different markets and
territories exposes the Group to compliance
with a wide variety of regulatory
requirements, which continue to grow.
Maintaining ethical standards across cultures
also presents challenges.

Impact: 
Failure to comply with all relevant regulatory
and ethical requirements could affect the
Group’s reputation and/or its ability to operate
in certain markets or territories. As well as
the cost of compliance, changing regulations
could affect the Group’s ability to manufacture
certain products or the demand for those
products.

Controls and mitigation:
• Fenner has strict procedures and

processes for inappropriate behaviours,
including written policies, a “blame free”
culture, internal audit and training.  

• Group and operational management
continually monitor and assess relevant
regulatory requirements.

• Fenner monitors the tax regulatory
changes closely to ensure compliance with
the terms of all relevant tax regulations.
Professional advice is always taken where
appropriate. Fenner’s operational and legal
structure is transparent, which reduces
potential risks from tax compliance
exposures.

Developments in the year:
The regulatory environment continues to
increase with the addition of the Modern
Slavery Act and the new UK Corporate
Governance Code. This is also the first year of
CO2e comparative reporting. The Group is
seeing encouraging signs of improved ethical
behaviours and standards in other territories,
such as China.
The reports of the OECD on “base erosion and
profit shifting” have recently been released
and there is a general climate of increased
scrutiny of the tax behaviours and structures
of all multinational corporations for
indications of tax avoidance. This includes
transfer pricing, interest deductibility, profit
allocation to permanent establishments and
tax treaty abuse.

Risk: Regulatory requirements and ethics         Owner: Chief Executive Officer and Executive Committee
…

Description:
With almost 5,000 employees across 20
territories, working in a variety of roles and
dealing with complex equipment, frequently
on third party sites, the Group is exposed to
risks from accidents and incidents.

Impact: 
Injuries, perhaps serious, result in lost time,
reduced employee morale and possibly
changes in working practices. Serious
incidents can also affect Fenner’s reputation
with some large customers requiring a
minimum health & safety (“H&S”)
performance standard.

Controls and mitigation:
• Fenner has a deeply embedded culture of

H&S, codified in our Health, Safety and
Environmental Management System
Framework document.  

• The Group operates global training and
seminars and has operational management
with responsibility for H&S.  

• H&S performance indicators are monitored
regularly by the Group.

Developments in the year: 
The Group is pleased to once again report
continued reductions in its LTIs (for the 7th
year running). However, the year was sadly
marred by a fatality at one of the Group’s
operations.
See pages 27 to 28.

Risk: Health & safety         Owner: Chief Executive Officer and operational management
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Divisional Review

2015 2014 2013 2012 2011
Revenue (£m) 266.2 269.7 259.5 235.5 208.5
Underlying operating profit (£m) 41.0 43.6 45.0 43.5 38.8
Underlying operating margin 15.4% 16.2% 17.3% 18.5% 18.6%
Investment expenditure (£m) 1 45.9 20.1 44.0 19.2 13.7
Return on gross capital employed 18.2% 20.1% 23.0% 25.3% 24.0%
1 Net capital expenditure (including finance leases) plus acquisition spend less disposal proceeds.

At constant currency

Find out more about AEP and its
operations at www.fenner.com…

Summarised financial record

Key business strengths

Divisional strategy

• Performance-critical products with significant design content.
• AEP products represent only a small proportion of the total cost of customers’

final products.
• Strong positions in niche markets with attractive medium and long-term

growth prospects.
• Manufacturing expertise supported by external certifications and strong

logistical support.
• Strong financial record.

• We will continue to grow AEP as a group of related businesses developing
polymer-based products for performance-critical applications.

• We will achieve growth through investing in AEP’s existing businesses and, where
suitable opportunities arise, through acquisition.

• We see technology and people as being key enablers of AEP’s growth and we will
continue to invest in them.

• We will focus investment where we see particular opportunities for rapid growth;
AEP’s current investment focus is on the medical industry but may over the
medium and longer term include the oil & gas industry.

• We will maintain a portfolio approach to AEP and will exit areas with insufficient
growth or margin potential.

AEP is a group of 11 related businesses that use advanced polymeric
materials and technical expertise to provide high value-added solutions
to customers’ most challenging engineering problems.

http://www.fenner.com/en/what_we_do/our_operations/advanced_engineering_products
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AEP comprises 11 businesses within three
related product groups: Advanced Sealing
Technologies; Precision Polymers; and
Solesis Medical Technologies. It is a
characteristic of AEP that management is
granted considerable delegated
responsibilities and the opportunity to display
entrepreneurialism.

AEP businesses within the same product
group pursue opportunities to work with one
another and with AEP businesses in different
product groups. Initiatives underway across
AEP include increased sharing of research in
polymer technology and combining support
functions.

Each AEP business has adopted Fenner’s high
standards in areas such as internal financial
controls, health & safety and corporate
responsibility. Following its acquisition, a
business may retain its brands and corporate
identities where these are seen as important
in maintaining the business’ presence in its
local markets and has access to Fenner’s
technical expertise, international presence
and financial resources to encourage and
support further growth.

AEP remains a US-centric business, although
as it develops, both organically and through
acquisition, revenues from customers in
Europe, Asia Pacific and South America are
likely to continue to increase.

AEP uses its expertise in advanced polymeric
materials and in application design across a
variety of markets, with particular industries
often being served by a number of AEP
businesses. Within Advanced Sealing
Technologies, CDI derives the great majority
of its revenue from customers in the oil & gas
industry, whilst other businesses within
Advanced Sealing Technologies, such as EGC
and AIP, are more broadly based, earning only
a proportion of their revenue from this
industry. 

Hoses for hydraulic fracturing,
agriculture and industry

Belts for printers, ATMs and
other precision applications

engineered hose solutions

Hoses for large specialist
diesel engines

Biomedical textile components
and biomaterials

Single-use medical devices

Custom seals for upstream oil &
gas

Seals and other components
for mid/downstream oil & gas
and petrochemicals

Precision machined polymer
components

Advanced Sealing Technologies

Precision Polymers

Solesis Medical Technologies

Business and organisation

Seals for fluid power

Custom single-use medical
devices

Specialist products for power
transmission and motion control
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Divisional Review continued

ACQUISITION
Each AEP business originally became part of
the Group through an acquisition and
acquisitions are expected to continue to play
an important role in AEP’s future growth. As
such, Fenner has developed criteria to assess
potential acquisitions; a particularly important
consideration is whether the business is
capable of being scaled up; in its recent
history, Fenner has acquired businesses from
owners unwilling to invest in the business’
future growth which, as part of Fenner, have
undergone rapid growth.

DEVELOPMENT
The diagram below illustrates AEP’s model
for the development of businesses.

Upon acquisition, a strategy for the business
to enter into a phase of rapid growth is
implemented; such a strategy might comprise
the installation of new capacity to allow an
existing product to be marketed in new
regions or investment in the business’

capabilities to allow a related product to be
developed for new applications. 

As the period of rapid growth plateaus, a
review process determines whether there are
opportunities to refocus/reinvent the business
in order to bring about a further phase of
rapid growth. Otherwise, businesses
transition into steady growth which, in the
case of AEP businesses, is generally

characterised by revenue growing at rates in
excess of GDP, strong margins and high
returns on capital and cash generation. 

Each AEP business is subject to on-going
review, with the potential for further strategic
investment to lead to another rapid growth
phase. Businesses which are considered to
have insufficient growth and margin potential
are considered for disposal.

Steady
Growth

Strategic
Acquisition

Refocus/reinvent

Capacity
Capability Bolt on 

acquisitions
Products

Processes

ReviewRapid
Growth

Focus and
Invest

Case Study - Charter Medical – why it is an AEP business

Charter Medical, acquired by Fenner in
January 2015, manufactures speciality
single-use assemblies and devices for
biological and bioprocessing fluids. 

Its principal characteristics, business
model and strengths make it an excellent
fit with AEP for the following reasons:

• Expertise in polymers

• High-end “mission-critical” products

• OEM customer base

• Strong market positions in targeted
niches

• Product development pipeline

• Ability to scale up

• Management and cultural fit

• Opportunities for synergies from
combining capabilities with Secant
Medical

How the business may appear
before acquisition:

Value potential as part 
of Fenner:

• Return on sales of over 20%
• Opportunity to scale up
• Return on investment of over 20%
• Management of acquisition risk (e.g.

through contingent consideration)

• Polymer business with AEP value
proposition

• Presence in targeted growth market
• Meaningful intellectual property
• Often unfocused or underinvested

Acquisition criteria

The AEP portfolio model
AEP is a group of related businesses specialising in polymer technology and sharing a common approach to value creation. 
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Oil & gas remained AEP’s largest market,
despite the slow-down in sales during the
second half of the year which led to the
sector’s share of AEP’s total revenue falling to
24 per cent (compared to 29 per cent in 2014).
Medical revenue increased to 16 per cent of
AEP’s total revenue due to growth within
Secant Medical and the acquisition during the
year of Charter Medical. 

The oil & gas and medical markets have
previously been identified as markets in which
AEP is capable of generating faster revenue
growth. Fenner believes that the current
market conditions in the oil & gas industry
will be comparatively short-term and that,
over the medium and longer term, the
industry continues to offer attractive growth
opportunities.

AEP has strong positions within niches in
other core markets, such as general
industrial, construction and transportation,
which are characterised as being “steady
growth”.  

Markets served do not correspond to
individual businesses within AEP. “General
Industrial” includes sales to end-customers
through independent distributors. “Medical”
comprises all revenue generated by Solesis
Medical Technologies and also sales to
customers within the medical industry by
other AEP businesses, principally AIP.

The geographical breakdown of AEP’s revenue
was unchanged since the previous year. The
Americas, principally the USA, is the largest
market for AEP products, having accounted
for 60 per cent of AEP’s total revenue in 2015.
This reflects that a number of AEP
businesses, including CDI, Fenner Drives and
Fenner Precision, have their origins and
principal operations in the USA.

EMEA, principally Europe, accounted for 24
per cent of revenue. Certain AEP businesses,
including Fenner Precision, Hallite and James
Dawson, have well established European
operations and, more recently, other AEP
businesses, such as CDI, have acquired a
European presence.

Revenue from Asia Pacific, principally South-
East Asia, is generated by AEP businesses in
the region, for example CDI’s business in
Singapore, and exports of products, such as
bespoke belts for printers, from AEP’s
facilities in the USA.

Oil & Gas   24% 29%
Medical   16% 12%
General Industrial  19% 20%
Construction   12% 11%
Transportation     10% 10%
Automation     7%   6%
Fluid Power     6%   6%
Agriculture     4%   4%
Mining     2%   2%

2015       2014

2015 2014

£m

At constant currency

Americas   60% 60%
EMEA   24% 24%
Asia Pacific   16% 16%

2015       2014

2015 2014

£m

At constant currency; by location of customers

Business

Upstream

Principal oil 
& gas products Conventional

Un-
conventional

Midstream/
Downstream

Custom seals

Precision components

Lay-flat hoses

Wear products
for fluid handling

AEP positions in the oil & gas industryAEP OIL & GAS EXPOSURE
AEP’s principal business supplying the oil &
gas industry is CDI. CDI is based in Texas,
USA and also has operations in South-East
Asia and Europe. CDI supplies a range of
performance-critical custom seals for high-
pressure pumps and other upstream
applications in both the conventional and
unconventional oil & gas industry. CDI has a
strong customer list which includes leading
oilfield service companies and original
equipment manufacturers. 

Certain other AEP businesses derive smaller
amounts of revenue from the oil & gas
industry; these are: AIP, which manufactures
a range of precision components; Mandals,
which supplies lay-flat hoses for use in
hydraulic fracturing; and EGC, which
supplies a range of wear products for use in
pumps, valves and compressors. 

AEP revenue analysis

BY GEOGRAPHY

BY MARKETS SERVED
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Key business strengths

Divisional strategy

• Leading global supplier of a full range of heavyweight conveyor belting solutions.
• Predominantly a consumables and service business, driven by the volume of

material extracted.
• Mission-critical for customers’ efficiency but a relatively small part of their total costs.
• Well invested and strategically located manufacturing and service facilities.
• Offers the lowest total cost of ownership for the reliable operation of conveyors.

• We believe that ECS’s ability to offer customers a comprehensive suite of
conveying products and services places it in a uniquely advantageous position.

• Whilst commodity prices remain weak, ECS’s approach will emphasise the
management of costs, working capital and cash.

• We see Australia as a long-term winner in the mining industry and we intend to
maintain and develop ECS’s market leadership there.

• We will continue to grow ECS’s presence in emerging mining and industrial
regions, such as South America, the Middle East, Africa and, over the longer
term, the former Soviet Union.

• We see particular growth opportunities in hard rock mining, where ECS currently
has a relatively low market share.

• In North America, we will continue to grow ECS’s industrial revenues as the
relative importance of coal mining declines.

2015 2014 2013 2012 2011
Revenue (£m) 400.5 455.6 498.6 542.9 469.9
Underlying operating profit (£m) 23.3 44.0 56.2 76.0 54.5
Underlying operating margin 5.8% 9.7% 11.3% 14.0% 11.6%
Investment expenditure (£m) 1 4.2 14.5 33.2 40.1 27.6
Return on gross capital employed 9.1% 15.1% 18.4% 26.1% 20.8%
1 Net capital expenditure (including finance leases) plus acquisition spend less disposal proceeds.

At constant currency

Find out more about ECS and its
operations at www.fenner.com…

Summarised financial record

ECS offers a unique, comprehensive suite of products and
services which support the conveying needs of the mining,
power generation and bulk handling markets.

Divisional Review continued

http://www.fenner.com/en/what_we_do/our_operations/engineered_conveyor_services
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ECS business model and value creation Examples of ECS products 

ECS is a recognised leader in the global
conveying market, under the “Fenner”,
“Fenner Dunlop” and “Dunlop”  brand names.
From its origins in Europe and the USA, ECS
has expanded to become clear market leader
in Australia, serving coal and iron ore mines
which are amongst the lowest cost producers,
and is developing positions in newer mining
and industrial markets such as South
America, Africa and the Middle East. 

ECS has developed a comprehensive range of
heavyweight belt products, including ply, solid
woven and steel cord, which it manufactures
in its plants around the world. ECS belts have
a high technical content in terms of key
characteristics such as tensile strength and
fire retardancy, enabling them to provide
users with a safe, compliant, durable and
cost-effective solution to their most
demanding conveying needs. 

Alongside its range of belting products, ECS
provides conveying services including
monitoring, maintenance, design and
installation and supplier related components
such as pulleys, drives and structure. 

ECS offers a variety of commercial
arrangements to its customers for the supply
of belting product and services, but the full
value to customers is best realised by an
integrated offer of belting product and service
which can be optimised so as to minimise the
customer’s conveyor downtime and total cost
of ownership. On an on-going basis, ECS will
increasingly focus its service activities on
those customers which see the provision of
belt service as part of a strategic relationship
with a belt provider. 

In order to reflect dynamics within its end
markets and amongst its customers, ECS is
moving towards two regional business
groupings, being Southern Hemisphere-APAC
(comprising principally ECS’s businesses in
Australia, China and RSA, where the
customer base is focused on mining); and
Northern Hemisphere (including North
America and Europe, where there is a larger
exposure to industrial customers).

Solid woven

Steel cord

Ply belt

Fenaplast solid woven conveyor belting is fire
resistant to the most stringent safety
standards. With a one piece carcass and
integral covers, it is ideal for coal and
underground application.

Made on state-of-the-art equipment with high
specification pre-tensioned steel cords
encased in premium rubber compounds, it is
used on the longest, fastest, high capacity
conveyor systems in the world.

Layers of fabric, largely produced in Fenner’s
own weaving facilities, are bonded and covered
with carefully compounded rubber to produce
belting for a wide variety of applications.

Products Services

Maintenance 
and monitoring

Facility
management

Design
and installation

Engineering
and diagnostics

Conveyor system
related components

Ply

Solid woven

Steel cord

Heavyweight 
conveyor belt
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BY MARKETS SERVED Coal remains the most important industry
served by ECS. Together, thermal and
metallurgical coal accounted for some 53 per
cent of ECS revenues in 2015; this figure is
reflective of coal’s share of the totality of
materials mined globally in the year. The
relatively high proportion of ECS’s revenue
from the mining of metallurgical coal, which
is predominantly used in the production of
steel, reflects ECS’s strong presence in
Australia, which is a large producer of
metallurgical coal.

“Other extractive” includes hard rock mining,
mainly iron ore and copper ore. ECS has
invested in growing its presence in this
segment of the mining industry, which is seen
as having relatively favourable growth
dynamics, most recently through the
expansion of its manufacturing facilities in
Australia. This segment also includes other
materials such as potash and phosphate.

“Bulk materials” include aggregates, cement
and timber, used principally in non-residential
construction, and also other commodities
such as grain. ECS generates the majority of
its revenue from these materials in its
Northern Hemisphere markets (principally
North America and Europe).  

Divisional Review continued

Coal - thermal      41%    42%
Coal - metallurgical     12%    11%
Other extractive      25%    26%
Bulk materials      22%    21%

2015       2014

2015

£m

2014

At constant currency

BY REVENUE TYPE ECS is predominantly a consumables and
service business; in 2015, replacements and
services accounted for some 90 per cent of
ECS revenues. Over the medium term,
demand for replacements and services is
determined by the volume of material
extracted and moved through material
handling facilities (as can be found at mines
and ports). However, over the course of a
commodity cycle, demand may show
considerable variations. For example, during
the down-cycle, as extraction tonnages and
commodity prices fall, replacement belt
purchases may be reduced more significantly
as mines and other users look to reduce
expenditure by extending the lives of belts and
by running down belt inventories; during the
up-cycle, mines have tended to replenish
replacement belt stocks.

ECS is focusing its service business more
closely onto those activities and customers
where the provision of service is related to the
procurement of belt product and ECS has
therefore withdrawn from certain lower
margin service activities.

New capacity installed by customers, for
example in relation to the development of new
mines, accounted for some 10 per cent of ECS
revenues in 2015; the fall from the previous
year was due to the curtailment of capital
expenditure by mining groups in response to
falling global commodity prices.

Revenue analysis

Replacements  70%    65%
Service  20%    21%
New customer capacity 10%    14%

2015       2014

2015

£m

2014

At constant currency
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Revenue analysis

BY REGION

Americas
ECS serves the coal industry, hard rock
mining and various industrial segments. In
2015, the coal industry accounted for 58 per
cent of ECS Americas total revenue compared
to 68 per cent in 2014.

ECS’s principal customers in the coal industry
are long-wall mines located in the Illinois
Basin and Northern Appalachians; a smaller
proportion of revenue comes from customers
in the Central Appalachians and other mining
regions. The great majority of thermal coal
mined in the USA is used domestically for the
generation of electricity; in 2015, coal’s share
of electricity generation fell as increased use
was made of gas and renewables. 

ECS Americas serves hard rock mines in the
USA, Canada and Latin America. Within Latin
America, there is a focus on copper mines in
Chile and, more latterly, Peru where the
remote locations of many mines and the

abrasive nature of copper ore increase demand
for specialist belt product and services.

The industrial segments served by ECS are
mainly involved with the production of bulk
materials for use in non-residential
construction. Customers are accessed with
the assistance of a network of dedicated
distributors. 

Asia Pacific
The great majority of ECS’s Asia Pacific
revenues come from serving customers in
Australia, where ECS predominantly serves
the coal industry in the east of the country and
the iron ore industry in the west.

Australia contains some of the highest quality
mineral resources in the world and is home to
some of the lowest cost producers. The great
majority of material extracted is exported,
mainly to customers in Asia. Mine ownership
is concentrated amongst a relatively small
number of large operators. 

During 2015, the amounts of iron ore and coal
extracted continued the upward trend of
previous years; however, these increases have
taken place against a backdrop of falling
commodity prices and have led miners to
significantly reduce capital expenditure and to
review their supply chains, both of which have
adversely impacted demand for conveyor belt
products and services. 

Fenner believes that the mining industry in
Australia has a strong long-term future and
has therefore invested significantly in the
country over recent years to establish and
maintain its positions of market leadership in
both the supply of belt product and belt
services. 

In China, ECS acts as a supplier of high-
performance belt for certain critical
applications to leading coal mining companies. 

EMEA
ECS’s operations in EMEA are centred on
manufacturing facilities in the Netherlands,
RSA, the UK and India. 

The facility in the Netherlands is strategically
placed for the ports through which it is able to
serve many of the newer markets for ECS
products such as north and west Africa, the
Middle East and parts of South America. ECS
has established service operations in many of
these markets to support its sales of belt. 

In RSA, ECS is an important supplier of
belting product and services to the coal
mining industry, which produces thermal coal
for use domestically and for export. ECS is
increasing its presence in hard rock mining
and value-added services. 

The UK facility was significantly down-sized
during the year as the domestic coal mining
industry all but disappeared and the outlook
for export sales to Russia and Ukraine
remained weak.

In India, ECS’s operations predominantly
serve the domestic coal mining industry.

Americas      41%    40%
Asia Pacific      37%    39%
EMEA      22%    21%

2015       2014

2015

£m

2014

At constant currency
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Group Finance Director’s Review

REVENUE AND OPERATING PROFIT
Group revenue decreased by 9% to £666.7m
(2014: £729.4m). The translation effect of
movements in foreign exchange rates was
much reduced this year. Revenue at constant
exchange rates decreased by 8% as the
weakening of sterling against the US dollar
was largely offset by a strengthening against
both the Australian dollar and the euro.

In the AEP division, revenue increased
marginally to £266.2m (2014: £265.5m). At
constant exchange rates revenue decreased by
1%. The increase in industrial and medical
revenue, which included acquired growth from
Charter Medical, was offset by a decrease in
oil & gas revenue, with a strong first half being
followed by a significantly weaker second half.

In the ECS division, revenue decreased by 14%
to £400.5m (2014: £463.9m) or by 12% at
constant exchange rates. Difficult trading
conditions prevailed throughout the year in
most of its principal markets.

Underlying operating profit decreased by 29%
to £56.4m (2014: £79.5m). The impact of
changes in exchange rates across the Group
as a whole was negligible. The initial
contribution from the acquisition of Charter
Medical was £1.1m.

Throughout the year, there was stringent
management of the cost base and several
cost restructuring initiatives were completed.
Whilst this was, and will continue to be, a
Group-wide cost reduction programme, the
main focus was on our ECS operations and
those businesses in AEP which trade in the
oil & gas sector. In ECS, action has continued
to realign the division’s cost base to its
expected operating environment; during the
year, the employment and overhead cost base
reduced by £18.7m. In AEP, action was taken
in the second half to address the cost base as
oil & gas demand weakened with cost
reductions amounting to £4.6m in the year.

Divisional underlying operating profits
contributed were £41.0m (2014: £42.3m) from
the AEP division and £23.3m (2014: £45.7m)
from the ECS division. On a constant currency
basis, AEP profits decreased by 6% and ECS
profits decreased by 47%.

Amortisation of intangible assets acquired
decreased to £12.9m (2014: £15.0m).

Exceptional items amounted to a charge of
£34.4m (2014: £19.7m). This comprised
impairment costs relating to goodwill and
intangible assets acquired of £24.5m and
restructuring costs of £9.9m. 

Carrying amounts of goodwill and intangible
assets acquired are reviewed at least annually
by conducting an impairment review which is
based on the net present value of projected
cash flows for each cash-generating unit
(“CGU”). In the ECS division, the impairment
of goodwill and intangible assets acquired
was £14.5m, which arose in relation to the
Australian CGUs of Australian Conveyor
Engineering (£7.3m), Northern Belting
Specialists (£2.1m) and Spliceline (£0.8m),
together with the US CGU of Allison (£4.3m).
These impairments arose following continued
weakness in commodity prices and
subsequent reductions in demand for mining
related products and services in Australia and
low energy prices in the USA which has led to
fewer coal mining projects. In the AEP
division, the impairment of goodwill and
intangible assets acquired was £10.0m and
related entirely to Norwegian Seals which
operates in the European oil & gas sector. The
impairment arose following a significant drop
in the oil price and a weakening in the outlook
of the oil & gas industry in Europe. These
economic conditions have decreased the
present value of projected cash flows in the
respective CGUs. Further details of
impairment charges are given in note 14 to
the Group financial statements.

The restructuring costs of £9.9m are
predominantly the cost of implementing the
Group-wide cost reduction initiatives. Of this
amount, £6.3m was incurred in the ECS
division where the focus remains on
re-aligning the cost base to market conditions.
The remaining £3.6m was incurred in the AEP
division and weighted towards the Advanced
Sealing Technologies product group which has
a greater exposure to the oil & gas sector.
Further details of exceptional items are given
in note 7 to the Group financial statements.

The resultant Group operating profit
decreased to £9.1m (2014: £44.8m).

FINANCING
The Group is financed principally by a mix of
equity, retained earnings, US dollar private
placement loan notes and committed and
uncommitted bank facilities. The principal
loan facilities are raised centrally while
operating companies supplement this funding
with local overdraft and working capital
facilities. 

The Group’s principal committed loan
facilities consist of US dollar private
placement loan notes and bank facilities. The
US dollar private placement loan notes total
$290.0m (£188.3m). These mature between
2017 and 2023 and bear fixed interest rates
averaging 5.4%.

The committed bank facilities, which total
£125.0m, are multi-currency revolving credit
agreements. They comprise a £100.0m club
facility with four major UK-based banks and a
further bilateral facility of £25.0m with one of
the club facility banks. Both facilities have
been in place for the whole of the financial
year and both mature in July 2019.

The Group’s total committed loan facilities
at 31 August 2015 were £313.6m (2014:
£300.0m). At 31 August 2015, £87.7m (2014:
£93.3m) of these facilities were not drawn
down. In addition, the Group has
uncommitted facilities of £40.3m (2014:
£43.7m). The private placement notes are
fully drawn down and used to fund or hedge
Group operations, partly through the use
of cross-currency swaps.

The maturity profile of the committed loan
facilities is shown in the graph below.

John Pratt
Group Finance Director
11 November 2015
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The principal financial covenants relating to
the committed loan facilities are: the ratio of
net debt to EBITDA (net debt must be less
than 3.5 times adjusted EBITDA); and interest
cover to EBITDA (adjusted EBITDA must be at
least 3 times the net interest charge). 

Throughout the year under review, the Group
complied with all of its loan covenants, with
significant headroom available. At 31 August
2015, net debt to reported EBITDA was 1.7
times (2014: 1.2 times). Reported EBITDA
interest cover was 5.7 times (2014: 7.3 times).
For the purpose of testing the Group’s
compliance with its loan covenants, reported
EBITDA is adjusted for, inter alia, acquisitions,
exceptional and certain non-cash items,
which improves the reported ratios.

In normal circumstances, the Group aims to
maintain significant headroom in its net debt
to EBITDA ratio. The Board has indicated that
it will allow reduced headroom for short
periods when organic or acquisitive growth
opportunities arise which are expected to
enhance shareholder value.

The Group remains well placed to fund and
support its operations, including further
investment, with a diversified range of
committed loan facilities with a medium to
long-term maturity profile, cash resources
and, where necessary, shorter-term facilities. 

NET FINANCE COSTS
Finance costs, net of finance income, reduced
by £1.2m to £14.4m (2014: £15.6m).

2015 2014
£m £m

Fixed rate debt 1 10.3 10.1
Floating rate debt 2 3.6 4.1
Loan and commitment fees 0.5 0.3
Less: Interest receivable (0.5) (0.6)
Net interest payable 13.9 13.9
Notional interest 0.5 1.7
Net finance costs 14.4 15.6

1 Including the cost of long-term cross-currency swaps. 
2 Including the cost of short-term cross-currency swaps.

The majority of the Group’s net interest
payable is at fixed interest rates, principally
arising from the US dollar private placement
loan notes and related cross-currency swaps.
The remaining borrowings and cash deposits
are at floating interest rates. 

Notional interest comprises the net interest
cost of defined benefit post-retirement
schemes of £1.0m (2014: £0.9m), the
unwinding of the discount on deferred
payments on acquisitions of £1.1m (2014:
£1.4m) and a finance credit relating to the
redemption liability on acquisitions of £1.6m
(2014: £0.6m); this is due to a reduction in the
estimated amount payable on the purchase of
the non-controlling interest of BBCS/LECS in
the financial year ending 31 August 2017. 

TAXATION
The underlying tax rate for the year was 27.3%
(2014: 28.0%), being the rate of tax on the
underlying profit before taxation. The rate
reflects a combination of the varying tax rates
applicable throughout the countries in which

the Group operates and, in any year, will
depend on the mix of profits made between
those countries.

The tax rate for the year was significantly
higher than the underlying tax rate, principally
as a result of exceptional items relating to
impairments on which no tax relief is
available and some restructuring costs giving
rise to tax losses on which deferred tax assets
have not been recognised.  

DIVIDENDS
The interim dividend of 4.0p per share (2014:
4.0p) was paid on 7 September 2015. The
Board is recommending a final dividend of
8.0p per share (2014: 8.0p) to make a total
dividend for the year of 12.0p per share (2014:
12.0p). Dividend cover, defined as the ratio of
underlying earnings per share to dividend per
share, was 1.3 times (2014: 1.9 times). If
approved by shareholders, the final dividend
will be paid on 9 March 2016 to shareholders
on the register on 29 January 2016. 

EARNINGS PER SHARE
Underlying earnings per share was 15.5p
(2014: 23.3p) and basic loss per share was
5.4p (2014: earnings per share of 11.7p).

Further details are given in note 12 to the
Group financial statements. 

ACQUISITIONS
On 30 January 2015, the Group acquired the
entire share capital of Charter Medical for a
cash consideration of £20.0m. Charter
Medical, based in North Carolina, USA,
manufactures speciality single-use assemblies
and Class I and Class II medical devices for
the collection, processing, storage and
filtration of biological and bioprocessing fluids.
Charter Medical also produces bio-containers
and fluid management sets that serve a range
of life science applications including
biopharmaceutical manufacturing, cell therapy
and cryogenic storage. Charter Medical has
been integrated into the Solesis Medical
Technologies business in the AEP division.
Further details of this acquisition are
disclosed in note 35 to the Group financial
statements. 

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
In the normal course of business, the Group is
exposed to certain financial risks, principally
foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk, liquidity
risk and credit risk. These risks are managed by
the central treasury function in conjunction with

CASH FLOW AND NET DEBT
The table below summarises the cash flows giving rise to the movement in net debt.

2015 2014
£m £m

Operating profit before amortisation of intangible assets acquired 
and exceptional items 56.4 79.5
Depreciation and amortisation (excluding intangible assets acquired) 23.4 22.0
Capital expenditure (including finance leases) (28.1) (28.7)            
Capital disposals 3.6 0.6
Working capital 13.9 (9.6)
Operating cash flow 69.2 63.8
Exceptional items (9.6) (1.0)
Taxation (8.5) (17.7)
Interest (14.2) (14.0)
Other movements (3.3) (4.6)
Free cash flow 33.6 26.5
Acquisitions and investments (25.6) (7.5)
Dividends - Fenner shareholders (23.3) (21.8)
Dividends - non-controlling interests (2.0) (2.6)
Currency movements (3.4) 9.2
Movement in net debt (20.7) 3.8
Opening net debt (117.3) (121.1)
Closing net debt (138.0) (117.3)

Despite the reduction in underlying operating
profit in the year and the cash outflow from
exceptional restructuring costs, free cash inflow
increased by 27% to £33.6m. An increased
focus on working capital management helped
to achieve this improvement. The ECS division
in particular has been the focus of the Group-
wide initiative and generated £11.5m of the
total working capital inflow, largely from
reduced inventory levels. 

Of the £28.1m capital expenditure, £23.4m
was invested in the AEP division and included
the major facilities consolidation at Secant
Medical of £12.8m.

Acquisition payments comprised £20.0m for
the Charter Medical acquisition in January
2015 and £5.6m relating to contingent and
deferred consideration in respect of prior year
acquisitions.

The adverse currency movements reflect the
effect on borrowings of the strengthening US
dollar against sterling during the year. This is
offset in part by gains from the settlement of
short-term cross-currency swaps in the year,
particularly in respect of the weakening
Australian dollar.
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the operating units in accordance with risk
management policies that are designed to
minimise the potential adverse effects of
these risks on financial performance.
The policies are reviewed and approved by
the Board.

The exposures are managed through the use
of borrowings, derivatives and credit
management procedures. The use of
derivatives is undertaken only where the
underlying interest or foreign exchange risk
arises from the Group’s operations or sources
of finance. No speculative trading in
derivatives is permitted. Further information
on foreign exchange risk management is
given below and on financial risk management
in note 21 to the Group financial statements.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSLATION RISK 
The Group has operations around the world
which report in their respective functional
currencies. 

The Group is exposed to translation risk in
respect of its income statement. Principal
average exchange rates applied on translation
of the income statement for 2015 and 2014
were as follows:

2015 2014
US$ 1.55 1.65
AUD$ 1.94 1.79
Euro 1.34 1.22

The Group is also exposed to translation risk
in respect of its net assets in foreign operations.
Where cost effective, the Group hedges a
proportion of its exposures through a
combination of borrowings, cross-currency
swaps and forward foreign currency contracts,
principally in respect of net assets denominated
in US dollars, Australian dollars, euros,
Norwegian krone and Chinese renminbi. 

The Group has entered into cross-currency
swaps linked to the US dollar private
placement cash flows. In 2007, $27.2m was
swapped into €20.0m at a fixed rate of 5.05%,
maturing in 2017. In 2011, $44.7m was
swapped into AUD$45.0m at a fixed rate of
8.43%, maturing in 2023. These swaps provide
hedges against the Group’s net investments in
euros and Australian dollars, at fixed interest
rates, and mirror the private placement cash
flows. These swaps have been accounted for
as hedges in accordance with IAS 39
‘Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement’, with the charge or credit
recognised directly in other comprehensive
income in equity.   

FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSACTION RISK
Transaction exposures arise where an operation
sells or purchases goods and services in a non-
functional currency. These transaction
exposures are reduced by many of the Group’s
global operations serving local markets. 

Material transaction exposures are hedged,
principally with forward foreign currency
contracts, once cash flows can be identified
with sufficient certainty. Where derivatives are
used to hedge transaction exposures, the
Group does not hedge account for such
transactions under the requirements of IAS
39, recognising that cash flows through to the
maturity of the derivative are unaffected. In
compliance with IAS 39, all financial
instruments have been measured at their fair
value as at the balance sheet date. A charge
or credit to the income statement has been
recognised for the loss or gain on these
instruments. In addition, in accordance with
IAS 21 ‘The Effects of Changes in Foreign
Exchange Rates’, all foreign currency
monetary items have been retranslated at the
closing rate, with changes in value charged or
credited to the income statement.

RETURN ON GROSS CAPITAL EMPLOYED
The return on gross capital employed has
decreased to 11.6% (2014: 14.9%) largely due
to the reduction in underlying operating profit
in the ECS division.

POST-RETIREMENT BENEFITS
The Group operates a number of defined
benefit post-retirement schemes for qualifying
employees in operations around the world. The
UK scheme, which was closed to new entrants
in 1997, and the scheme in the Netherlands,
which is a career average plan, together
represent 96% of both the Group’s total
scheme assets and total scheme liabilities. 

During the year, the fair value of assets of the
schemes increased to £183.1m (2014:
£179.7m), principally generated from actuarial
gains in the UK scheme’s investments and
additional Group contributions paid to reduce
the deficit. The present value of obligations
remained at a level similar to the prior year at
£209.5m (2014: £209.7m).

The total defined benefit post-retirement
deficit, as calculated by the schemes'
actuaries and recorded on the balance sheet
at 31 August 2015, decreased to £26.4m
(2014: £30.0m). This was largely due to the UK
scheme where the deficit decreased to
£18.6m (2014: £21.9m). The overseas
schemes’ deficit remained at a similar level to
the prior year at £7.8m (2014: £8.1m). 

Further details of post-retirement benefits are
disclosed in note 27 to the Group financial
statements.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Group financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the accounting
policies described in note 1 to the Group
financial statements, in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards
as adopted by the European Union. 

The Company financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the accounting
policies described in note 1 to the Company
financial statements, in accordance with UK
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.

GOING CONCERN REVIEW
After making enquiries, the directors have
formed a judgement that there is a
reasonable expectation the Group has
adequate resources to continue in operational
existence for the foreseeable future and for a
period of at least 12 months from the date of
this report. Accordingly, the Board have
assessed that the going concern basis of
accounting is appropriate in preparing the
financial statements. In forming this view, the
directors have reviewed the Group’s budget
and cash flow forecasts against availability of
financing, including an assessment of
sensitivities to changes in market conditions.

LONG-TERM VIABILITY STATEMENT
The directors have also assessed the viability
of the Group over a three year period to
31 August 2018, taking account of the Group’s
position at 31 August 2015 and the potential
impacts of the principal risks over the review
period. Based on this assessment, the
directors have a reasonable expectation that
the Company will be able to continue in
operation and meet its liabilities as they fall
due during the period to 31 August 2018.

In making this statement, the directors have
considered the resilience of the Group, taking
account of its current position, the principal
risks facing the business in severe but
reasonable scenarios and the effectiveness of
any mitigating actions. This assessment has
considered the potential impacts of these
risks on the business model, future
performance, solvency and liquidity over the
period.

The directors have determined that the three
year period to 31 August 2018 is an
appropriate period over which to provide its
viability statement since this represents the
period over which financial forecasts are
prepared in the annual budget process. In
making their assessment of long-term
viability, the directors have taken account of
the Group’s balance sheet strength, the
maturity profile of its current debt funding and
its ability to raise new finance in most market
conditions.

Strategic Report sign off
The Strategic Report comprising pages 1 to 26 has
been approved by the Board of Directors in accordance
with the Companies Act 2006 (Strategic Report and
Directors’ Report) Regulations 2013.

Mark Abrahams
Chairman
11 November 2015

Group Finance Director’s Review continued
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Operating in a safe and
responsible manner underpins
our long-term sustainability.

Nicholas Hobson
Chief Executive Officer
11 November 2015

Corporate Responsibility

WHY CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY IS
IMPORTANT TO FENNER
Fenner recognises that we have a
responsibility to our shareholders, employees
and wider stakeholders to conduct our
operations in a safe and responsible way. By
acting in a corporately responsible manner,
we can minimise our environmental impact,
provide a supportive and safe working
environment and support the communities in
which we work. This allows us to enhance our
reputation, profitability and shareholder
return, whilst mitigating various risks; all of
which promote our goal of realising long-term
sustainable business success.

HOW WE MANAGE CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
The Board sets the strategy and has overall
responsibility for the development and
monitoring of the Group’s policies relating to
corporate responsibility. The task of ensuring
that these policies are communicated and
applied at a divisional and operating unit level
is delegated through the Chief Executive
Officer to senior managing directors and on to
each operating unit’s senior management. All
policies and associated management systems
are reviewed at least annually and at any time
when significant changes in the business,
legislation or industry standards demand.
Each operating unit is responsible for
ensuring that, as a minimum, it meets local
statutory requirements and is encouraged to
operate in accordance with identified best
practice within the Group. 

Fenner strives to understand and manage
significant risks to the environment and
communities in which we operate, as well as
considering the positive impact we can make
through our activities. Our approach to
corporate social responsibility is embedded in
our business through five key areas: 
health and safety (“H&S”); our people;
environment; community and business
behaviours. The risks associated with these
five areas are managed as part of the Group’s
risk management framework and are
continuously monitored and assessed, with
appropriate controls put in place as
necessary to reduce any potential impact.
This report outlines the importance of these
areas to our business, the policies and

practices in place to address these areas and
an update of our performance in each of these
areas over the year.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Why it matters to Fenner
Fenner has a very clear vision as to why H&S
is important to us. We believe that anyone
who works for Fenner should expect to return
home in the same fit and healthy state in
which they came to work. It is expected that
everyone who works for Fenner, regardless of
location, is responsible for the safety of
themselves and their colleagues. This
individual and collective responsibility helps
us to ensure that the environment in which we
all work is safe for ourselves, our colleagues
and customers and all those with whom we
work. It is therefore with profound sadness
that we report an employee fatality as a result
of an incident at our production facility in
Madurai, India. Following the incident, senior
management arrived on site promptly to help
support our deceased colleague’s family and
employees, alongside organising the local
investigation. In addition to the regulatory
investigation, we engaged in our own
thorough and independent investigation,
culminating in recommendations which are
being implemented across Fenner’s global
operations.

What policies and practices are in place?
Over the past six years The Framework, the
Group’s Health, Safety & Environmental
Management System, has become the
foundation of the management of H&S in the
Group. The Framework provides structure and
guidance to all operations irrespective of size.
It is seen as an essential part of our robust,
all-encompassing and continually improving
health, safety and environmental (“HSE”)
culture within the Group. The Framework
provides clear guidance to all our operating
units, enabling them to undertake a risk-
based assessment of their local H&S
management systems and develop
appropriate improvement plans. Fenner’s
culture of delegated accountability extends to
the management of H&S; local management
teams are accountable for the development of
appropriate local H&S management systems
that address local cultural, organisational and
regulatory requirements, whilst efficiently

seeking to meet good practice standards. This
twin approach of Group guidance, allied with
local accountability, drives continuous
improvement of systematic local H&S
processes, resulting in systems that are
robust and fit for purpose.

A strong assurance process is integrated into
The Framework. The process starts at the
operating unit level with local management
review and oversight of performance and
improvement plans. This is enhanced by
divisional review which promotes a consistent
approach across multiple operating units.
Finally, external assurance is provided
through a Group level, global assurance
programme undertaken by independent,
external HSE experts.

What are we doing?
At the core of The Framework is the concept of
continuous improvement. This permeates all
aspects of H&S activity and the Group requires
processes that deliver effective performance
monitoring allied with periodic review
throughout our operations. In addition to the
assurance process, The Framework requires
each operating unit to conduct an annual
assessment of its current level of adherence to
The Framework’s “Expectations”. This
assessment takes into account the current
operational risk profile and applicable
regulatory requirements. An improvement plan
is developed to identify areas of the safety
management system that require
strengthening. Acquisitions undergo a similar
assessment as part of an overall integration
plan to bring them in line with the remainder of
the Group. The benefits of a structured
approach to H&S are evident in both established
Fenner operations and recent acquisitions.

Shortly after the inception of The Framework, a
global assurance programme was established.
This comprises visits by independent, third
party HSE experts who review documentation,
engage with staff at all levels in the operating
unit and assess local H&S culture and
behaviours. The assurance visits also deliver
additional benefits to the Group in its
management of the diverse cultural and

The Group Health and Safety Policy can be
viewed at www.fenner.com…

http://www.fenner.com/en/people_values/group_policies
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regulatory requirements across its operations
as the small assurance team provides a
constancy of approach in the implementation
of The Framework. The programme provides
independent verification to the Executive
Committee and Board as to the state of local
safety management systems and safety culture
across the Group. It also provides benefits to
each operating unit by making recommendations
for improvement based upon a broad cross-
Group perspective, which promotes the sharing
of good practice across the Group.

We strongly believe that H&S is at the heart of
the way we do business and is a differentiator
and source of value to our business. Every
manager and supervisor is accountable for
delivering high levels of H&S performance in
their areas of influence. Support to these
leaders is provided by a network of local H&S
professionals embedded within the operations,
who are able to advise and support the
business leadership teams as they drive
improvements. All operations have a H&S
committee to provide a platform where H&S
topics and concerns can be discussed and
addressed. Active employee representation and
engagement in these committees is crucial for
their success. Management meetings routinely
discuss H&S topics and concerns; they review
and monitor the implementation of any
identified H&S system improvements.
Processes exist to investigate serious incidents
and near misses including reporting to the
Group for dissemination across global
operations. All incidents are recorded and
reviewed locally and safe systems of work
updated if necessary. Incidents involving lost
time are reported through divisional and Group
management to the main Board. There are
processes for sharing details of an incident and
corrective measures around the Group to
increase risk awareness and prevent similar
incidents happening elsewhere. These

processes encompass learnings on near
misses and longer-term health issues that can
impact both employees and the business.

Around the globe, scrutiny by HSE regulators is
increasing as a result of both society’s expectation
of ever-improving standards of H&S performance
and increased diligence by industry. The
Framework and our Group-wide processes not
only underpin our performance, but also help
manage this increased regulatory activity.

Highlights from the year
For over a decade, we have been able to
demonstrate year-on-year improvements to
our H&S performance; this year we achieved
a new record annual reduction in Lost Time
Incident Frequency Rate (“LTIFR”) of over 40%
to a rate of 0.62. This reflects the lowest ever
number of Lost Time Incidents (“LTIs”), 33,
since our records began. An LTIFR of 0.62 also
compares favourably with industry norms;
OSHA publish data for various industrial
sectors and for the type of activities we
engage in, the US national average LTIFR is
1.1. This improvement is particularly welcome
considering the difficult business
environments many of our operations have
experienced over the past 12 months.
Rationalisation of organisations is often
accompanied by a fall-off in H&S
performance; despite many of our operations
reducing their size however, the clear
leadership and focus on H&S has resulted in
continuing improved performance. This
maintained focus on H&S has both an
immediate benefit, by reducing costs
associated with incident investigation and
management, and a longer-term benefit, as it
positions our operations favourably to take full
advantage when markets recover. As always,
the challenge of achieving perennial
improvements gets greater with every year as
each business improves its performance.

Changing the culture from a reactive
approach to proactively managing H&S and
setting high expectations is crucial.

We are especially pleased to report that the
Advanced Sealing Technologies business
operated across their 15 global locations for 12
months without recording a lost time injury. Over
this period, more than 2.5 million hours were
worked. The foundation for this achievement was
a widespread focus and determination by all
employees to improve HSE performance and the
safety culture. Advanced Sealing Technologies is
made up of four business units: AIP Precision
Machining; CDI Energy Products; EGC Critical
Components; and Hallite. One of the biggest
challenges for any organisation that operates
across so many different parts of the world is to
create a standardised approach to safety. The
Framework was an instrumental tool for
Advanced Sealing Technologies as it helped to
deliver a common language and set
“Expectations” for all employees.

There were a number of very strong contenders
for the 2015 Fenner Group Health and Safety
Improvement Award. The award recognises
the operating unit that has made the most
progress towards improving their safety
performance and culture. As the Group HSE
performance continues to improve, it becomes
ever harder for operating units to gain recognition
for outstanding progress to make them
eligible for this award. This year, the Fenner
Precision operation in Lincoln, UK, CDI and
Hallite operations in Hampton, UK, and Fenner
Drives operation in Wilmington, USA, all
received commendations for the improvements
they have achieved over recent years.

The 2015 Fenner Group Health and Safety
Improvement Award has been awarded to the
ECS operations in West Footscray, Australia.
Following a number of years of disappointing
performance, a new leadership team, including
supervisors, recognised the need for radical
change and re-energised the approach to H&S
across all facets of the operation. The
supervisors are now crucial in both consistently
communicating safety on a daily basis and
setting new standards of operation. The “One
Team” approach they have adopted has
engaged the whole workforce and has resulted
in a dramatic shift in H&S culture for the better.

OUR PEOPLE
Why it matters to Fenner
Fenner’s employees are integral to the
success of the Group. We value the skills and
talents of all our 4,845 people (as at 31 August
2015) who are based in 20 countries across
the globe. We are committed to attracting,
retaining and developing the best people to
ensure the continued success of the Fenner
Group. 

Regrettably, due to the challenges facing the
business, headcount reduced by over 10% in
this financial year. All headcount reduction
programmes were handled in accordance with
local laws and customs and employees were
consulted, where appropriate, through elected
trade union representatives. Wherever
possible, mitigation and support programmes
were put in place to minimise the impact on
affected employees. 

Case Study - Health & Safety

In November 2014, over 50 delegates, either
HSE professionals or operational personnel,
drawn from across the Group’s global
activities, came together for the 2nd Global
Fenner HSE Conference. The theme of the
Conference was “Learning and Sharing”
with the emphasis on representatives from
within the Group sharing good practice
across the global operations. It was also an
opportunity to recognise achievements over
recent years. This type of meeting is
invaluable as a means of communicating

the same message from the centre, share
experiences and develop personal networks.

Key note speeches were delivered to the
conference by an Executive Committee
member and the Chief Executive Officer. In
addition, a highlight of the conference was a
speech by the Senior Independent Director,
Vanda Murray, highlighting how much
importance the Board places on the Group
continually challenging and improving its
HSE performance and the external
perception of Fenner this creates.



What policies and practices are in place?
Employment policies are designed to meet
local conditions and requirements, on the basis
of best practices in each country, and Fenner
also supports the principles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Our polices are
made widely available to employees through a
variety of media. At ECS in the USA, for
example, this is through an intranet site
“myfennerdunlop”, while other businesses use
more traditional means of communication.  

Recruitment practices are determined at a
local level as we believe each operating unit is
best placed to determine the appropriate
policies for their organisation. All employees
are actively encouraged to apply for roles,
including cross-divisional opportunities where
applicable. An internal website provides
operating units with the opportunity to share
job vacancies across the Group, helping to
provide employees with more varied career
opportunities and improve the retention of
skilled staff across professional and
managerial roles.

Fenner aims to provide an inclusive and diverse
workplace environment in which all employees
are treated with dignity and respect. We are
committed to providing equal opportunities in
recruitment, employment and development
and do not discriminate against any person
based on gender, race, age, caste, origin,
religion, disability, sexual orientation or any
other status protected by law. Harassment,
discrimination and bullying in any form are
prohibited. Fenner is committed to building a
diverse workforce and increasing the number
of women in senior positions around the Group.

Employee data is collected and analysed on a
monthly basis and includes information relating
to headcount, turnover, gender and job
vacancies. This information is in the process of
being expanded to include training and
development figures. 

Total employee and senior leader 
gender split

All employees

Senior leaders

Fenner Group headcount by region 
at 31 August 2015

Fenner is committed to ensuring our employees
are engaged with their organisation's goals
and values and are motivated to contribute to
the success of the business. A number of
publications are provided at a divisional and
local level; in addition, the Fenner Focus
magazine is produced and distributed to all
employees on a quarterly basis, allowing us to
keep employees up-to-date with matters of
Group and operational significance. Alongside
informing employees of business matters, the
magazine also provides operating units with
an opportunity to highlight work undertaken
in community, H&S and environmental
initiatives and long service achievements.
Employee communication is seen as critical
to maintaining engagement and a variety of
communication media are used including
management briefings, consultative
committees, tool box talks and local
newsletters. This year we developed and
trialled an Employee Engagement Survey in the
James Dawson business; this survey was
based on the Fenner Leadership Behaviours (a
set of behaviours identified by the Executive
Committee as being closely linked to Group
strategy, which define the principles valued by
our organisation) and was completed by 92% of

the workforce. Plans are now being developed
to address the key issues raised during the
survey process. Other engagement activities
include charity and community work; for
example, Secant Medical, in the USA, has set
up a Helping Others Prosper Everyday
Committee to agree the best use of time and
resources in support of charitable causes.   

Many businesses conduct annual appraisals
for both staff and shop floor employees. A 360
degree feedback tool has been developed and
is being utilised in parts of the business. This
tool is based on the Fenner Leadership
Behaviours and offers feedback surveys at
three levels: Early Career; Established
Leader; and Senior Leader. Succession
planning for Executive Committee members
and their direct reports was completed this
year. This process included development of
succession tables and a business-by-
business review with the Chief Executive
Officer. Some business units conduct
succession planning processes below this
level including utilising potential and
performance grids and skills analysis. 

Significant focus is placed on employee
training across all of our businesses.
Induction training, especially relating to H&S,
is provided to all employees. Many of our
locations utilise training matrices and have
established training needs analysis.    

Fenner attaches a great deal of importance to
the health and welfare of our employees, both
in the workplace and in their private lives. A
large number of operating units offer Employee
Assistance programmes, free health
screenings and vaccinations to employees.
Several operating units also encourage their
employees to lead healthier lifestyles through
the use of various health programmes,
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In April 2015, Chief Executive Officer,
Nicholas Hobson, launched the inaugural
Pathway Leadership Development
Programme. The aim of this Programme is
to provide a mixture of leadership training,
personal development and in-depth tuition
in business skills to some of our more
experienced leaders from across the Fenner
family. In the Gateway Leadership
Development Programme, participants had
on average 5–10 years of work experience;
on Pathway, the average experience is
nearer 20 years.  

Pathway seeks to equip participants with
the skills they will need to fill senior
leadership roles.

There are 16 participants for the inaugural
programme and they have been drawn from
a variety of businesses across the Group
and include participants from the USA, UK,
Canada, Netherlands, Spain, Germany,
China and Australia. Participants come from
a range of functions including finance,
sales, manufacturing, supply chain and
engineering.   

Participants will spend two weeks at
Ashridge Business School studying a range
of subjects, but with an emphasis on
coaching and in-depth business tuition.
There will also be business projects for the
participants to complete and they will attend
a graduation ceremony at the Fenner
Leadership Conference scheduled for
March 2016.

Case Study - Pathway
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ranging from smoking cessation and weight
loss initiatives to subsidising gym membership
and physiotherapy sessions. Here are just some
examples of our Employee Wellbeing initiatives:

• ECS in Madurai, India offers yoga training to
all shop floor employees. 

• Fenner Drives in Manheim, USA offers
smoking cessation and weight loss
programmes.

• Mandals in Norway participates in a cycle
to work scheme. 

• Hallite Germany participates in the One
Apple Per Day programme.

• ECS in Bracebridge, Canada held diabetes
clinics.  

• EGC in Houston, USA offers wellness
smoking cessation programmes. 

Highlights from the year
In 2014, Fenner launched Gateway, its first
Group-wide leadership development
programme. This programme was aimed at
employees with 5-10 years of experience, who
have been identified as having the potential to
rise to senior management roles in the future.
Part of this programme included a charity
visit to India. In 2015, a second Group-wide
leadership development programme,
Pathway, was launched. This programme is
aimed at more experienced employees than
Gateway and again is targeted at employees
identified as having the potential to undertake
broader and more senior roles (described
more fully in the Case Study on page 29). Both
Gateway and Pathway were developed in
conjunction with Ashridge Business School. 

ENVIRONMENT
Why it matters to Fenner
We take pride in delivering the highest
standards of environmental care across all
facets of our operations as we strive to deliver
our strategic goal of developing a strong,
growing and resilient Company. We also
recognise that environmental risk is
bidirectional; Fenner’s activities have an
impact on the wider environment and the
environment has an impact on the ability of
the Group to undertake its own activities.

Our approach to the wider environment is
founded upon the simple business idea of
minimising waste and inefficiency; not only
does this create benefit to the environment
through reduced emissions and waste
streams, it also generates sustainable value
through productivity gains and operating cost
reduction. Accordingly, the Group is committed
to identifying and minimising the risks of
pollution and proactively seeking ways to
reduce environmental impacts to their lowest
practical level. We do this by ensuring that all
operations and activities of the Group
exemplify current environmental best practice.

The majority of our products are placed in
markets where customers are keenly aware
of their carbon footprint. A number of our
products help address this issue and are
either used directly in the production of
cleaner, low-carbon energy or enable our
customers to displace traditional modes of

operation with more energy efficient
production options.

What policies and practices are in place?
We believe that due to the large variation in the
environmental regulatory approach across
different regions and legislations around the
world, our best response to managing
environmental risk is to ensure that each
location is fully supported and aware of their
local, national and international requirements
and regulatory obligations. This approach
allows operating units to establish and develop
their own local environmental management
system, making it fit-for-purpose to address
their specific needs. All resultant systems
meet the requirements of the Group
Environmental Policy and The Framework. 

At Board level, the Chief Executive Officer has
specific responsibility for the development of
policy and management systems.
Responsibility for each operating unit is
delegated to the senior managing director
and, at a local level, to a senior manager at
each site, supported by in-house or third party
professionals. Each senior managing director
reports to the Board on a regular basis and
advises the Board immediately of any
environmental risks or other incidents likely
to be significant to the operation of the Group.
No new environmental risks or incidents were
reported to the Board during the year.

All acquisitions are subject to appropriate due
diligence checks; these specifically extend to
include environmental management systems,
operational compliance and environmental
liability. In addition, full integration plans are
developed for new acquisitions to ensure they
achieve the necessary environmental
standards expected by the Group.

What are we doing?
Waste minimisation
On environmental matters, the guiding
principle adopted by the Group is one of waste
minimisation. We include all categories of
resource in this: energy; raw material; and
water. Inefficient utilisation of any resource
adversely affects the running of any business
enterprise and results in increased operating
costs, whether they are incurred from
increased supply costs or waste disposal
charges; the minimisation of manufacturing
waste and energy usage is therefore beneficial
to the Group from both an environmental and
commercial viewpoint. Waste minimisation is
driven and managed by the operating unit. All
major manufacturing operations monitor their
waste emissions and all operating units
comply with local environmental legislation.
General waste management programmes and
initiatives are encouraged and the recycling of
materials takes place where practical, either
internally or through external programmes
with suppliers or other third parties.

Climate change
Over recent years there has been an increase
in public awareness of the climate change
debate. This requires the Group to not only
understand the impact of potential risks of

our operations on the environment, but also
the risks to the business from environmental
climatic events. Examples of climatic events
seriously impeding our operations included
the severe winter experienced in the USA
during early 2015 and the unusual levels of
rain and flooding experienced in Chile in
March 2015.

Use of technology
In line with our Group Environmental Policy
statement, the Group continues to utilise video
conferencing technology at its major locations
worldwide. We currently have over 30 dedicated
video conferencing suites established across
the Group. The technology allows closer
collaboration and networking in all aspects of
business operation. The facilities are used for
Executive Committee meetings and operational
reviews during the year. This has resulted in a
reduction in required air travel by senior
leaders, leading to reduced greenhouse gas
emissions as well as cost and time savings.

Many of our existing operations, as well as
new acquisitions, are located on sites that are
many decades, even centuries, old. This
presents risks and challenges as we deal with
legacy issues from activities in previous eras
when environmental controls were not so
strict. The Group recognises and actively
manages the legacy environmental risk
through local action plans, supported by Group
oversight where appropriate. All new
investment is designed to meet or exceed local
regulations to ensure that our impact on the
local environment is continuously improving.

Fenner reviews its Group Environmental Policy
on at least an annual basis to ensure it
remains comprehensive and appropriate. We
also regularly review our activities, identifying
objectives and standards that will enable a
demonstrable continuous improvement in
environmental matters.

Highlights from the year
Greenhouse gas emissions
During the year, the Group has been recording
its greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions to
ensure compliance with the carbon reporting
requirements under The Companies Act 2006
(Strategic Report and Directors’ Report)
Regulations 2013. 

The table below shows the Group’s GHG data
in tonnes for the last financial year from over
60 locations in more than 12 countries.  

Total annual GHG emissions and emissions
intensity by scope

Total annual GHG emissions 3 (tCO2e)

             2015 2014
Scope 1 1 32,078 39,705
Scope 2 2 67,579 73,117
Total      99,657 112,822

Emissions intensity 4 (tCO2e per £m revenue)

             2015 2014
Scope 1 1 48.12 54.27
Scope 2 2 101.37 99.95
Total      149.49 154.22

The Group Environmental Policy can be
viewed at www.fenner.com…

http://www.fenner.com/en/people_values/group_policies
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Notes:
1. Scope 1 emissions are from those direct sources

that are owned by the Group (e.g. from direct
combustion of natural gas within our facilities’
boilers and heaters); fugitive gases are not
included.

2. Scope 2 emissions comprise those emissions for
which the Group is indirectly responsible,
excluding transmission and distribution losses
(e.g. from the electricity we purchase to operate
machinery or equipment).

3. The calculation methodology is based on the
Greenhouse Gas Protocol developed jointly by the
World Resources Institute and the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development.

4. Due to the diverse range of products and services
offered by the Group, it is extremely difficult to
identify any universal production-based intensity
measure that is meaningful across the Group;
consequently, a fiscal intensity measure has been
used in line with UK government guidance. The
previous financial year’s figures have been
restated on a constant currency basis.

We are able to report a 11.7% drop in absolute
carbon emissions; this in part is due two
external factors and one internal factor.
Externally, the heating required in our North
American operations during the severe winter
in the USA in early 2014 was not repeated in

2015; and the general downturn in activity
across the Group demanded less processing
energy. Internally, the downturn has also
refocused our efforts to reduce production
costs where possible and energy is a material
component of this.

The chart below indicates the various
elements impacting the emissions intensity
over the financial year.

Emissions intensity (tCO2e per £m revenue)

The Group uses a variety of energy sources.
The main contributors to GHG emissions are
electricity consumption, which accounts for
71% of our emissions, and fuels, such as
natural gas, coal and fuel oil burnt on our
premises which, combined, account for 29%
of the Group’s emissions. 

At the Group level, our activities over the year
have been focused on improving the systems
for GHG data capture and reporting the Scope
1 & 2 emissions for our global operations. At
the local level, our operating units manage
their energy efficiency as part of their normal
operating cost control. Examples include: the
purchase of new equipment with
consideration of lifetime energy costs;
replacing older boilers with more efficient
modern boilers; and the widespread
utilisation of energy efficient lighting.

COMMUNITY
Why it matters to Fenner
We have a significant presence around the
world and believe that forging good relations
and long-term partnerships with the
communities in which we work is
fundamental to Fenner’s long-term success. 

What policies and practices are in place?
We recognise that our business activities could
potentially have social and environmental
consequences for the communities in which
we work and we always consider the impact of
such activities as an integral part of our
decision making processes. 

Fenner believes that the people who are best
placed to understand and look after the
interests of communities are those who live
and work within those communities.
Accordingly, we have a devolved approach to
community relations, which is driven at a local,
rather than Group level, with operating units
supporting and enhancing employee efforts in
their communities through the application of
the Group’s resources. 

The Group’s Code of Business Conduct
prohibits any political donations and no
political donations were made during the year. 

What are we doing?
Over the year, the majority of operating units
focused on community and education needs
within their local communities. During the
year, total charitable donations of £82,000
(2014: £107,000) were made.

Donations by type

Highlights from the year
Employees and operating units have given
their time and helped raise funds for a variety
of charities and projects over the past year.
Some examples include:

• The ECS operation in Lavonia, USA
sponsored a number of community sports
teams. 

• Xeridiem in Tucson, USA conducted a toys
and general supplies drive for a local
children's charity, Casa de los Ninos, which
promotes child well-being and family
stability in the local community.

• Secant Medical in the USA gives each
employee one day per year to use as a
volunteer day and works with several local
organisations to set up opportunities for
employees to volunteer their time towards
a number of worthwhile causes, including
Big Brothers/Big Sisters (a youth mentoring
programme) and Habitat for Humanity
(building houses in partnership with people
in need of affordable housing).

• A number of Hallite Australia’s senior
management took part in CEO Sleep-out
Community Charities, sleeping outside for a
night during the winter. Monies raised went
towards funding new projects and also
assisting with the provision of existing
homeless services. The team focused on
the community of Newcastle, New South
Wales, near their facility.

A number of our products provide
environmental benefits to our customers
through their application. A particularly
notable example of this would be our
EnergyLite conveyor belt recently supplied
by our operations in the Americas to the
mine Quebrada Blanca, located in Chile and
operated by Teck Resources Limited.

Through the application of proprietary
technology we are able to offer our
customers a belt suitable for retrofitting on
existing applications that can deliver up to
15% operational energy savings over
standard belts. These energy savings can
have a significant impact on our customers’
carbon footprint associated with bulk
material movement.

For new installations, EnergyLite not only
delivers energy savings and carbon reduction
during operation but, because of the
increased efficiency of the belt, it is possible
to downsize motors and ancillary equipment
accordingly which delivers further capital
cost and carbon footprint reductions.

Case Study - Environmental
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Health    13%
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BUSINESS BEHAVIOURS
Why it matters to Fenner
Fenner believes fundamentally in the principle
that a well-run organisation is one in which
officers and employees operate with high
standards of integrity, behave ethically and
demonstrate responsible corporate behaviour.
Ethical and transparent business behaviours
can mitigate a variety of risks, in addition to
helping create the degree of trust necessary
for effective and lasting business
relationships throughout our supply chain,
thereby enhancing business value. We believe
that our corporate conduct and relationship
building are key elements in ensuring the
long-term success of our business strategy. 

What policies and practices are in place?
The Board has ultimate responsibility for the
development and monitoring of the Group’s
policies relating to corporate behaviour and
for ensuring that those policies are
understood and communicated to employees.
Responsibility for ethical and behavioural
standards in each division is cascaded via
divisional management to the senior manager
at each operating unit. Notwithstanding this,
all employees are personally responsible for
adhering to and applying these policies.

Fenner’s Code of Business Conduct sets out
the behavioural standards that are expected
from all employees. The Code is applied to

everything we do throughout our
organisation and governs the way we
interact with customers, business partners,
investors, employees, suppliers and with the
wider communities in which we operate. 

The Code is supported by supplementary
policies, procedures and governance
requirements, both at Group and operating
unit level, which deal with specific issues,
including: anti-bribery; competition (anti-
trust); gifts and hospitality; whistleblowing
and email and internet use. Any employee
found to be in breach of the Code may be
liable to disciplinary action, up to and
including termination of employment.

Fenner encourages its employees to discuss
any concerns that they may have regarding
potentially unethical workplace behaviour
with local management, or alternatively with
divisional and Group contacts. Fenner also
has a confidential and independent third
party whistleblowing helpline in place, which
is available to all employees who wish to
raise any concerns they may have. The
helpline is publicised via site notice boards
at all operating units. Calls to the helpline
are free and the helpline operates 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Given the diversity of
our workforce, reports can be made in a
wide range of languages. All reports are
thoroughly investigated in accordance with

the Group Whistleblowing Policy and
remedial action is taken as appropriate.

What are we doing?
The vast majority of operating units have, or
are working towards, ISO 9001 or equivalent
status and each undertakes rigorous
customer satisfaction assessments, including
senior face-to-face meetings and regular
customer surveys (conducted both internally
and by third parties). Performance and the
timing and handling of any complaints are
routinely discussed at management meetings
and are used as a key measurement in
determining the success of the operating unit.
Complaints are regularly recorded and used
to help operating units improve the service
that they provide.

Fenner expects that all business partners will
adhere to the high levels of business conduct
that we require of ourselves. Our standard
terms and conditions of business require both
suppliers and customers to comply with all
laws relating to anti-corruption as well as our
related policies. In addition, we expect
strategic partners and service customers to
have H&S management systems that are
aligned with those of the Group.

Fenner recognises that gifts and hospitality
can potentially create improper influence and
conflicts of interest, or the perception of a
conflict of interest. The Fenner Corporate
Gifts & Hospitality Policy is communicated to
all operating units and an online gifts and
hospitality register is available for use by all
operating units. 

Highlights from the year 
The Company has a mandatory online training
module covering bribery, corruption and the
Fenner Code of Business Conduct; employees
identified as having a higher risk of exposure
to bribery and corruption are required to take
the training. The online module has been
translated into several languages to ensure
that training is capable of being provided to all
employees. Over the year, the Company has
developed a second e-training programme,
which addresses competition (anti-trust)
issues; the course will be rolled out to
employees across the Group over the
forthcoming year. 

In addition to the online programmes,
employees continue to receive training, as
appropriate, at an operational level on a
variety of business behaviours through
seminars, meetings and poster campaigns.
Training is provided both internally and by
third parties. Training on the Code of
Business Conduct and supporting policies is
also provided to new hires during induction.

The independent whistleblowing helpline
received 12 calls (2014: 12) over the year from
employees who wished to raise concerns
alleging unethical workplace behaviour.
Following thorough investigation, no action
was required in six of the cases, with the
remaining cases being appropriately
addressed through further training, policy
improvements or disciplinary action at a local
level. All whistleblowing incidents are
reported to the Audit Committee.

As part of the Gateway Leadership
Development Programme, participants took
part in a charity project based in India,
which was organised with the help of Action
Challenge from the UK. 

The charity project took place from 31
January to 9 February 2015. The 16 Gateway
participants, selected from a variety of
operating units across the world, travelled
to Germalam, located on the side of the
Western Ghats in Tamil Nadu, a rural area
with a number of villages and a Tiger
Reserve. Joining the Gateway participants
were Allen Cubell, Managing Director of
Precision Polymers, Tracy Sheedy, Group
HR Development Director and
representatives from Action Challenge.

The project aimed to bring a reliable source
of water to JRS Tribal Village within
Germalam. Rainfall in the region occurs
mostly in November and December and
during the summer months from March
onwards, the villagers face water

shortages. When the team arrived, the
village well, which was the principal source
of water, was all but dry, with a secondary
source being a bore hole in the village,
which was only turned on every three days.
Water was being carried by the village
women from the top of the village along an
often busy road - a half mile journey to their
houses. 

Prior to the team’s arrival, Fenner had
funded the drilling of a new bore hole just
outside of the village. The volunteers’ job
was to help build: a control room to house
the controls that would monitor and
regulate the water supply; a cattle trough;
and a holding tank in the village to provide
an easy source of water close to housing. In
addition, all three projects laid pipework to
attach their project to the main pipeline that
ran from the new bore hole to the village.
The Gateway participants organised
themselves into three groups to complete
the projects and also worked with local
craftsmen.

Case Study - Community

Corporate Responsibility continued
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The Board

Mark Abrahams (60)
Non-executive Chairman

Appointment to the Board 
Mark became Group Finance Director in
October 1990, Chief Executive Officer in May
1994 and non-executive Chairman in March
2011.

Committee membership
Nomination Committee (Chairman).

External appointments
He is also non-executive Chairman of
Inspiration Healthcare Group PLC.

Previous experience
Mark was formerly non-executive Chairman of
the Darby Group plc and Vice Chairman of The
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust. He is
also a member of the Economics Advisory
Committee of the CBI.

Nicholas Hobson (56) 
Chief Executive Officer

Appointment to the Board 
Nick became Chief Executive Officer in March
2011 after being with the Group for over 20
years.

Committee membership
Executive Committee (Chairman),
Nomination Committee.

Previous experience
Nick was the Divisional Director of the
Advanced Engineered Products division for
nine years prior to being appointed Chief
Executive Officer.

John Pratt (52)
Group Finance Director since 21 January 2015

Appointment to the Board 
John became Group Finance Director in
January 2015 after being with the Group for
over 23 years.

Committee membership
Executive Committee.

Previous experience
John has held a number of senior positions
within the Group including Group Financial
Controller and, prior to being appointed Group
Finance Director, was a Divisional Managing
Director of ECS with responsibility for
activities in the United Kingdom, South Africa
and Asia. 

Vanda Murray OBE (54)
Senior Independent Director

Appointment to the Board 
Vanda joined the Board in January 2012.

Committee membership
Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee,
Nomination Committee.

External appointments
She is also a non-executive director of Bunzl
Public Limited Company, Exova Group plc and
Manchester Airports Holdings Ltd.

Previous experience
Vanda was formerly Chief Executive Officer of
Blick plc.

John Sheldrick (66)
Non-executive director

Appointment to the Board 
John joined the Board in September 2010. 

Committee membership
Audit Committee (Chairman), Remuneration
Committee, Nomination Committee.

External appointments
He is also a non-executive director of Low &
Bonar PLC.

Previous experience
John was formerly an executive director of
Johnson Matthey plc and a non-executive
director of GKN PLC.

Alan Wood (68)
Non-executive director

Appointment to the Board 
Alan joined the Board in April 2010. 

Committee membership
Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee
(Chairman), Nomination Committee.

Previous experience
Alan was formerly non-executive Chairman of
Siemens Holdings plc.

Debra Bradbury (50)
Group Company Secretary 

Debra joined the Company in April 2001 as
Assistant Company Secretary and was
appointed Group Company Secretary in July
2002.

Richard Perry (65)
Group Finance Director until 21 January 2015

Richard became Group Finance Director in
September 1994. 

He retired from the Board on 21 January 2015.
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Corporate Governance

Dear Shareholder
The Board recognises that the sound running
of our operations can only be achieved with
appropriate, well-managed corporate
governance processes. Good governance
helps to ensure that the Company is managed
in a manner that best represents the interests
of shareholders, employees and wider
stakeholders, thereby contributing to the
long-term success of the Company. The
Board is committed to maintaining high
standards of corporate governance and
confirms that, throughout the year ended
31 August 2015, it has applied the principles
of good governance enshrined in the UK
Corporate Governance Code 2014 (“the Code”)
which came into force for financial years
beginning on or after 1 October 2014. The
main changes introduced by the revised
Code are:

• Disclosures regarding the long-term
viability of the Company (page 26);

• Confirmation that the Board has carried out
a robust assessment of the principal risks
facing the Company, including those that
would threaten its business model, future
performance, solvency or liquidity (pages
12 to 15 and 25 to 26); 

• Remuneration Policy design (pages 50 to
54); and 

• Confirmation of actions the Company
intends to take in response to situations
where a significant proportion of votes have
been cast against a resolution at any
general meeting.

While there is no guidance on what is meant
by “significant” in relation to votes being cast
against a resolution at general meetings of
the Company, the Board have been influenced
by guidance issued by the GC100, an Investor
Group, regarding directors' remuneration
reporting, which it believes is relatively
analogous. The guidance provides that a 20%
vote against resolutions should be considered
significant. The Board recognises that there
could be instances where it may be
appropriate to have a higher or lower
threshold, but believes 20% is a sensible base
level. As the votes against any of the

resolutions in the year fell well below this
threshold, the Board confirms that no action
has been necessary, albeit that views of
dissenting shareholders are given
consideration by the Board.

CHANGES TO THE BOARD
As noted in last year’s Annual Report, Richard
Perry retired as Group Finance Director in
January 2015, with John Pratt appointed as his
successor. To ensure a smooth transition,
John Pratt worked closely with Richard Perry
in the several months preceding the
changeover. On behalf of the Board, I would
like to thank Richard for his significant
contributions to the Company and wish him
well for the future. 

Looking ahead over the forthcoming year, Alan
Wood has confirmed that he will step down
from the Board in January 2016. On 11
November 2015, we announced the
appointment of Geraint Anderson who will
take up a non-executive director role at the
conclusion of the AGM in January 2016.

BOARD VISITS
As a matter of course, each year, the Board
conducts a site visit at one of its business
units. The Board views these visits as being
an important part of ensuring that it continues
to remain in touch with the businesses,
products and the management teams of the
Fenner operations, thereby helping to further
develop the Board’s knowledge and
understanding of the Group. The Board had
been scheduled to visit the AEP operations in
Houston in March 2015. However, mindful of
the difficult trading conditions faced by parts
of the business and the resulting focus on
management of costs across the Group, the
Board felt that it would be appropriate to forgo
a site visit this year. 

COMPLIANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF THE
CODE
The Board reviewed the requirements of the
Code and has complied with the provisions
and spirit of the Code.

This Corporate Governance report should be
read in conjunction with the Strategic Report
on pages 1 to 26, the Board Remuneration
Report on pages 49 to 58, the Nomination
Committee Report on page 41, the Audit

Committee Report on pages 42 to 44 and
Other Statutory Information on pages 45 to 47,
each of which provides more detail about the
Company and its governance arrangements.
Further information required under Rule 7 of
the Disclosure and Transparency Rules of the
Financial Conduct Authority is included on
pages 45 to 47. The Board believes that this
Annual Report is fair, balanced and
understandable and an explanation of the
process we have used to make this
determination is made on page 48.

Mark Abrahams
Chairman
11 November 2015

Signed on behalf of the
Board of Directors
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INITIATIVES AND ACTIVITIES 
In light of the difficult trading conditions in a
number of its markets, the Board has taken
strong action to reduce costs and manage cash
and working capital across the Group, whilst
ensuring the Group remains well placed to
resume growth when market conditions allow.

The Board held an away day to discuss ECS
strategy as a response to the difficult trading
conditions the division faces; this work has
resulted in a structural change to the division
that the Board believes will better address the
changing market and needs of customers in
the short to medium term.

The Group acquired Charter Medical, Limited,
thereby complementing and adding to the
capabilities and offerings of Solesis Medical
Technologies, a part of the AEP division. 

The Board refreshed their post-acquisition re-
evaluation process, which is used to assess the
medium-term outcome of acquisitions as well
as help develop strategy for future acquisitions.

A second leadership development initiative was
launched during the year, the Pathway
Leadership Development Programme. The
Programme aims to provide a mixture of
leadership training, personal development and
in-depth tuition in business skills to more
experienced leaders from across the Group.
The Board believes that the development
programmes it has implemented form an
important part of succession planning and will
help to ensure the continuing strength and
success of the Group. 

Following the tragic fatality of a colleague at
ECS India during the year, the Board reviewed
the independent investigation process into
health, safety and environmental (“HSE”)
practices, which has led to a number of
recommendations being implemented across
Fenner’s global operations.

The Board has overseen a redesign of the
annual operational budget process to further
ensure that considered and comprehensive
budgets, with less margin for discrepancy
against results achieved, are realised.

The Board reviewed the revised Code issued by
the FRC in September 2014 and has overseen
its proper implementation.

The Board has considered the implementation
of the Sharesave Plan, which would help to
further align the interests of shareholders and
employees.

In addition to the above, the Board also covered
the following:

• received the annual HSE review from the
Group HSE Coordinator as well as an
assurance review of the HSE systems and
practices;

• reviewed and approved, where appropriate,
major capital expenditure items and
considered how they helped towards the
strategic goals of the Group. This also
included post-project reviews of major
investment projects;

• commissioned external surveys to gauge
customer opinions and market dynamics;

• reviewed divisional strategic and operational
performance;

• considered Group financial performance
against budget, forecast and market
expectations;

• reviewed a number of potential acquisitions;

• approved interim and final dividends;

• reviewed cyber security; and

• reviewed and approved Board policies and
terms of reference.

Routine matters dealt with by the Board
annually include:

• Strategy;

• Financial reports;

• CEO reports;

• Updates from Group operations;

• Risk management;

• Dividend policy;

• Investor relations;

• Governance and compliance;

• Board evaluation; and

• HSE reports.

LEADERSHIP
Our approach to corporate governance
Fenner has a strong culture of devolved
autonomy, which encourages entrepreneurial
leadership and empowers local management
teams, thereby driving better performance
from individual businesses within Fenner; in
turn, this enhances the success of the Group.
Given the relatively autonomous structure of
the Group, the Board recognises the
importance of ensuring that robust
governance standards are implemented
throughout the organisation. Group policies,
developed and sanctioned by the Board,
provide guidance on business behaviours and
emphasise the expectation that all Group
operations should share the same vision,
values and standards of governance as the
Board, regardless of the type of business or
geographical location in which they operate.
Appropriate controls are in place to help
ensure that expectations regarding corporate
governance are met.

The Board receives regular reports on the
performance of the operations. In addition to
considering reports, the management teams
are reviewed by the Board via meetings and
presentations. The review of strategy and the
management of risk are key areas of Board
focus. Shareholder requirements are also
managed by the Board and it acts as a conduit
between shareholders and operations, to
ensure that their interests are aligned.

Role and responsibilities of the Board
The Board is responsible for the long-term
success of the Group, setting the strategic
aims of the Company and ensuring that
appropriate resources are in place to achieve
its objectives. It also develops and promotes
the Company’s culture, values and standards.
The Board provides entrepreneurial

leadership within a framework of prudent and
effective controls. Responsibility for the day-
to-day management and oversight of the
Group is delegated to the executive directors,
who, with support from the Executive
Committee, promote the long-term objectives
and strategy of the Group. There are highly
competent, professional and dedicated
management teams in place around the
Group, with robust controls and financial and
commercial expertise to ensure the long-term
success of the Company. Notwithstanding
appropriate delegation, the Board retains
sufficient oversight of all key aspects of the
Group via regular meetings, reports, periodic
site visits and contact with the wider
management team.

The Board recognises that certain matters
should be reserved for the Board; these
matters are reviewed on an annual basis and
include:

• trading performance and business strategy; 

• significant capital expenditure including
acquisitions, disposals and financing
agreements; 

• Group financial reporting and controls;

• ensuring a sound system of internal control
and risk management;

• managing relations and communication
with shareholders; 

• Board and senior management
appointments;

• corporate governance matters; and 

• Group policies. 

The Board has formal Board meetings
throughout the year to deal with prescribed
matters and to receive the reports of the
executive directors. Between formal
meetings, the Chairman and non-executive
directors have access to the executive
directors and the Group Company Secretary
and meet with the members of the Executive
Committee throughout the year. Day-to-day
management and operational matters are
delegated to a duly authorised Executive
Committee comprising senior management,
while other specific Board level matters are
delegated to sub-committees of the Board.
Details of the composition and purpose of
these delegated Committees are set out on
pages 37, 38, 41 and 42.

Board composition
The Board comprises the non-executive
Chairman, three independent non-executive
directors, the Chief Executive Officer and
Group Finance Director and it is supported by
the Group Company Secretary. The non-
executive directors have extensive experience
at executive and non-executive Board level of
running international industrial engineering
companies and bring these skills to bear at
Board meetings. The current Board is
comprised of five male directors and one
female director. The Group Company
Secretary is female. The balance of the Board
is kept under review by the Nomination
Committee to ensure that it continues to have
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the appropriate skills, experience, knowledge
and levels of independence necessary for the
operation of an effective and robust Board.
The Board is comfortable that the current size
and composition allows it to be effective and
take decisions in the long-term interests of
the Group, its shareholders, employees and
wider stakeholders

Board Independence

Board Gender

Responsibilities of the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer
The roles of Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer are separate and a clear division of
specific responsibilities has been approved by
the Board in writing. This is subject to
periodic review as appropriate. The principal
responsibility of the Chairman is for the
leadership and effectiveness of the Board. The
principal responsibilities of the Chief
Executive Officer are for the operational
performance of the Group, promoting a strong
health & safety ethos, communicating the
expectations of the Board in relation to the
Company’s culture, values and behaviours
and implementing the decisions of the Board
and its Committees.

The role of the Chairman
The Chairman is responsible for the
leadership of the Board and ensuring the
effectiveness of the Board as a whole and also
that of its individual directors. The Chairman,
in consultation with the Chief Executive
Officer and Company Secretary, is also
responsible for setting the Board’s agenda
and ensuring that sufficient time is available
for discussion of agenda items, including
strategic issues. The Chairman facilitates the
contribution of non-executive directors and
holds meetings solely with the non-executive
directors, as appropriate, but at least annually.
He maintains close contact with all Board
members and the Group Company Secretary.
Mark Abrahams fulfils the role of a non-
executive Chairman professionally and properly,

promoting strong and effective governance and,
critically, preserving the culture of the
Company. He fosters the vision, values,
governance standards and ethical behaviour of
the Company, encourages an atmosphere of
openness and invites robust and constructive
debate around the Board table.

The role of the non-executive directors
The non-executive directors play an important
role by providing challenge to executive
management and contributing to the
development of the Company’s strategy. The
non-executive directors also scrutinise the
performance of the Company and monitor
both the integrity of financial information and
effectiveness of financial controls and risk-
management processes. The presence of
three independent non-executive directors
mitigates the risk that an individual, or group
of individuals, can dominate decision making
or Board direction. To ensure that they are
able to fulfil their role properly, non-executive
directors regularly meet with senior
management and make periodic site visits. In
addition, the non-executive directors are
responsible for determining appropriate levels
of remuneration for executive directors and
take part in succession planning and the
recruitment of new directors. In accordance
with Code recommendations, the non-
executive directors (including the Chairman)
hold meetings annually without the
attendance of executive directors and, at least
once a year, they meet on their own under the
leadership of the Senior Independent Director
to appraise the Chairman’s performance.

There have been three independent non-
executive directors on the Board throughout
the year. The non-executive directors are from
varied backgrounds, bring a breadth of skills
and valuable experience of senior
management and are independent in
character and judgment. None of the non-
executive directors has any material business
or other relationship with the Company or its
management and there are no known
circumstances which are likely to affect, or
could appear to affect, their independence or
judgment. 

Senior Independent Director
Vanda Murray is the Senior Independent
Director of the Company. She collaborates
closely with the Chairman and serves as an
intermediary for the other directors if
necessary. The Senior Independent Director is
also available to shareholders if discussions
through normal channels have failed to
resolve their concerns or it would be
inappropriate to liaise with their usual
contacts. In addition, the Senior Independent
Director attends meetings with the corporate
governance heads of major shareholders
alongside the Chairman; this year, meetings
took place in July. Vanda Murray also attended
the Group HSE conference in October 2014
and delivered a presentation on the Board’s
perspective of the importance of health &
safety to the Group.

EFFECTIVENESS
The Board believes that maintaining the right
balance of skills, experience, knowledge and
independence is crucial in maintaining an

effective Board and it is confident that the
current Board structure and membership
continues to achieve this aim. There is a high
degree of cohesiveness amongst the Board
members and good levels of interaction.
Board members have a high regard for each
other and members of the senior management
team. This helps to ensure that all Board
members are able to make meaningful,
insightful and positive contributions to Board
discussions and decisions. All non-executive
directors, excluding the Chairman, are
considered independent. An external
evaluation is carried out triennially. As set out
below, this process is under way for the year
ending 31 August 2016.

Conflicts
The statutory duties for directors relating to
conflicts of interest are set out in the
Companies Act 2006. No conflicts arose
during the year and the Board continues to
monitor events with a view to ensuring any
conflicts are handled appropriately.

Appointments to the Board

Commitment
All Board members are expected to be able to
devote sufficient time to the Company to
discharge their responsibilities effectively and
letters of appointment for the Chairman and
non-executive directors set out the expected
time commitment required of them. Board
members are expected to attend all main
Board and Committee meetings and have
sufficient time available to prepare for such
meetings. Executive directors cannot hold
more than one non-executive directorship in a
FTSE 100 company. Neither of the executive
directors hold non-executive directorships
with other companies. 

Development, information and support
New Board appointments receive a full,
tailored induction when joining the Company,
which typically includes one-on-one meetings
with the Chief Executive Officer, Group
Finance Director and Group Company
Secretary as well as with key members of the
management team from HSE, finance, tax and
treasury, risk management, business
development and human resources. New
Board appointees are given a tailored
induction pack along with an explanation of
different areas of the Group. To facilitate their
knowledge and understanding of the Group,
new directors are encouraged to undertake
site visits. The induction programme that
John Pratt undertook ahead of becoming
Group Finance Director included:

• individual meetings with the non-executive
directors, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer
and Group Company Secretary;

• visiting AEP sites and meeting with AEP
senior management to increase his
understanding of this division (John already
had sufficient knowledge of the ECS
division from his previous role within that
division);

Biographies of the Board, detailing their
current appointments and experience, are
set out in The Board on page 33

…

Information relating to appointments to
the Board can be found in the Nomination
Committee Report on page 41

…

Non-executive
Chairman       17%

Non-
independent 
directors       33%

Independent 
non-executive 
directors       50%

    

    
    

       

 
       

 
 

       

*including the Group Company Secretary

Male    71%
Female*    29%
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• appropriate external training to refresh and
broaden knowledge on a variety of issues,
including roles and responsibilities of the
Board; and

• introductions to brokers, analysts and
shareholders and attendance at Company
presentations to the City. 

The incoming non-executive director will be
provided with a similar bespoke induction
programme, details of which will be provided
in next year’s report.

The Chairman, via the Group Company
Secretary, ensures that information is
submitted to the Board and its Committees in
a timely manner so that all documents,
papers, briefing notes, proposals and financial
information can be reviewed ahead of
meetings to enable the Board to discharge its
duties proficiently. The Group Company
Secretary is responsible for ensuring a strong
flow of information between the Board and
Committees and between senior
management and non-executive directors.

The Group Company Secretary is available to
all Board members. She is responsible for
ensuring that the Board follows procedures,
providing information, guidance and advice as
well as ensuring that the Board members are
kept up to date on governance, regulations,
development and best practice. The Board has
access to independent professional advice at
the Company’s expense should they require it
to discharge their duties.

Board evaluation
Each year an evaluation of the performance of
the Board is carried out. An external
evaluation is conducted every three years and
the Chairman conducts internal evaluations in
the intervening two years.

In the year under review, the Chairman
conducted the internal evaluation via a
questionnaire followed by in-depth one-to-one
interviews with each Board member and the
Group Company Secretary. The evaluation
focused on areas deemed to be critical to the

Board’s effectiveness, including: 

• Board strategy;

• Board composition including diversity; 

• balance of skills;

• efficaciousness of the Board and sub-
committees; 

• roles and responsibilities;

• quality of information; and

• monitoring of risk, internal controls,
financial and non-financial performance
and external issues and trends.

The Senior Independent Director conducted
an evaluation of the Chairman, taking into
account the views of the other directors.
Through this process, and the fuller Board
evaluation process, it was confirmed that
each member of the Board continues to make
valuable contributions to Board discussions
and decisions and all devote sufficient time
and attention to discharging their duties.

No significant issues were identified in
relation to the effectiveness of the Board or its
Committees. Overall Board working and
efficiency was considered to be strong with an
appropriate mix of skills, experience and
diversity in the Board’s composition. A third
party, Equity Communications, has been
appointed to conduct the current external
Board evaluation.

THE ROLE OF THE COMMITTEES
Remuneration Committee

Responsibilities
The Committee reviews legislation and
guidance and considers shareholders’
opinions relating to remuneration practices
and reporting requirements on behalf of the
Board, with input from external advisors,
where necessary, and the Group Company

Secretary. It is also consulted on the granting
to certain employees of an executive cash
long-term incentive plan with performance
measures aligned with growth in the
underlying earnings per share of the Company
over a three year measurement period.

Governance
Terms of reference set out the Committee’s
role and duties. The Chief Executive Officer, if
invited to attend, does not participate in any
decision in relation to his own remuneration.
The Committee has the power to request the
attendance at meetings of any director or
Group employee as considered appropriate.

Activities
Details of the Committee’s work is set out in
the Board Remuneration Report on pages 49
to 58.

Audit Committee

Nomination Committee

Terms of reference of the Committees of the
Board
The terms of reference of the Audit,
Remuneration and Nomination Committees
set out the role and duties for each
Committee and are reviewed at least annually.
The terms of reference are available to view
on the Group’s website at www.fenner.com
and upon request to the Group Company
Secretary.

Role of the Executive Committee
The Executive Committee is chaired by the
Chief Executive Officer and consists of the two
executive directors, the Group Company
Secretary and seven members of the Group’s
senior management including senior
executives from the operations. The Executive
Committee meets at least six times a year
and deals with the daily management of the
Group through powers delegated to it by the
Board. 

The Committee is responsible for: 

• helping to develop and execute strategy; 

• overseeing and managing the operational,
financial and safety performance of the
Group; 

• identifying and managing risk; 

• playing an instrumental part in identifying
and managing acquisitions in conjunction
with local management teams; and

• identifying the future leaders of the
business to support the Group’s leadership
development programmes and to act in a
mentoring and support role as the leaders
of the future develop and progress through
the Group.

The Remuneration Policy and Annual
Remuneration Report are set out in the Board
Remuneration Report on pages 49 to 58

…

The work, responsibilities and governance
of the Audit Committee are set out on
pages 42 to 44

…

The work, responsibilities and governance
of the Nomination Committee are set out
on page 41

…

Meetings of the Board
The attendance of each director at Board, Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee and
Nomination Committee meetings is set out below.
             Non-executive
                  Audit Remuneration Nomination director
                  Board Committee Committee Committee meetings       
Number of meetings during the year 7 3 2 2 3
Chairman 
M S Abrahams 7 3* 2* 2 3
Executive directors
N M Hobson 7 3* 2* 2 n/a
R J Perry 1 3 1* - - n/a
W J Pratt 2 7** 2* 1* 1* n/a
Non-executive directors
V Murray 7 3 2 2 3
A J Wood 7 3 2 2 3
J N Sheldrick 7 3 2 2 3

¹ Richard Perry retired from the Board on 21 January 2015
²John Pratt was appointed to the Board on 21 January 2015
*By invitation 
**John Pratt attended three Board meetings by invitation, prior to his appointment to the Board
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INTERNAL CONTROL
In accordance with the requirements of the
Code and the recommendations of the
Guidance on Risk Management, Internal
Control and Related Financial and Business
Reporting, the directors can confirm, based
on: our monitoring of the Company’s risk
management and internal control systems;
our review of the effectiveness of those
systems; and a robust assessment of the
principal risks facing the Company, that no
significant changes to the principal risks,
control failings or weaknesses have been
identified that resulted in unforeseen material
losses. While the directors are responsible
for the Group’s systems of internal control
and risk management and for reviewing their
effectiveness, like any such systems, they can
only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance against material misstatement
or loss.

Key procedures within the internal control
structure, which have been in operation for
the full financial year and up to the date of
approval of this Annual Report, are:

• the continuing identification of major
business and insurance risks faced by the
Group’s operations, by both the Board and

senior management, and the determination
of the most appropriate course of action to
deal with those risks; 

• central review and approval procedures in
respect of major areas of risk such as
acquisitions and disposals, litigation,
treasury management, taxation and
environmental issues;

• a clear management structure, with well-
defined lines of responsibility and the
appropriate levels of delegation; 

• regular review of the Group’s operating
units by operational and executive
management and monthly reports from the
senior managing directors;

• a structured process for appraising and
authorising capital projects, which includes
clearly defined authorisation levels;
projects are subject to post-investment
appraisals;

• well established consolidation and
reporting systems for both the statutory
and monthly management accounts;
monthly, half yearly and annual financial
results are prepared by the consolidation
team and reviewed by management, with

financial reports distributed to all Board
members;

• comprehensive budgeting systems with an
annual budget approved by the Board;
monthly results are reported against
budget and revised forecasts for the year
are prepared regularly; 

• development of non-financial KPIs across
the Group;

• monitoring of key external indictors;

• an internal programme of monitoring visits
by the internal audit team, as agreed with
the Audit Committee, reviews the
compliance of each operating unit with the
Group's standard internal financial control
procedures; 

• competition compliance programmes are in
place in several jurisdictions;

• compliance policies are applied including a
Code of Business Conduct, an Anti-bribery
& Corruption Policy and a Whistleblowing
Policy; and 

• a programme of business risk reviews with
operational management focusing on non-
financial controls and risk management.

Audit Committee Remuneration Committee Nomination Committee

Role
Responsible for the oversight of the
Company’s financial reporting,
internal controls and risk
management, managing the
relationship with fraud detection and
reporting and whistleblowing
reporting and the effectiveness of the
external auditors.

Role
Responsible for determining the
remuneration packages of the executive
directors and other senior executives
and approves the Chief Executive
Officer’s proposals for senior executives,
as well as reviewing the appropriateness
of the Remuneration Policy. The
Committee administers the PSP.

Role
Responsibilities include reviewing the
structure, size and composition of
the Board, the identification and
nomination of candidates to fill Board
vacancies and considering
succession planning for all Board
positions and senior executives.

Role
Responsibilities include the day-to-
day management of the Group and
operational matters.

Executive Committee

Committee Chairman
John Sheldrick 

Committee Chairman
Alan Wood

Committee Chairman
Mark Abrahams

Committee Chairman
Nicholas Hobson

Membership

Non-executive directors
Alan Wood
Vanda Murray

Non-executive directors
Vanda Murray
John Sheldrick

Non-executive directors
Vanda Murray
Alan Wood
John Sheldrick

Executive director
Nicholas Hobson

Executive director
John Pratt

Other members
Group Company Secretary: 
Debra Bradbury  

Managing Directors of operations: 
Leonard Casey
Allen Cubell
Edwin Have
David Landgren
Karen West

Corporate Development Director: 
Richard Morello

Group HR Development Director: 
Tracy Sheedy

External auditors
Chairman
Chief Executive Officer
Group Finance Director
Group Company Secretary
Group Financial Controller
Group Treasurer and Head of Tax 
Group Business Risk Manager
Senior Internal Auditor

Chairman
Chief Executive Officer
Group Finance Director
Group Company Secretary
Independent external advisors

Group Finance Director
Group Company Secretary
External advisors as required

Director of Strategic Planning and
Investor Relations
Group Business Risk Manager
Group HSE Coordinator
External advisors as required

Others who are invited to attend from time to time

Corporate Governance continued
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The key processes used in reviewing the
effectiveness of the Group’s system of internal
control and risk management, include:

• three meetings a year of the Audit
Committee, with risk and internal control
on the agenda of all meetings and one of
those meetings being dedicated to the
reporting and consideration of risk
management and internal control;

• detailed and regular reporting to the Board
of the Principal Risks of the business and
their mitigating actions;

• risk and internal audit reports are
submitted to the Board;

• the use of external advisors to carry out
assurance reviews; and

• the Board and Audit Committee have full
access to senior managers within the risk
and internal audit teams and to external
advisors, who regularly attend Board
meetings to present and discuss the
findings of their work.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Culture and policy
Fenner recognises that effective risk
management is not only essential for the
delivery of strategic objectives, but that it also
improves performance, decision making and
helps drive sustainable shareholder value.

Our management of risks is a continuous
process at Fenner, which is embraced at all
levels from the Board, Executive Committee
and divisional management to the operating
units.

Our philosophy on risk is to accept those risks
which enhance value, provided that those
risks are well understood and can be
managed and controlled effectively by the
Group. We have robust risk management and
reporting procedures which allow Fenner to
maximise opportunities, whilst also
restricting inappropriate activities.

Our risk management process is driven from
Board level, but significant responsibility is
also taken by operating unit managers and
the risk identification process at Group and
operating unit level is linked to our strategic
planning process. We define risk as “events or
situations which may be damaging to the
achievement of our strategic business
objectives”.

Risk factors and approach
Our overall approach to risk has two key areas
of focus: an Assurance Focus – based around
protecting the business and the effectiveness
of the controls to mitigate risks; and a
Strategic Focus – based around improving
business performance by linking risk to
strategy. The Fenner Risk Universe is a
comprehensive and structured repository of
all risks potentially affecting the Group. This
analyses the risks identified into 11 categories
which reflect our business and the
environment in which we operate.

We are continually developing our risk
management processes, with recent
developments including: assurance maps – to
help assess and coordinate our various
assurance activities; risk interaction charts
– to consider the relationship and impact of
multiple and simultaneous risks; robust and
objective assessment of the controls – to
facilitate business unit self-assessment;
future risks - to understand what might affect
our business and strategy in each of our
businesses in the next 10 years; and “pillars
of risk” - which are subject to enhanced
scrutiny by the Group.

The integration of our risk processes to
strategy is illustrated in the chart below. This
process ensures that we seek a strategic
response to the risks facing our businesses
and that we understand the risks affecting our
strategy and strategic objectives.

Risk identification and management
The identification and management of risks to
the Group are considered as a Group-wide,

top-down exercise which is supported and
validated by an independent assessment at
operating unit level. This produces our
consolidated Risk Universe and Risk Heat
Maps, which are our principal risk
management and reporting tools.

Externally facilitated Risk Workshops are run
at each operating unit. These focus on the
activities and strategies of the operating units
and the possible risks that those activities,
and the environment in which the businesses
operate, may generate.

The risks identified are assessed for impact
and likelihood at both an Inherent and
Residual level. Our assessment of impact
considers both financial and non-financial
measures. Risk impacts are continuously
monitored, as are their mitigation and
management strategies.

We focus in particular on understanding the
link between cause, risk and effect so that we
correctly identify the risk factor which is best
measured, understood and upon which
control can be best exercised.

All risks are documented, including their
owners and details of the controls. Fenner
requires that all controls are monitored and
tested to ensure they are working as stated
and are providing effective mitigations to the
risks identified.

A summary schedule of Principal Risks and
Mitigating Actions is continually monitored by
the Board and the Audit Committee and the
schedule is updated accordingly. 

The Group’s Principal Risks and Uncertainties
are set out on pages 12 to 15…

Risk Workshops
Strategy 

and response
Budgeting 

and planning

Heat Maps

Controls

Strategy Budgets

Performance

Where we are 
and our environment

Process

Output

Where we 
need to be

The route we 
need to get there

What we 
are achieving

Validation
and self-
assessment

Strategic Focus - Integrated Risk and Strategy
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COMMUNICATION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
The Board understands the importance of
establishing and maintaining good
relationships with the Company’s
shareholders and continues to engage in
regular dialogue with its major shareholders,
private client brokers and also with private
investors at the AGM. There are regular face-
to-face meetings throughout the year with
major shareholders along with briefings with
brokers and analysts. While most meetings
are conducted by the Chief Executive Officer
and Group Finance Director, there are also
meetings between shareholder compliance
and governance departments and the
Chairman and Senior Independent Director.
This year, visits took place in July. The
meetings, which are separate to the analyst
and shareholder meetings that the executive
directors attend, help to foster the
relationship between the Company and its
shareholders, help the Company better
understand the requirements of its major
shareholders and allow shareholders to have
access to the Company to raise concerns or
issues or to confirm that they are happy with
the performance of the Company and the way
in which it is being governed. Whilst the
meetings are arranged to discuss governance
issues, shareholders are able to raise other
matters of interest, which this year included
discussion of the executive PSP. 

Shareholder views and comments are
regularly communicated to the Board. The
Board also receives copies of all analyst and
broker reports. All Board members
understand that they have responsibility for
engendering and maintaining good relations
and communications with shareholders. Non-
executive directors can request to be present
at meetings with major shareholders and will
be available to attend meetings as requested
by major shareholders.

The Board recognises the opportunity that the
internet provides as a means of easily
accessible and cost-effective communication
for shareholders. The Group’s website
contains various information on the business
of the Company and corporate governance,
analyst presentations, the current share price,
regulatory announcements, financial
performance information, shareholder
information and an investor relations contact
address. It also includes a briefing on the
Group operations worldwide and its markets
and divisions.  

Constructive use of the AGM
For several years the Chief Executive Officer
and the Group Finance Director have given a
presentation to the attending shareholders
before the formal commencement of the AGM
and shareholders are invited to ask questions
following the presentation. The Company
intends to continue with this practice as it is
well received by the shareholders. At the
conclusion of the formal business of the AGM,
all members of the Board make themselves
available to answer questions.

In relation to the AGM:

• separate resolutions are proposed for
each substantially separate issue
including the receipt of the Annual
Report;

• proxy forms allow shareholders to direct
their proxy vote either for or against the
resolution or to withhold their vote;

• the proxy count is reported at the AGM in
respect of each resolution after it has
been dealt with on a show of hands;

• the Notice of Meeting, the Annual Report
and any other related papers are made
available to shareholders more than one
month before the meeting; and

• shareholders are invited to ask questions
during the AGM as well as having an
opportunity to meet the Board before and
after the formal meeting.

Corporate Governance continued
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Nomination Committee Report

Foreword by the Chairman of
the Nomination Committee
The Board is constructed to ensure that a
range of different skills and backgrounds are
present on the Board. In this way, the Board is
best able to deal with the variety of challenges
it encounters.

The Committee recognises that succession
planning is critical for the long-term success
of the Company and the Committee leads the
process for the evaluation and selection of
candidates for Board appointments. The
necessary balance of skills, knowledge,
experience and leadership needs required by
the Board and the wider Group are kept under
review and taken into consideration when
making appointments, with a view to ensuring
the continued ability of the organisation to
compete effectively in the marketplace.

Alan Wood will be retiring from the Board at
the conclusion of the AGM on 13 January
2016. The Committee engaged Korn Ferry, a
leading recruitment firm specialising in
executive appointments (part of Whitehead
Mann Partnership LLP), to assist with the
candidate selection process. The Board were
pleased to subsequently announce the
forthcoming appointment of Geraint Anderson
who will be taking up a non-executive director
role at the conclusion of the AGM on
13 January 2016. 

RESPONSIBILITIES
Terms of reference set out the Nomination
Committee’s role and duties. The overall aim
of the Committee is to maintain a Board with
the right balance of skills and experience to
help govern and lead the Company. The key
responsibilities are to regularly review the
structure, size and composition (including the
skills, knowledge and experience) required of
the Board, give full consideration to
succession planning for directors and other
senior executives with reference to the
challenges and opportunities facing the Group
and make recommendations for succession
plans for key board roles, in particular for the
roles of Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.  

GOVERNANCE
The members of the Committee are set out on
page 38. The Committee generally meets at

least twice a year and has the power to request
the attendance at meetings of any director or
Group employee as considered appropriate.

APPOINTMENTS TO THE BOARD 
The Nomination Committee manages Board
appointments and agrees the candidate
specification, which sets out the type of skills,
experience, qualifications and knowledge a
preferred candidate should ideally have; this
is agreed and discussed with external
independent recruitment consultants. 

DIVERSITY
The Board considers diversity, including
gender, when recruiting new candidates and
adheres to the Board Diversity Statement. All
candidates are chosen on merit, against the
objective criteria set in the candidate
specification, regardless of race, gender or
religious beliefs and therefore in line with the
Board Diversity Statement. The principal
concern of the Nomination Committee is to
ensure all candidates are of appropriate
experience and ability and fit for the role. The
Board does not intend to set specific diversity
targets because it could fetter the ability to
appoint the best candidate based on merit
alone which would be against Board and Group
philosophy. Board succession is borne in mind
and discussed as part of the process.

Diversity statistics are gathered and monitored
around the Group. The graphic below sets out
the current gender diversity split for the Board
appointments; similar data for senior
managers and the Group as a whole is set out
on page 29.

ACTIVITIES
Non-executive director succession
The Committee started the process to identify
and recommend a successor to Alan Wood
with the aim of ensuring that the new
candidate would be in place for early 2016.
Korn Ferry led the candidate search after
being given a candidate profile by the
Committee to ensure that the eventual short
list of candidates has the right experience,
knowledge, skills and international exposure
for the non-executive role.

On 11 November 2015, the Board announced
the appointment of Geraint Anderson who will
take up a non-executive director role at the
conclusion of the AGM in January 2016. The
selection process adopted by the Committee
will be set out in the 2016 Annual Report.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
No changes were considered necessary to the
Committee’s composition and no changes
were made to the Committee’s terms of
reference as they continued to reflect best
practice.

The Board gender diversity split
       

 
       

 
 

       

*including the Group Company Secretary

Male    71%
Female*    29%

Mark Abrahams
Chairman
11 November 2015

Signed on behalf of the
Board of Directors
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John Sheldrick
Chairman of the Audit Committee
11 November 2015

Signed on behalf of the
Board of Directors

 Foreword by the Chairman of
the Audit Committee
I am pleased to present our Report for the
year ended 31 August 2015. This Report gives
an insight into the composition of the Audit
Committee and the work it undertakes to
ensure that the Committee has performed its
responsibilities in reviewing financial
reporting, internal controls and risk
management and in relation to the external
auditors.

During the year, Richard Perry retired as
Group Finance Director and John Pratt took
over the role on 21 January 2015. I am
pleased to confirm that John has embraced
his new role with energy and enthusiasm and
is building on the good foundations laid by
Richard Perry.

To support its work, the Committee receives
reports from the Company’s external and
internal auditors, management and the Group
Business Risk Manager. The Committee
meets separately with both external and
internal auditors and carries out reviews of
auditor independence and effectiveness. The
Committee devotes one of its meetings to
discuss primarily risk management and
assurance and review the principal risks with
the Group Business Risk Manager and third
party consultants.   

The work carried out by the Audit Committee
in the year under review is set out in the
following Report. 

COMPOSITION AND GOVERNANCE
There are three members on the Committee:
John Sheldrick, Vanda Murray and Alan Wood,
all of whom are independent non-executive
directors who bring a wide range and depth of
financial and commercial experience from
across a range of industries. John Sheldrick
chairs the Committee and meets the
requirement of having had recent and relevant
financial experience, having been Group
Finance Director of Johnson Matthey plc from
1995 until his retirement in 2009. Neither the
Board Chairman nor executive directors are
members of the Committee although they can
and do attend by invitation. The Group
Company Secretary acts as secretary to the
Committee, which also has access to the

services of the Group Finance Director, Senior
Internal Auditor, Group Business Risk
Manager and external professional advisors.
The Committee can request the attendance at
meetings of any director, external auditor or
Group employee as considered appropriate.
The Committee meets with the external
auditors without the presence of management
at two of its three meetings during the year.

The Audit Committee operates under formal
written terms of reference which govern its
role and responsibilities. 

HOW WE DISCHARGED OUR
RESPONSIBILITIES DURING THE YEAR
The Audit Committee met three times in the
year under review. Its work covers the
following:

• monitor the integrity of the Annual Report,
Full Year Results and Half Yearly Financial
Report and report to the Board on any
significant financial reporting issues; 

• review the long-term viability and going
concern status of the Company, including a
stress test of the going concern
assumption; 

• review management’s half year and full
year results presentations for analysts and
shareholders; 

• review internal financial controls and the
internal control management systems,
including cyber security risk and potential
preventative measures;

• monitor and review the effectiveness and
performance of the internal audit function,
including the approval of the internal
control programme and review visits, and
meet with the Senior Internal Auditor at
least once a year;

• approve the Charter for Internal Audit; 

• review the risk management systems and
reports which are outlined in more detail
in the Corporate Governance report on
page 39;

• review complex supplier arrangements with
the management team;

• review procedures for detecting fraud;

• review the Whistleblowing Policy annually;

• review the whistleblowing report
semi-annually;

• review the summary of Group insurance
policies and levels of deductibles;

• make recommendations to the Board in
relation to the appointment or
reappointment and remuneration of the
external auditors and their terms of
engagement, including approval of the
audit plan;

• make recommendations to the Board about
putting the external audit out to periodic
tender and/or rotation;

• ensure that the external auditors are
independent, objective and effective;

• annually review the effectiveness and
performance of the external auditors;

• annually review the policy on non-audit
work carried out by the external auditors;
this policy takes into account external
guidance relating to the provision of non-
audit services;

• review the schedule of non-audit work
carried out by the external auditors in the
year;

• review non-audit fees of the external
auditors;

• review the financial statements of the UK
Fenner Pension Scheme;

• review the terms of reference for the Audit
Committee on an annual basis; and

• review the Group’s treasury policies. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING AND SIGNIFICANT
AREAS OF JUDGEMENT
The Audit Committee reviewed a wide range
of financial reporting and related matters in
respect of the Group’s half year and full year
results statements and its Annual Report
prior to their consideration by the Board.
Reports highlighting key accounting matters
and significant judgements were also received
from our external auditors,
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”), in
respect of the full year statements and
discussed by the Committee. 

Audit Committee Report
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In particular, this included the following areas
of focus:

• Valuation of goodwill and intangible assets
acquired
Carrying amounts are reviewed at least
annually by conducting an impairment
review which is based on the net present
value of projected cash flows for each cash-
generating unit (“CGU”). Details of
assumptions used are provided in note 14
to the Group financial statements on pages
78 to 80.

The most significant judgements are in
setting the assumptions for the calculation
of the value in use of the CGUs, in
particular the achievability of long-term
financial forecasts and macro-economic
projections. Following the reviews during
the year, an impairment charge of £24.5m,
comprising a write-off of goodwill of £8.4m
and intangible assets acquired of £16.1m,
has been charged to exceptional items in
the income statement. In the ECS division,
the total impairment was £14.5m and
related to three CGUs in Australia and one
CGU in the USA. In Australia, the continuing
weakness in commodity prices and
subsequent reduction in demand for mining
related products has led to reductions in
actual and forecast cash flows. In the USA,
the impact of low energy prices and the
subsequent impact on coal mining projects
has led to a significant reduction in actual
and forecast cash flows. In the AEP division,
the impairment of £10.0m related to a CGU
which operates in the European oil & gas
segment. This charge has been recognised
following a significant drop in the European
oil price and a reduced regional outlook in
Europe. Those CGUs impaired during the
year have no carrying amount of goodwill or
intangible assets acquired at the balance
sheet date.

The Committee discussed the assumptions
underlying the cash flow projections with
both management and PwC and also
considered the appropriateness of the
discount rates used. Following discussion
on headroom and sensitivity, the
Committee was satisfied that the carrying
amount of goodwill and intangible assets
acquired, after the impairment charge
recognised in the year, was appropriate. 

• Valuation of defined benefit pension
scheme liabilities
The valuation of the Group’s post-
retirement benefit obligations requires
demographic and financial assumptions to
be made which are set out in note 27 to the
Group financial statements on pages 88 to
92. These assumptions have been chosen
based on advice from the Group’s external
actuaries. The principal assumptions relate
to the discount rate, inflation and mortality. 

The Committee discussed the
appropriateness of these assumptions with
PwC and whether the assumptions were
consistent with externally derived data.

• Taxation
There is significant judgement required in
calculating the Group’s tax charge and
assessing the risk of successful challenge
by local tax authorities and the
recoverability of deferred tax assets. The
Committee considered the assumptions
used and appropriateness of the calculation
of the tax charge and recognition of
deferred tax assets and received reports
from management and PwC.

• Classification of items as exceptional
Certain items can be classified as
exceptional due to their nature or size.
These can be presented separately on the
face of the income statement in order to
provide a better understanding of the
Group’s financial performance.

The Group has recorded exceptional
charges amounting to £34.4m in the year.
Of this amount, £24.5m relates to
impairment charges of goodwill and
intangible assets acquired, as outlined
above. The remaining £9.9m related to
restructuring costs following a Group-wide
review to re-align its cost base. The
Committee reviewed these charges and
discussed with PwC whether it was
appropriate to exclude them from the
underlying performance of the Group as
proposed by management. 

• Revenue recognition
As part of their normal auditing
procedures, PwC considered the risk that
revenue may have been recognised
incorrectly. The Committee discussed with
PwC the testing they had undertaken to
identify unusual or irregular items.

• Going concern and long-term viability
The Committee assessed the reports
provided by management and PwC,
together with the analysis and assumptions
made to support the statement of going
concern and long-term viability given on
page 26. 

• Internal controls
PwC also reported to the Committee the
work they had undertaken in accordance
with international auditing standards to
review the risk of management override of
internal controls.

Following consideration of the matters
presented to it and discussion with both
management and PwC, the Committee was
satisfied that the significant judgements
made were justified and that the financial
reporting disclosures were appropriate.

RISK MANAGEMENT, INTERNAL CONTROL
AND INTERNAL AUDIT
Risks are reported to the Audit Committee
twice a year and the Committee has received
updated presentations from an independent
consultant, Sentio Insight LLP, who are
helping to run the Group Risk Workshop
programme in conjunction with the Group
Business Risk Manager. There is a continuous

and well established process for identifying,
evaluating and managing risk, with the
process itself being subject to regular review
and refinement. The process enhances both
the Committee’s and management’s
understanding of risk in a broad as well as
specific sense in relation to the Group and its
operations. 

The Audit Committee reviews the
effectiveness of the Group’s systems of
internal control and assures itself on the
rigorousness of the internal control process.
The internal control review covers operational,
financial and compliance controls. The
Committee receives a financial internal
control report at least twice a year from the
Senior Internal Auditor. Based upon the
internal control and risk reports, the Board
determines the nature and extent of the
significant risks it is willing to take in
achieving strategic objectives and the Board
believes it does maintain sound risk
management and internal control systems.

WHISTLEBLOWING
Fenner operates an independent, third party
operated, international Group-wide hotline to
support the Group Whistleblowing Policy. The
hotline facilitates arrangements whereby
employees can make confidential disclosures
(on an anonymous basis if preferred) about
suspected impropriety and wrongdoing. Any
matters so reported are investigated and
escalated to the Audit Committee as
appropriate. A report summarising all
disclosures made during the period is
submitted to the Audit Committee twice a year. 

EXTERNAL AUDITORS
Independence
The Committee continues to consider the
independence and objectivity of the external
auditors as part of its duties as well as to
monitor the external auditors’ compliance
with applicable ethical guidance and
guidelines. The Committee received and
reviewed written confirmation from the
external auditors on all relationships that, in
their judgement, may bear on their
independence. The external auditors also
confirmed that they considered themselves to
be independent within the meaning of UK
regulatory and professional requirements. As
a general principle, the external auditors are
excluded from consultancy work and cannot
be engaged by Fenner for other non-audit
work unless there are compelling reasons to
do so. The Committee periodically reviews the
Group’s policy on non-audit services and
those services which can be provided by the
external auditors under the policy are set out
in the table on page 44. During the year, non-
audit services amounting to £104,000 were
incurred. This amount comprised tax
compliance of £19,000, tax advisory of £13,000
and other assurance services of £72,000,
principally relating to half year review
procedures.

A detailed review of Risk Management is set
out on page 39…
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Effectiveness and reappointment
The Committee evaluated the performance of
the external auditors during the year and
received a report from management on the
effectiveness of the external audit function
which it then discussed with the auditors; the
evaluation confirmed that the senior finance
staff around the Group continued to feel that
the external auditors performed well overall.
The evaluation was based on a questionnaire
that had been issued to the senior finance staff
assessing the external auditors on robustness
of audit, quality of delivery of the audit service
and quality of the audit team and service
provided. The Committee also made its own
assessment of the external auditors’
performance. The Committee concluded that
the performance of the external auditors
remained satisfactory following the reviews.
The performance of the external auditors will
continue to be reviewed annually. 

Following the performance and effectiveness
evaluation, the Committee concluded it was
appropriate to recommend to the Board PwC’s
reappointment as the Company’s external
auditors for the next financial year. 

Audit tender and rotation
PwC has been the Company’s external
auditors since its formation in 1998, although
predecessor organisations of PwC had held
office for some time prior to that date. The
current audit partner was appointed in 2011.
In line with PwC’s policy of partner rotation to
ensure continued auditor independence, he
will have rotated out of his role following the
conclusion of the 2014/15 audit. 

In April 2014, the European Union published
its revised Audit Directive making rotation of
external audit firms mandatory for premium
listed companies such as Fenner. Individual
member states have some discretion in the
implementation of this Directive. In the UK, it
is expected that premium listed companies
will be required to put the audit out to tender
at least every 10 years and rotate the auditors
at least every 20 years. Under the transitional
arrangements, this is expected to mean that

Fenner will need to have replaced PwC as its
external auditors by 2020.   

In light of this new legislation, the Committee
has recommended to the Board that the audit
should be put out to tender in 2016 with a new
appointment being made for the conduct of
the audit for the subsequent financial year.

It is the intention of the Committee that PwC
will not be invited to tender to avoid having to
conduct a similar tender exercise within three
years. 

INTERNAL AUDIT
The Committee receives a report from the
Senior Internal Auditor at least twice a year.
The Committee reviewed the results of audits
undertaken by the internal audit team and
considered the adequacy of management’s
response to any matters raised, including the
implementation of any recommendations
made. The Committee considered and
approved the 2015 internal audit programme.
The effectiveness of internal audit was
formally reviewed, taking into account the
views of directors and senior management on
such matters as objectivity, proficiency,
resourcing and audit strategy and planning. 

In addition, an external review of internal
audit was conducted with the operations and
the results of that review were considered by
the Committee. It was concluded that internal
control was viewed positively by the
operations and that there was a high regard
for the rigorous work carried out by the
internal control team.

Policy on non-audit services by the external auditors

Prohibited non-audit 
services

Permitted non-audit services, subject 
to approval by the Committee

• auditing their own work; 

• making management decisions for the
Company;

• acting as advocate for the Company;

• authorising, executing or consummating a
transaction on behalf of the Company;

• determining which recommendation of the
audit firm should be implemented by the
Company;

• internal audit services, other than specific
projects determined by the Committee;

• provision of IT consultancy; 

• legal services;

• HR and recruitment consultancy; and 

• underwriting services.

• taxation services;

• specific projects on internal audit where
the scope and management is determined
by the Committee;

• staff secondments where management is
clearly directing and controlling the
secondee and on the basis that the
secondee cannot make management
decisions;

• litigation support services, providing it does
not include significant advocacy from the
audit partner; and

• corporate financial services involving
advisory, acquisitions and disposals and
due diligence.

Audit Committee Report continued
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Other Statutory Information

Debra Bradbury
Group Company Secretary
11 November 2015

Signed on behalf of the
Board of Directors

The directors submit their Annual Report and
the audited Group financial statements for the
financial year ended 31 August 2015.

RESULTS AND DIVIDENDS

2015 2014
£m £m 

Group (loss)/profit for the year (9.7) 24.7 
Dividends:
Interim 4.0p per share 
(2014: 4.0p) – payable 7.8 7.8
Final 8.0p per share 
(2014: 8.0p) – proposed 15.5 15.5
Total dividend 23.3 23.3

POLITICAL DONATIONS
It is the Group’s policy that no donations are
made to political parties.

DIRECTORS AND THEIR INTERESTS
The names of the directors in office during the
year and up to the date of signing the financial
statements and their brief biographies and
other details, including other significant
commitments, are as shown on page 33. 

Details of the directors’ beneficial interests in
the ordinary shares of the Company and in the
Performance Share Plan are given in the Board
Remuneration Report on pages 49 to 58.

Save as disclosed in the Board Remuneration
report:

• no director has any interest (beneficial or
non-beneficial) in any share or loan capital of
the Company or any of its subsidiaries;

• no change in the interests of directors has
occurred between the end of the financial
year and 11 November 2015; and

• there were no contracts of significance
subsisting during or at the end of the
financial year in which a director of the
Company was materially interested.

With the exception of John Pratt, who will be
offering himself up for election for the first
time, and Alan Wood, who will retire at the
conclusion of the AGM having served as non-
executive director since 1 April 2010, all
directors will offer themselves for re-election
at the 2016 AGM in accordance with the UK

Corporate Governance Code. The
performance of each of the directors
continues to be effective and they continue to
demonstrate commitment to the role and the
Company.

DIRECTORS’ INDEMNITIES AND INSURANCE
COVER
A qualifying third party indemnity (“QTPI”), as
permitted by the Company’s Articles of
Association and the Companies Act 2006, has
been granted by the Company to each of the
directors. Under the provisions of the QTPI,
the Company undertakes to indemnify each
director against claims from third parties in
respect of certain liabilities (excluding
criminal and regulatory penalties) arising out
of, or in connection with, the execution of their
powers, duties and responsibilities as
directors of the Company or any of its
subsidiaries. The Group also holds
appropriate Directors and Officers Liability
Insurance. These policies were in force during
the financial year ended 31 August 2015 and
remain in place at 11 November 2015.

EMPLOYMENT POLICY
The Group operates worldwide and its
employment policies are designed to meet
local conditions and requirements, but are
established on the basis of the best practices
in each country and support the principles of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Wherever the Group operates, it ensures it
recruits and retains a competent and diverse
workforce. For Fenner, equal opportunities
means employing the best people for the
business from the widest pool of candidates.

The Group’s employment policy is to secure
good relations between management and all
employees, to promote a better understanding
of all the issues, both internal and external,
that influence the Group’s business
performance and to improve performance and
productivity. We align employee remuneration
with performance objectives through
appropriate incentive plans aligned with Group
strategy. Subject to shareholder approval at
the 2016 AGM, the Group intends to offer a
Sharesave Plan to commence (at the earliest)
from 1 September 2016.

SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDINGS
As of 31 August 2015, the following interests in shares have been notified to the Company:
         
      Nature of % Voting
Interested Party Interest Rights
Standard Life Investment (Holdings) Limited Indirect 9.49
Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited Indirect 8.96
First Pacific Advisors, LLC Indirect 6.30
Heronbridge Investment Management Limited Indirect 6.03
Neptune Investment Management Limited Direct 5.84

As at 11 November 2015, the Company had been advised of the following changes to the
interests notified above:
      Nature of % Voting
Interested Party Interest Rights
Standard Life Investment (Holdings) Limited Indirect 7.92
Setanta Asset Management Limited Indirect 5.23
RWC Focus Asset Management LLP Indirect 4.81
Sterling Strategic Value Limited Direct 3.01
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Formal and informal meetings are used to
consult employees and to keep them informed
about the performance of the Group. The
practices of consultation and involvement vary
from country to country according to local
customs, legal considerations and the size of
the operation. The regular issue of the Group-
wide magazine, Fenner Focus, assists internal
communication, including extensive coverage
of the Group’s half year and full year results,
as do briefing meetings, information bulletins
and meetings with employee representatives.

The Group continues to recognise its social
and statutory duties to disabled persons and
does all that is practicable to meet this
responsibility. Full and fair consideration is
given to the recruitment, training, career
development and promotion of disabled
persons. If an employee becomes disabled
while employed by the Group, wherever
possible, he or she will continue to be
employed in the same job. If this action is not
practicable or possible then every effort will be
made to find suitable alternative employment.
In these circumstances, retraining would be
made available using Group resources as well
as by contact with local disabilities
employment advisors.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The Group recognises and accepts that
concern for the environment is an integral
and fundamental part of the Group’s
corporate business strategy.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Details of the Group’s financial risk
management policies are given in the
Strategic Report on pages 25 to 26 and note
21 to the Group financial statements on pages
83 to 85.

STATUTORY INFORMATION
Set out below is a summary of certain
provisions of the Company’s current Articles
of Association (the “Articles”) and the
Companies Act 2006 (“Companies Act”). If
further information is required, the relevant
provisions of the Articles and the Companies
Act should be consulted. 

Share capital
Details of the Company’s issued share capital
as at 31 August 2015, together with details of
shares issued during the year, are set out in
note 9 to the Company financial statements on
page 101. Each ordinary share of the Company
carries one vote. The Company has a single
class of share capital which is divided into
ordinary shares of 25p each.

Dividends and distributions
Subject to the provisions of the Companies
Act, the Company may, by ordinary resolution,

from time to time declare dividends not
exceeding the amount recommended by the
Board. The Board may pay interim dividends,
including fixed rate dividends, whenever the
financial position of the Company, in the
opinion of the Board, justifies such payment.
Dividends will be paid pro-rata to the amounts
paid up on the shares. In specie and scrip
dividends can be authorised at a General
Meeting at the Board’s recommendation.

Voting rights
Subject to any rights or restrictions attaching
to any shares by or in accordance with the
Articles, at a General Meeting, every member
who is present in person or by proxy shall have
one vote and, on a poll, every member present
in person or by proxy shall have one vote for
each share. In the case of joint holders of a
share, the vote of the senior holder who
tenders a vote, whether in person or by proxy,
shall be accepted to the exclusion of the votes
of the other joint holders.

For this purpose, seniority shall be determined
by the order in which the names of the holders
stand in the register. 

Restrictions on voting
Unless the Board determines otherwise, no
member shall be entitled to vote at a General
Meeting, either in person or by proxy, in
respect of any share held unless all moneys
are fully paid up on that share. In addition, no
member shall be entitled to vote if he has been
served with a notice after failure to provide the
Company with information concerning
interests in those shares required to be
provided under the Companies Act.

Deadline for exercising voting rights
Voting rights may be exercised in person, by
proxy or by a Corporate Representative. The
deadline for submission of proxy forms is not
less than 48 hours before the time appointed
for holding the meeting or adjourned meeting.

Variation of rights
Subject to the provisions of legislation, the
Articles specify that rights attaching to any
class of shares may be varied or abrogated,
either with the consent in writing of the holders
of three-quarters in nominal value of the
issued shares of the class being varied or with
the sanction of a special resolution passed at a
separate General Meeting of the holders of the
shares of that class.

Transfer of shares
All transfers of certificated shares may be in
any usual form or in any other form which the
Board may approve. The instrument of transfer
shall be signed by or on behalf of the
transferor and, unless the share is fully paid, by
or on behalf of the transferee. An instrument of
transfer need not be under seal. Transfers of
shares which are in uncertificated form are
effected by means of the CREST system.

The Board may refuse to register the transfer
of a share which is not fully paid, provided that
the refusal does not prevent dealings in shares
in the Company from taking place on an open
and proper basis. In the case of uncertificated
shares, the Board may exercise its discretion to
refuse to register a transfer of a share to the

extent permitted by the regulations and the
facilities and requirements of the relevant
system.

The Board may also refuse to register the
transfer of a certificated share unless the
instrument of transfer is lodged, duly stamped
(if stampable) at the office or at another place
appointed by the Board, accompanied by the
certificate for the share to which it relates and
such other evidence as the Board may
reasonably require to show the right of the
transferor to make the transfer (and, if the
instrument of transfer is executed by some
other person on his or her behalf, the authority
of that person to do so); is in respect of only
one class of shares; and is in favour of not
more than four transferees.

If the Board refuses to register a transfer of a
share, it shall send the transferee notice of its
refusal together with reasons for the refusal
within two months after the date on which the
instrument of transfer was lodged with the
Company. 

Appointment and replacement of directors
Unless varied by ordinary resolution, the
number of directors (other than alternate
directors) shall be not less than two nor more
than 15 in number.

At each AGM, all directors shall retire from
office and be eligible for re-election, in line
with best corporate practice. 

The Board may appoint a director either to fill
a casual vacancy or as an additional director
provided that the appointment does not cause
the number of directors to exceed the
maximum prescribed by the Articles. A
director so appointed shall hold office only
until the next following AGM. If not re-elected
at such AGM, the director shall vacate office
at its conclusion.

Powers of directors
Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act
and Articles and to any directions given by
special resolution, the business of the
Company shall be managed by the Board
which may exercise all the powers of the
Company. 

The Board may exercise all the powers of the
Company to borrow money, to mortgage or
charge all or any part of its undertaking,
property, assets (present or future) and
uncalled capital and to issue debentures and
other securities whether outright or as
collateral security for any debt, liability or
obligation of the Company or of any third party. 

Subject to the provisions of the Companies Act
and Articles, at a General Meeting, the Board
may request authority to allot shares and the
power to disapply the statutory pre-emption
rights and the authority to buy the Company's
own ordinary shares in the market. Currently
the Board requests such consent at each AGM.
At the 2015 AGM, the directors were authorised
to exercise the powers of the Company to
purchase a maximum of 19,400,274 of its
ordinary shares. No shares were purchased
under this authority in 2015. This authority will
last until the end of the 2016 AGM, or 29
February 2016 if earlier. The details of

A detailed review of the Group’s
employment policies is set out in
Corporate Responsibility on pages 28 to 30

…

A detailed review of the Group’s
environmental policies is set out in
Corporate Responsibility on pages 30 to 31

…

The Group Environmental Policy can be viewed
at www.fenner.com…

Other Statutory Information continued

http://www.fenner.com/en/people_values/group_policies
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requested authorities and powers in
connection with the AGM to be held on 13
January 2016 are set out in the Notice of
Annual General Meeting.

Significant agreements: change of control
All of the Company’s current share plans
contain provisions relating to a change of
control. Outstanding awards and options would
normally vest and become exercisable on a
change of control, subject to the satisfaction of
any performance conditions at that time.

Amendment to Articles of Association
Any amendments to the Articles may be made
in accordance with the provisions of the
Companies Act by way of special resolution.

BRANCHES
Fenner, through various subsidiaries, has
branches in a number of different countries in
which the business operates.

STRATEGIC REPORT
Pursuant to Section 414C of the Companies
Act 2006, the Strategic Report contains details
in relation to the likely future developments of
the business of the Group. 

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
Resolutions to re-appoint
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as independent
auditors to the Company and to authorise the
directors to determine their remuneration will
be proposed at the 2016 AGM.

As far as each director is aware, there is no
relevant audit information of which the
Company’s auditors are unaware. Each
director has taken all the steps that they
ought to have taken as a director in order to
make themselves aware of any relevant audit
information and to establish that the
Company’s auditors are aware of that
information.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
As special business at the forthcoming AGM,
resolutions will be proposed to approve the
Sharesave Plan (an all-employee share plan),
renew the directors’ authority to allot shares,
to disapply the statutory pre-emption rights to
a limited extent and to make market purchases
of ordinary shares in the Company subject to
defined limits. Resolutions will also be
proposed to approve a capital reduction
exercise and to hold General Meetings on 14
days notice. The proposed resolutions and
further details regarding these proposals are
set out in the Chairman’s explanatory letter
accompanying the Notice of Annual General
Meeting.
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Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities

Mark Abrahams
Chairman
11 November 2015

The directors are responsible for preparing
the Annual Report, the Board Remuneration
Report and the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and
regulations. 

Company law requires the directors to
prepare financial statements for each
financial year. Under that law the directors
have prepared the Group financial statements
in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as adopted by
the European Union and the parent company
financial statements in accordance with
United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice (United Kingdom
Accounting Standards and applicable law).
Under company law the directors must not
approve the financial statements unless they
are satisfied that they give a true and fair view
of the state of affairs of the Group and the
Company and of the profit or loss of the Group
for that period. In preparing these financial
statements, the directors are required to:

• select suitable accounting policies and then
apply them consistently;

• make judgements and accounting
estimates that are reasonable and prudent;

• state whether IFRS as adopted by the
European Union and applicable UK
Accounting Standards have been followed,
subject to any material departures
disclosed and explained in the Group and
parent company financial statements
respectively; and

• prepare the financial statements on the
going concern basis unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the Company
will continue in business.

The directors are responsible for keeping
adequate accounting records that are
sufficient to show and explain the Company’s
transactions and disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of
the Company and the Group and enable them
to ensure that the financial statements and
the Board Remuneration Report comply with
the Companies Act 2006 and, as regards the
Group financial statements, Article 4 of the
IAS Regulation. They are also responsible for

safeguarding the assets of the Company and
the Group and hence for taking reasonable
steps for the prevention and detection of fraud
and other irregularities.

The directors are responsible for the
maintenance and integrity of the Company’s
website. Legislation in the United Kingdom
governing the preparation and dissemination
of financial statements may differ from
legislation in other jurisdictions.   

The directors consider that the Annual Report
and financial statements, taken as a whole, is
fair, balanced and understandable and
provides the information necessary for
shareholders to assess a Company’s
performance, business model and strategy.  

Each of the directors, whose names and
functions are listed in The Board on page 33
confirm that, to the best of their knowledge:

• the Group financial statements, which have
been prepared in accordance with IFRS as
adopted by the European Union, give a true
and fair view of the assets, liabilities,
financial position and loss/profit of the
Group; and

• the Strategic Report contained on pages
1 to 26 includes a fair review of the
development and performance of the
business and the position of the Group,
together with a description of the principal
risks and uncertainties that it faces.

Signed on behalf of the
Board of Directors
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Board Remuneration Report

Dear Shareholder
As Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee, I am pleased to present this 2015
Board Remuneration Report, incorporating
our Remuneration Policy table as approved at
the AGM in January 2015.  

This will be my last report as Chairman of the
Committee as I will be retiring from the Board
at the conclusion of the AGM in January 2016.
Vanda Murray will take over as Chairman of
the Committee. Vanda is an experienced
Remuneration Committee member and chair;
I therefore feel confident that the leadership
of the Committee will be in safe and
experienced hands.

The membership and governance of the
Committee is set out on pages 37 to 38. 

Shareholders will again be asked to vote
separately this year on our Remuneration
Policy Report and our Annual Remuneration
Report. 

BUSINESS CONTEXT TO REMUNERATION &
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The year under review has seen challenging
market conditions for much of the Group.
Notwithstanding these circumstances, good
performance was delivered by several AEP
businesses and the Group’s overall cash
generation was positive. In the more
challenged parts of the Group, cost
containment was achieved, albeit the profit
performance was below that of the previous
year. It is against that backdrop that the
annual bonus scheme and PSP yielded zero,
reflecting that overall performance was
negative, the circumstances for which are
well understood and management action has
been appropriate. This lack of reward reflects
the Remuneration Committee’s philosophy of
cost containment in difficult times. Equally, it
is expected that as economic conditions
improve, management will have the
opportunity to earn commensurate bonuses.
Thus, across the cycle, consistency of policy is
demonstrated.

Despite the trading difficulties, the main aim
of remuneration is still to reward executive

directors and senior managers appropriately
for experience, commitment, hard work,
leadership skills, drive and performance. As
stated above, the Committee balances this
principle with the belief that management
should be appropriately rewarded across the
whole of the economic cycle and that policies
should be consistent across those cycles.
Aligning the interests of shareholders with
those responsible for the operational
performance of the Group remain key
considerations when setting remuneration.   

A significant proportion of pay is conditional
on the achievement of stretching performance
targets which have been shown to be
challenging given the markets in which the
Group operates. There is also the expectation
that those same principles and targets will
reward appropriately when results show
growth against the stated objectives and
strategy of the Group. This approach is felt to
be fair and equitable and balances the
interests of all stakeholders. Executives are
also expected to build up and hold significant
personal shareholdings in the Company to
also help further align their interests with that
of shareholders.

The Committee’s Remuneration Policy will
continue to strive to have a reward structure
that is fair, recognises achievement and
maintains the ability of the Group to recruit
and retain the best talent in the interests of all
shareholders. Any elements of the discretion
that the Committee may want to reserve
under the Remuneration Policy have been set
out in the Remuneration Policy Report.  

This Statement and the following Reports aim
to demonstrate how the various elements of
compensation align the executive directors
with the long-term interests of our
shareholders, particularly during this period
of unprecedented tough trading conditions
across more than one key market.

KEY CHANGES AND COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
DURING THE YEAR
Last year the Committee liaised with major
shareholders about the introduction of the new
Remuneration Policy and discussed the

proposed changes to the Performance Share
Plan (“PSP”). In the year under review, major
shareholders were again consulted on the
proposed earnings per share (“EPS”)
Performance Criteria for the new PSP, the
details of which are shown on page 52; the first
Plan Cycle for the new PSP will be issued in
November 2015.

The Board has reviewed the remuneration
arrangements for the wider employee
population to ensure pay is fair and
competitive and that we reward our people
appropriately for their continued contribution
to the growth and success of the Group.

Following this review, it has been decided to
put in place a Sharesave Plan (an all-
employee share plan) that will seek to reward
people for their loyalty to the business and
enable them to share in the value they help to
create. At the 2016 AGM, shareholders will
have the opportunity to approve the Fenner
2016 Sharesave Plan, under which eligible
employees will be able to purchase shares in
the future, potentially at a discount, using
savings made on a monthly basis over a
period of two or three years (depending on the
country in which they are based). For the first
year of the plan the monthly maximum
contribution will be capped at £250.

The Committee is also proposing a slight
change to the executive directors’ annual
incentive programme which is reflected in the
Remuneration Policy table on page 51. This
amendment follows the approval of a revised
basis for the annual incentive programme for
senior management and the Executive
Committee, further details for which are given
below. Whilst the re-set targets remain highly
challenging in the current environment, the
rationale behind the change is that the
Committee did not want to start the year with
an incentive scheme that was unrealistic in the
current market conditions. 

The Committee has clarified the Group Finance
Director’s pension benefit arrangements in the
following Reports; this clarification is to
demonstrate that John Pratt is in receipt of his
contractual pension entitlement which equates

Alan Wood
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee
11 November 2015

Signed on behalf of the
Board of Directors

Chairman of the Remuneration Committee’s Statement
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to a contribution from the Company of 25% of
his basic salary. This is not a change to his
entitlement but a clarification on how it is
reported due to a change in the way pension
accounting disclosures are valued in
accordance with accounting rules as distinct
to the cost of providing the benefit.

2015 OUTCOMES
The outcomes of the various plans that
make up the 2015 total remuneration for
executive directors are summarised in the
table on page 56.

Basic annual salary and other benefits
As previously disclosed, salary increases of
2.4% and 2.5% were awarded to Nicholas
Hobson and Richard Perry respectively at the
start of the year under review. Pension
contributions and pension allowances
remained unchanged in the year as a constant
percentage of salary. As notified last year,
John Pratt is in receipt of a basic annual
salary that matched that of Richard Perry,
who retired from the Board on 21 January
2015 and it is intended that John would be on
an accelerated remuneration package (of a
similar nature to that of Nicholas Hobson),
designed to increase his salary in line with
experience. John’s bonus and pension
contribution remain unchanged from the
structure set out in the Board Remuneration
Report last year.

Nicholas Hobson received reimbursement for
on-going relocation expenses as per the
terms of his Service Agreement.

Annual bonus
Due to the continuing tough trading conditions
in certain of the Group’s markets, the
performance target based on growth in
underlying EPS of the Company was not met
in 2015 and therefore no bonuses will be paid
to the executive directors for the financial year
ended 31 August 2015. This is against a
background of continued hard work by the
executive directors to respond to the
challenging market conditions and therefore
the Committee would like to make the point
that the lack of a bonus payout for the third
consecutive year does not reflect the good

work done by the executive directors.
Nevertheless it does reflect Remuneration
Committee philosophy.

Performance Share Plan
The long-term incentive plan in the form of
the PSP had two performance targets for
the three year Performance Period ended 31
August 2015: Total Shareholder Return
(“TSR”) against an appropriate peer group of
companies; and growth in underlying EPS of
the Company. The TSR performance over
the three year Performance Period, as with
last year’s result, ended below the median
and therefore no award will be made under
that performance metric. The EPS
performance target likewise failed to exceed
the 25% or more growth target for that
measure. No shares will vest under the PSP
for the Plan Cycle ending in 2015. 

2016 POLICY
As an acknowledgement of trading
performance, it has been decided that neither
the executive directors nor members of the
Executive Committee would receive salary
increases for the coming financial year (other
than in exceptional circumstances to reflect a
changing role in relation to one member of
the Executive Committee). Further details are
given on page 55. Nicholas Hobson may also
be in receipt of some continuing
reimbursement of costs and expenses arising
from his relocation.

The Chairman and non-executive directors
have also foregone their annual RPI uplift in
fees and therefore there will be no increases
applied in 2015/16.

There has been a review of incentive
programmes around the Group and the
Committee has approved the introduction of
more consistent and transparent incentive
programmes which will be based on achieving
or exceeding budget, enhanced cash control
including working capital and the introduction
of personal objectives including those linked
to health & safety. The idea behind the
adopted proposals is to achieve commonality
amongst the management team below the
executive director level and to make the

incentive programme more equitable around
the Group.  

It is accepted that the executive directors
remain bound to the old incentive format of
achieving EPS growth year-on-year but the
Committee has approved targets of underlying
EPS growth of 1% above the underlying EPS
figure at 31 August 2015 to achieve a target
bonus of 50%, with the bonus opportunity
being capped at 100% for achieving underlying
EPS of 8% above the prior year EPS, with
payments linear between. This adjustment is
proposed to be for one year only and the
targets have been modified from ones that
would otherwise have been practically
unachievable to ones that remain extremely
challenging and hard to achieve. The
Committee feels this is equitable, in line with
shareholder interests and structurally
consistent with the previously approved annual
incentive plan for the executive directors.

For the financial year ending 31 August 2016,
and other than as stated above, the overall
policy for the executive directors remains
largely unchanged and remuneration broadly
consists of basic annual salary, an annual
performance-related bonus, a long-term
share-based incentive plan, retirement
benefits, benefits in kind and, if the Plan is
approved by shareholders, the opportunity to
participate in the Sharesave Plan, albeit in a
limited way. 

REPORT FORMAT
This Report is in two sections: a
Remuneration Policy Report, which sets out
the Remuneration Policy of the executive and
non-executive directors; and an Annual
Remuneration Report, which discloses how
the current Remuneration Policy has been
implemented in the year ended 31 August
2015 and how the Remuneration Policy will be
implemented in the forthcoming year. We will
be seeking shareholder support for the
slightly amended Remuneration Policy Report
by way of a binding vote at the forthcoming
AGM on 13 January 2016 and the Annual
Remuneration Report will be put to an
advisory vote at that AGM. 

Board Remuneration Report continued

REMUNERATION POLICY AND PHILOSOPHY
When setting the Remuneration Policy, the
following principles and objectives are borne
in mind:

• maintain the ability of the Group to attract,
recruit and retain the best people with the
qualities, experience and skills necessary to
operate and develop its businesses;

• reward hard work, commitment, drive,
experience and leadership skills;

• have a fair structure that recognises and
rewards achievement and is aligned with
the strategic goals of the Group; 

• in recognition of the Group’s global nature,
have a package of rewards with both short

and long-term incentives, thereby helping to
promote its long-term growth and stability; 

• align the interests of the executives with
those of the shareholders by rewarding
them for enhancing shareholder value and
performing at the highest level;

• have a Remuneration Policy that
appropriately incentivises without detracting
from the goals of good corporate
governance; 

• when setting remuneration and developing
the Remuneration Policy, take into
consideration the views of shareholders and
best practice guidelines;

• the Remuneration Committee does not
consult with employees but they are aware
of and do take into consideration the pay
and conditions of employees across the
Group, particularly when considering any
increases in base salary. Increases to salary
do in the main reflect the average increases
given to the workforce as a whole in the
Group’s Western economies; and

• the Committee may have to make minor
amendments to the arrangements
described in the Remuneration Policy for
regulatory, tax or administrative purposes
or to take account of a change in legislation.

Remuneration Policy Report
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Remuneration Policy table for executive directors effective from 13 January 2016

Component Objective Opportunity Operation Performance measure

Base salary Core element of
fixed
remuneration
reflecting the
individual’s role,
skills and
experience.

Market
competitive
packages are
provided to
attract, retain and
motivate high
calibre people to
the roles.

Whilst there is no maximum opportunity,
increases to base salaries will normally
be in line with the wider Group. Higher
increases may be awarded in certain
circumstances, such as: 

• where a new executive director has
been appointed to the role at a lower
than typical level to allow for growth in
the role.

• where an executive has been promoted
or has a significant increase in
responsibilities.

• where it is considered necessary to
reflect a significant change in market
practice. 

Base salary levels for the forthcoming
year are set out in the Annual
Remuneration Report. Nicholas Hobson’s
salary is partly denominated in US dollars
and the reported amounts in sterling will
vary with changes in the exchange rate.

The Committee sets base salary levels
taking into account the following:  

• the individual’s skills and experience.

• salary levels at companies of a
similar size and complexity. 

• pay and conditions elsewhere in the
Group.  

Base salary levels are normally
reviewed on an annual basis with
changes generally effective from
September, although increases may be
made at any other time if the
Committee considers this is
appropriate.

The level of base salary may initially be
positioned below the median of a
chosen comparator group with the
intention of ratcheting up the salary
over time to reflect market norms after
an initial period of satisfactory service.

Not applicable.

Retirement
benefits

To provide
sufficient pension
provision. 

Part of the
package to
attract, retain
and motivate
employees.

The Chief Executive Officer is entitled to a
pension allowance of 26% of base salary;
part is paid into a defined contribution
plan and part is delivered in cash.

The Group Finance Director receives a
retirement benefit contribution of 25% of
his basic salary which is utilised partially
by his continued membership of the
Fenner Pension Scheme which is a defined
benefit plan providing a pension based on
up to 2/3rds of pensionable salary (which is
limited to the former HMRC earnings cap).
The balance of his retirement benefit
contribution is paid as a cash pension
allowance. The total cost of providing this
retirement benefit is actuarially assessed
to ensure the total value of the benefit
equates to 25% of salary. 

Retirement benefits may be delivered
in the form of a cash pension allowance
or as a contribution to a pension plan
(or a combination of both).  

Not applicable.

Benefits in
kind

To provide market
comparable
benefits in line
with normal
corporate
practice.

Variable but typically include car
allowance, phone allowance, private
medical insurance, business travel and
subsistence, reimbursement of relocation
expenses (where appropriate) and other
ancillary benefits including repatriation
expenses (where appropriate).

The car allowance is generally set
periodically and increased annually by
RPI. Other expenses are paid as they
arise or are reviewed periodically.

The Committee may remove or
introduce other benefits if it is
considered appropriate to do so.

Not applicable.

Annual bonus
scheme

The annual bonus
incentivises
delivery of annual
financial and
strategic
objectives to
support the
business strategy
and the
enhancement of
shareholder
value. 

Maximum award is currently 100% of base
salary for the Chief Executive Officer and
Group Finance Director.

In exceptional circumstances such as
recruitment, the Committee would
consider extending the bonus of an
incoming executive director beyond 100%
of base pay if necessary to attract a key
person into a role. If a bonus is awarded in
excess of 100% of salary, it would be
capped at 200% of salary, with
consideration being given to a lower
starting base salary. 

This should be read in conjunction with
the Recruitment section on page 53.

The Committee retains the discretion
to change the annual bonus
performance measures if considered
appropriate. Financial performance will
account for at least 80% of the total
bonus. 

The Committee takes account of
material corporate events and their
impact when making final bonus
awards so that they are not artificially
impacted by major acquisitions,
disposals or significant changes to the
issued share capital of the Company.

The annual bonus is not subject to any
clawback provisions. Bonus pay-outs
are dependent on growth in underlying
EPS compared to the previous year.

Performance targets for the forthcoming
year will normally be disclosed in the
Annual Remuneration Report for that
year. Performance is normally measured
over a one year period.   

No bonus will be paid unless there is
growth in audited underlying EPS
compared to the previous year.

Bonuses start to be earned once
underlying EPS growth is achieved, up to
a target of 50% of salary for 8% growth
and 100% of salary for 16% growth, with
payments linear between 0% and 16%.
These parameters will be adjusted to
suit changes in economic and inflation
circumstances and for 2016 will be set at
1% growth and 8% growth respectively,
with payments linear between 0% and
8%. For individual directors, where
appropriate, the target percentages may
be changed but within the overall limits
disclosed herein.
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Remuneration Policy table for executive directors effective from 13 January 2016 continued

Component Objective Opportunity Operation Performance measure

Long-term
incentive -
PSP

Provides a clear
link between the
remuneration of
executive directors
and members of
the Executive
Committee and the
long-term value
creation for
shareholders and
the Company.

The PSP can issue
conditional awards up to
150% of base salary in
normal circumstances.
Awards of up to 300% of
base salary may be made
in exceptional
circumstances under the
current PSP. This
exceptional limit will be
reduced to 200% of base
salary for awards made
under the 2015 PSP. 

Historically, awards have
not been issued in excess
of 100% of base salary
and there is no current
intention to issue awards
in excess of 100% over the
life of this Policy.

Awards under both PSP plans normally
vest based on performance over a period
of three years. Awards are normally held
for a further three year period following
the end of the Performance Period.   

A clawback provision may be applied to
unvested and vested awards made under
the 2015 PSP in the event of a material
misstatement of results and/or an error in
the calculation of the vesting outcome to
any awards made under the plan.

Awards that vest under both plans will
accrue dividends up to the point of vesting
and during the three year holding period
post vesting.

The 2015 PSP will have 50% Relative TSR against the
FTSE 250 Peer Group and 50% growth in underlying
EPS for all Plan Cycles issued with effect from 2015. 

No awards will vest unless the Committee is satisfied
that the performance achieved reflects the
Company’s underlying financial performance. 

The Remuneration Committee will determine the
performance targets at the start of a Plan Cycle taking
into consideration changes in the business or
prevailing economic circumstances such as
inflationary pressure. Targets for awards being
granted in the forthcoming year are set out in the
Annual Remuneration Report for that year.

Under both plans, awards vest as follows: 

• Threshold performance: 25% of award

• Maximum performance: 100% of award 

• with straight-line vesting in between these points

2016
Sharesave
Plan (to be
implemented
subject to
shareholder
approval at
the 2016
AGM)

To reward the wider
employee
population for their
contribution to the
growth and success
of the Group and to
align directors’
interests with those
of the wider
employee
population.
To create staff
alignment with the
Group and promote
a sense of
employee
ownership.

Maximum participation
limits are set by HM
Revenue & Customs
(“HMRC”).

Currently, the maximum
monthly contribution limit
is £500 (or the local
currency equivalent) but
the Company may decide
to set lower maximum
monthly contributions for
each Plan Cycle.

All UK employees including executive
directors (subject to any minimum service
requirement) are entitled to participate in
the HMRC tax-advantaged 2016 Sharesave
Plan under which monthly savings
contributions are made over a period of
three or five years.

The savings made are linked to the grant
of an option over the Company’s shares
with an exercise price that can be set at a
discount of up to 20% of the market value
of a share at the time invitations are
issued (or at a later date up to the date of
grant).

The Company is able to scale back
applications if the level of take up exceeds
a maximum as set by the Board.

Non-UK employees can also participate in
the 2016 Sharesave Plan on a similar basis
to UK employees.

Not subject to performance measures, in line with
HMRC practice.

Component Objective Basis of fees

Fees To attract,
motivate and
retain the best
non-executive
talent for the
role.

Benefits in
kind

In line with
market
practice.

Remuneration Policy table for non-executive directors & Chairman from 13 January 2016

There is no defined maximum opportunity. Fees are set at a
level which:  

• is appropriately positioned compared to companies of a
similar size and complexity.

• reflects the time invested and contribution expected from
the Chairman and non-executive directors.  

Fees are set at an appropriate level to recruit the right calibre
of individual without paying more than is necessary. Fees paid
to the non-executive Chairman and non-executive directors
may not exceed the aggregate limit of £500,000 set out in the
Company’s Articles of Association.

Fees are reviewed by the Board at appropriate intervals
(normally once every three years) but the fees are adjusted
annually by RPI. 

The non-executive directors are not entitled to participate in
bonus or long-term incentive arrangements.

The remuneration of the non-executive directors is determined
by the Board as a whole (with individuals absenting themselves
from discussions relating directly to their own remuneration).

The non-executive Chairman receives a car allowance. 

Travel and subsistence expenses are paid by the Company.

The Board may introduce additional benefits if it considered it
appropriate to do so.

Board Remuneration Report continued

Clawback and malus may apply where stated in the above table. Other elements of remuneration will not be subject to clawback and malus.
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ADDITIONAL DETAIL ON REMUNERATION
POLICY
Recruitment
When recruiting a new executive director,
the Committee will generally seek to align
the remuneration package offered with the
Policy as described in the Policy table. 

The Committee will give consideration to a
change of structure outside of the stated
Policy in exceptional circumstances, such as
recruiting to a temporary position on a
contractual fee rather than a base salary. In
such circumstances, the aim would be to
structure a package that is broadly
equivalent to the cost of remuneration levels
under the normal Policy. The rationale for
any departures from the usual Policy will be
explained in full in the Annual Remuneration
Report for that year.

When determining the remuneration
package for new executive directors,
consideration will be given to a number of
factors including the calibre and experience
of the individual, local market practice, the
individual’s current remuneration
arrangements, the remuneration
arrangements for other executives of the
Group and the Company’s circumstances at
the time. The Group will seek to pay no more
than is necessary for the role.  

In exceptional circumstances the maximum
level of variable pay which may be awarded
to an executive in the year of their
recruitment is 400% of base salary, which is
in line with the Policy as set out in the table
above. This would be used if it is necessary
to offer a buy-out of awards forfeited by an
incoming executive director on leaving their
previous employment. The Committee will
take into consideration a number of factors
when determining buy-out awards including
the performance conditions attached to
awards, the form in which they were granted
(i.e. shares, cash) and the timeframe of
awards. We will generally aim to structure
buy-out awards on a comparable basis to
awards forfeited. To facilitate buy-out
awards, the Committee may grant awards to
a new executive director under the Listing
Rule 9.4.2.

In the event that an internal candidate was
promoted to executive director, legacy terms
and conditions will generally be honoured. 

In the event of the appointment of a new
Chairman or non-executive director,
remuneration arrangements will normally
follow the Policy outlined in the table above.

Performance measures
Annual bonus scheme
The Committee considers both financial and
strategic measures when deciding on an
appropriate performance measure, thus
aligning incentives with delivery of the
Group’s strategic objectives.

Appropriate targets are set each year
aligned to business objectives.

The performance measures set for the
executive directors are currently different to

those set for the senior management team
because the Committee felt it would not be
appropriate to introduce new measures for
the executive directors part way through the
three year period of the current
Remuneration Policy. Both approaches are
aligned to the interests of shareholders and
seek to reward prudent financial
management and growth.

The Committee retains discretion to alter
targets to reflect material changes in
circumstances, such as the impact of a
change in accounting standards or a change
to the Group’s structure.

This discretion includes the ability to reduce
payments, depending on the underlying
performance of the Group.

Long-term incentive plan
TSR and EPS are considered to be fair
measures of performance and EPS contains
an inherent inflationary element which is
important to the Committee and
shareholders alike.

Difference in Remuneration Policy for other
employees
Fenner is a global organisation operating in
many territories and sectors with employees
at different levels of seniority. Reward
policies for employees other than directors
vary by division and geography and take into
account statutory requirements, local
market practice and performance, although
a new annual incentive plan format has been
put in place for direct reports below the level
of the Executive Committee, with further
encouragement that a similar structure be
adopted by the operations further down their
organisations. 

The remuneration framework for members
of the Executive Committee is broadly
consistent with that for executive directors,
and Managing Directors of operations who
sit on the Executive Committee have been
encouraged to roll out similar formats in
terms of the annual incentive framework for
their management teams.

REWARD SCENARIOS
The following table shows how the
composition of each of the executive
directors’ remuneration packages varies at
different levels of performance achievement.
This is an estimate of future reward
opportunity split between the various
elements of remuneration, showing
opportunity for on-target, maximum and
below-target performance.

£0
00

0
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600

900

1200

1500

MaximumOn-target

Nicholas Hobson
Chief Executive Officer

Minimum

John Pratt
Group Finance Director 
(Annualised)

£0
00

0
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900

1200

1500

MaximumOn-targetMinimum

Fixed Pay
Annual Bonus
Long-term incentive/PSP

On-target assumes 50% of potential maximum award under
short and long-term incentive plans.

Fixed pay comprises base salary from 1 September 2014,
estimated benefits in kind and pension entitlement.
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Board Remuneration Report continued

DIRECTORS’ SERVICE CONTRACTS AND TERMINATION PAYMENTS
The details of the service contracts in relation to the executive directors and letters of
appointment in relation to the Chairman and non-executive directors who served as directors
during the year are as follows:

Effective date of service Unexpired term at                       Notice
contract/letter of appointment 31 August 2015                        period

Executive directors
Nicholas Hobson 1 March 2011 -                1 year
John Pratt 21 January 2015 -                1 year
Richard Perry* 5 April 2012 -                        -
Non-executive directors
Mark Abrahams 1 March 2014 18 months                1 year
Vanda Murray 14 January 2015 29 months                1 year
Alan Wood 1 April 2013 7 months                1 year
John Sheldrick 1 September 2013 12 months                1 year
*  Richard Perry retired from the Board on 21 January 2015.

Policy on payment for loss of office
Notice period 
Executive and non-executive directors have
12 months’ notice.

Termination
Contracts include provision to terminate
with or without notice or by paying in lieu of
notice depending upon what is considered to
be in the best interests of the Company and
in the circumstances.

Termination payment 
Executive directors are entitled to be paid
during their notice period or receive a
termination payment amounting to no more
than 12 months’ salary, pension and other
benefits. The Committee may make
additional termination payments to
discharge an existing legal obligation or by
way of settlement or compromise of any
claim arising in connection with the
termination of a director’s office or
employment.

Directors would normally be expected to
mitigate their loss, but the Committee
retains discretion over this if it is considered
to be in the Company’s best interests not to
mitigate.

Change of control
There is a prescribed sum equivalent to 12
months’ gross salary including relocation
costs, contractual benefits and any accrued
bonus plus a pro-rata bonus in respect of
the financial year in which the change of
control occurs.

Benefits
Benefits normally cease on the date
employment ends. There is discretion on
continuation of some minor benefits such as
health insurance and repatriation costs for a
period following cessation where it is
considered reasonable and appropriate.

Out of placement assistance may also be
offered to an executive director.

Annual bonus 
Bonuses are discretionary and not
contractual. The Committee retains
discretion to make a bonus payment
dependent upon the particular
circumstances of the executive director’s
departure and performance. Such payment
can normally be made on a pro-rata basis to
take account of time served during the
financial year and can, at the discretion of
the Committee, be paid wholly in cash. 

PSP 
There are good leaver provisions in the PSP
Rules giving the Committee discretion on
whether to make pro-rata awards to good
leavers. Such awards can be settled in
shares or cash and generally are only
released at the end of a Plan Cycle.

Sharesave Plan
If a participant leaves the Group, options
granted under the 2016 Sharesave Plan will
normally lapse, but may be exercised within
six months (or 12 months in the case of
death) from the cessation of employment
due to death, injury, disability, redundancy,
retirement or the sale of the individual’s
employing business or company out of the
Group. There will be no discretionary
treatment for leavers under the 2016
Sharesave Plan.

Discretion 
Where the Committee retains discretion, it
will be used to provide flexibility in certain
situations, taking into account the particular
circumstances of a director’s departure and
performance.
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OUTTURN FOR 2015
A summary can be found in the table on page
56 of the full remuneration earned in the year
and on page 58 in respect of the PSP.

Annual bonus
The executive directors will not be in receipt of
a bonus under the annual bonus scheme for
the year ended 31 August 2015 because the
performance target of growth in underlying
EPS of the Group was not achieved.

Performance Share Plan
There will not be any vesting of shares under
the 7th Plan Cycle of the PSP as the
performance targets were not met during the
Performance Period. 

IMPLEMENTATION FOR 2016
Base salary
No salary increases have been awarded for
the 2015/16 financial year. Both Nicholas
Hobson and John Pratt were provided with
lower than typical base salaries on
appointment with a view to larger stepped
increases once they had established
themselves in their respective roles. Due to
the continuing difficult market conditions that
the Group has experienced in the year ended
31 August 2015, the Committee determined
that it would not be appropriate to make a
stepped increase at this time, but the
Committee does intend to continue to make
stepped increases once conditions improve.
The base salaries from 1 September 2015 are
£440,663 (Nicholas Hobson) and £267,000
(John Pratt). Nicholas Hobson’s base salary is
partly denominated in US dollars and has
been converted into sterling at the rate
prevailing on 1 September 2015.

Salary benchmarks are referred to from time
to time to ensure the Company does not come
adrift of market norms although one has not
been conducted in the year under review.

Retirement benefits
Nicholas Hobson is in receipt of a pension
entitlement equivalent to 26% of his annual
salary, part of which is paid into an
occupational defined contribution plan; the
balance is paid in cash and the Company does
not retain any responsibility for the
investment or any pension savings.

John Pratt receives a retirement benefit
contribution of 25% of his basic salary which
is utilised partially by his continued
membership of the Fenner Pension Scheme
which is a defined benefit plan. The balance of
his retirement benefit contribution is paid as a
cash pension allowance to invest at his
discretion. 

Richard Perry retained benefits in the defined
benefit section of the Fenner Pension Scheme
up to his retirement but had not been an
active member of the scheme since April
2012, from which date he received an annual
Pension Allowance of 88.2% of basic salary
under the terms of his Service Agreement
which was equivalent to the total cost the

Company previously incurred to meet the
contracted pension arrangement he was
entitled to in the Fenner Pension Scheme.
Richard Perry retained full discretion in how
he chose to invest the Pension Allowance
payments and the Company did not retain any
responsibility for the investment performance.
The Pension Allowance paid to Richard Perry
was frozen at a fixed percentage of base
salary and it was viewed as a legacy
arrangement consistent with remuneration
practices at the time of his appointment, but
not one which would be replicated again for
any other executive. 

Annual bonus
For the year ending 31 August 2016, the
annual bonus is based on year-on-year
growth in underlying EPS, with target bonus
based on 1% growth and a bonus cap for
achieving 8% growth above the prior year
underlying EPS and payments linear between
0% growth and 8% growth. No bonus is
payable unless there is growth in underlying
EPS compared to the prior year. Both
Nicholas Hobson’s and John Pratt’s bonus
cap is 100% of basic annual salary. In the year
under review, the final underlying EPS outturn
was below the prior year and therefore no
amount was payable. 

Long-term incentive - PSP
Nicholas Hobson and John Pratt will be
granted conditional awards based on 100% of
their respective annual basic salaries and
members of the Executive Committee will be
granted conditional awards based on 70% of
their respective annual basic salaries for the
2015/16 award. 

The two equally weighted performance
conditions used in the new PSP are relative
TSR performance, which accounts for 50% of
the potential award and growth in underlying
EPS, which accounts for the remaining 50% of
the potential award. 

The Committee considers that TSR, which
comprises, inter alia, dividend yield and share
price movement in comparison with the PSP
Peer Group, remains a fair measure of long-
term performance as it aligns the interests of
executives with shareholders and reflects
market conditions. The TSR Peer Group will
be the FTSE 250 excluding investment trusts.
Awards under the TSR measure only start to
vest once the Company achieves a ranking 1%
above the median. 

The EPS element is aligned to the Company’s
strategy of developing its global position and
underlying earnings and, being measured
over a three year period, it encourages focus
on longer-term profitable growth. Structural
changes to the Group are taken into account
by the Committee to ensure that the outcome
of an annual bonus plan or PSP Plan Cycle is
not artificially impacted by material corporate
events such as major acquisitions, disposals
or significant change to the issued share
capital of the Company.  

The EPS target over the three year Performance
Period for the PSP requires underlying EPS to
increase by at least 25%, with growth of 40%
providing a maximum payout. 

The revised PSP incorporates new limits and
clawback provisions compared to the old PSP
and brings it more into line with shareholder
expectations. 

The PSP is the sole long-term incentive
vehicle for executives and is designed to
encourage its participants to deliver sustained
long-term performance and above market
returns to shareholders. The revised PSP
mandates that any shares allotted under the
PSP at the end of a Plan Cycle are held for a
further three years, although discretion can
be applied in exceptional circumstances. This
added stricture on holding the shares further
aligns the long-term interests of the
shareholders with the long-term incentive
programme that the executive directors and
members of the Executive Committee
participate in. Shares can however be sold to
settle the tax liability when shares vest under
the PSP.  

Rewards under the PSP are linked to the
Company's performance against demanding
targets over three year Performance Periods.
A conditional award of ordinary shares is
based on a percentage of the participant's
annual basic salary up to a permitted normal
maximum of 150%. The conditional awards
granted under the PSP as a percentage of
basic salary are below the median of
comparable benchmarks set as they are at
100% for executive directors and 70% for
members of the Executive Committee. 

Both TSR and EPS are measured over the
three years from the end of the financial year
preceding the year in which the award is
made. Prior to each conditional award being
made, the EPS performance targets will be
reviewed to ensure that they remain
challenging.

REMUNERATION ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
RETIRING GROUP FINANCE DIRECTOR
Richard Perry continued to receive his normal
remuneration up until his date of retirement
and thereafter his remuneration entitlement
ceased. 

CHAIRMAN AND NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS
The Chairman and non-executive directors
are generally appointed for fixed three year
terms, with provision for additional fixed term
appointments as deemed appropriate and in
the best interests of the Company.

The non-executive directors do not participate
in any of the Group’s bonus or share incentive
schemes nor do they accrue any pension
entitlement.

Annual Remuneration Report
The following sections of the Board Remuneration Report are audited.
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Board Remuneration Report continued

EXTERNAL APPOINTMENTS
It is the view of the Board that external non-
executive appointments broaden the
experience and knowledge of the executive
directors, which in turn is of benefit to the
Company. Executive directors may, subject to
approval by the Board and providing there is
no conflict of interest, be allowed to accept
appointments as a non-executive director of
another company (with only one such
appointment allowed in a FTSE 100 company).
Neither Nicholas Hobson nor John Pratt
currently hold any external non-executive
positions. The previous Group Finance
Director, Richard Perry, was a non-executive
director of Scapa Group plc and retained fees
of £45,333 in relation to Scapa Group plc’s
year ended 31 March 2015.

TOTAL SHAREHOLDER RETURN
The performance chart illustrates the
Company’s TSR over the past six years
compared to the TSR of the FTSE All Share
Industrial Engineering Index and the

FTSE 250. The Committee obtains appropriate
third party confirmation of the extent to which
the PSP targets are met.

This graph shows the value, by 31 August
2015, of £100 invested in Fenner PLC on 31
August 2009 compared with the value of £100
invested in the FTSE 250 Index and FTSE All

Share Industrial Engineering Index on the
same date. These indices have been chosen
because the Company has been a constituent
for the majority of the period illustrated. The
other points plotted are the values at
intervening financial year ends.

FTSE All Share
Industrial

Fenner FTSE 250 Engineering 
PLC Index Index

31 August 2009 100 100 100
31 August 2010 174 114 155
31 August 2011 321 126 211
31 August 2012 310 141 225
31 August 2013 315 185 318
31 August 2014 344 206 342
31 August 2015 173 228 276

SINGLE FIGURE OF REMUNERATION
The following tables provide a single figure for remuneration of the executive and non-executive directors. In calculating this figure, we have used
the methodology proposed by the Financial Reporting Lab at the Financial Reporting Council.

The Board did not waive any emoluments in
respect of the year ended 31 August 2015.

Nicholas Hobson’s annual salary is partly
denominated in US dollars and converted to
sterling for payment purposes. The reported
amounts in sterling will vary with changes to
the sterling/US dollar rate of exchange. The
pension allowance includes £34,056 of
Company contributions into the defined
contribution Fenner Retirement Plan.

John Pratt’s remuneration is shown from the
date of his appointment to the Board on 21
January 2015. John is an active member of
the defined benefit Fenner Pension Scheme
and accrued benefits under that scheme (as
well as receiving a pension allowance).

Richard Perry’s remuneration is shown up to
the date of his retirement from the Board on
21 January 2015. He was in receipt of a
Pension Allowance and no additional pension
was accrued in 2015.

Base salary – The base salaries for executive
directors were increased with effect from
1 September 2014 as follows: Nicholas
Hobson 2.4% and Richard Perry 2.5%.

Taxable benefits – These principally comprise
car allowance or company car, private
medical insurance, business travel and
subsistence expenses and, in relation to
Nicholas Hobson, relocation expenses.

Pension – The values include all cash
allowances/contributions and/or accrual in

respect of pension. The amount disclosed in
the table in relation to John Pratt is an
accounting disclosure based on the notional
value of the increase in his accrued defined
benefit pension (as disclosed on page 57) plus
his pension allowance. The actual cost to the
Company of providing the retirement benefit
in the year is £39,969 as actuarially verified by
Xafinity Consulting Limited.

Annual bonus – No annual performance-
related bonus is due for the year ended
31 August 2015.

PSP – No shares were allotted in the year
because neither performance measure met
the minimum target in the PSP over the three
year Performance Period from 1 September
2011 to 31 August 2014.

Non-executive directors Mark Abrahams            Vanda Murray Alan Wood John Sheldrick

2015 2014 2015          2014 2015 2014 2015 2014
£000 £000 £000           £000 £000 £000 £000 £000  

Fees 138 127 53            52 48 47 48 47
Taxable benefits 8 8 -              - 1 1 1 1  
Total 146 135 53            52 49 48 49 48

Executive directors                           Nicholas Hobson John Pratt Richard Perry

2015   2014 2015 2014 2015 2014
£000   £000 £000 £000 £000 £000  

Base salary 435      421 164 - 104 260
Taxable benefits 35        45 9 - 11 24  
Pension 113      109 28 - 92 230
Annual bonus -           - - - - -
PSP -      101 - - - 94
Total 583      676 201 - 207 608
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Mark Abrahams was awarded an increase to his basic fee on 1 March 2014; subsequent increases for him and the other non-executive directors
are in line with RPI on 1 September each year unless foregone.

The non-executive directors’ taxable benefits comprise travel expenses. In addition, Mark Abrahams also has a car allowance.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER SIX YEAR HISTORIC PAY FIGURES
The table below shows Nicholas Hobson’s total remuneration since March 2011 when he took
office. It also shows total remuneration for Mark Abrahams for the years from 2010 to the end
of February 2011 when he stepped down as Chief Executive Officer and became the non-
executive Chairman of the Group. The table also shows annual bonus and PSP vesting
outcomes. The total remuneration figure is calculated on the same basis as the single figures
given on page 56.

CEO total Annual bonus         PSP vesting   
remuneration outcome               outcome

Financial year Incumbent £000 % of max.             % of max.

2015 Nicholas Hobson 583 0%                 0%
2014 Nicholas Hobson 676 0%               33%
2013 Nicholas Hobson 841 0%             100%
2012 Nicholas Hobson 1,254 100%               46%
2011 (from 1 March 2011 

to 31 August 2011) Nicholas Hobson 456 100%                 n/a
2011 (from 1 September 2010 

to 28 February 2011) Mark Abrahams 648 100%               50%
2010 Mark Abrahams 901 100%             100%

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN REMUNERATION
OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Due to the geographic and business
complexity of the Fenner Group, it is
considered appropriate to use a comparative
group based on members of the Executive
Committee, Head Office based staff and other
senior managers located in the UK. General
salary increases, excluding promotional and
other non-routine increases for this group,
ranged between 2% and 4% for the year
under review and averaged 3.5% compared to
Nicholas Hobson’s increase of 2.4% for the
same period.

PAYMENTS FOR LOSS OF OFFICE
No payments have been made to past
directors for loss of office in 2014/15.

INTERESTS IN SHARES

                                            31 August 2015   1 September 2014

Nicholas Hobson           300,000            272,787
John Pratt                        36,045                    n/a
Richard Perry*               661,701            651,701
Mark Abrahams            726,726            726,726
Vanda Murray                     2,000                2,000
Alan Wood                          5,528               5,528
John Sheldrick                10,000              10,000
*Richard Perry’s holding is up to 21 January 2015.

All directors’ interests are beneficially held.
There have been no other changes in the
interests set out above between 31 August
2015 and 11 November 2015. 

Executive directors also hold conditional
share awards under the PSP, details of which
are set out on page 58.

Shareholding guidelines
An Executive Management Share Ownership
Policy was introduced in 2011, setting the
expectation that executive directors build up a
shareholding equivalent to 100% of basic
salary in the Company’s shares and members
of the Executive Committee build up a holding
equivalent to 50% of basic salary in the
Company’s shares, at the point of acquisition
of the shares. The Policy allows shares to be

sold to settle tax liabilities on them and for
retirement planning purposes. The Policy
aims to encourage executives to build and
maintain a meaningful shareholding in the
Company which can be achieved by the
retention of shares vesting under the long-
term incentive arrangements and the
purchase of shares in the market. This helps
ensure that their interests are aligned with
those of shareholders. Nicholas Hobson
currently holds shares exceeding the
shareholding guidelines as did Richard Perry
up to his retirement. John Pratt will be
expected to build up his holding over time to
reach the levels required under the Policy.

DIRECTORS’ PENSION ENTITLEMENT
Executive retained benefits
Nicholas Hobson’s pension entitlement is set
out on page 56 and his pension entitlement is
capped at 26% of basic salary. 

Nicholas Hobson can choose to retire from
age 62 but there are no special pension
payments or pension rights attached to
retirement.

In the year under review, John Pratt has been
a director from 21 January 2015 to 31 August
2015 and the disclosures relating to his
pension are set out in the table below. 

Accrued pension 
at 21 January 2015                             £65,879 pa
Accrued pension 
at 31 August 2015                              £67,754 pa
Notional value of increase in 
accrued pension less 
member contributions 
over the period                                        £13,924

As John Pratt has not been a director for the
full year, the figures shown above are based
on the benefits he has accrued over the period
21 January 2015 to 31 August 2015. John
Pratt’s final pensionable salary is determined
each 1 September; it has not increased over
the period 21 January 2015 to 31 August 2015.
The increase in the value of the accrued
pension over the period is solely as a result of
an increase in pensionable service.

Details on the amount of contributions paid
over the period have been provided by
Hymans Robertson LLP and the actuarial
calculation by Xafinity Consulting Limited.

In the year under review, Richard Perry was
an executive director from 1 September 2014
to 21 January 2015. On 4 April 2012, Richard
Perry ceased to be an active member of the
Fenner Pension Scheme and has not accrued
any benefits in the Fenner Pension Scheme
since that date. Richard Perry started to draw
his pension on 4 April 2014. The late retirement
pension paid with effect from 4 April 2014
was calculated on cost neutral late
retirement factors. Richard Perry received a
Pension Allowance of £91,847 in the period
up to the date he retired from the Board.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SPEND ON PAY 
The graphs below show the Group’s total
expenditure on pay, Company dividends and
the Group’s (loss)/profit after taxation relating
to the year under review and the prior year
and the percentage change year-on-year.
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SHARE SCHEMES
None of the directors held any share options during the year. The Company did not operate any other share based schemes other than the PSP in the
year but shareholders will be asked to approve the Sharesave Plan at the AGM in January 2016.

Awards to executive directors under the PSP were as follows:
    
                                                                       Conditional Dividend roll up Conditional End of
                                                                                award Conditional applied to Shares award Performance
                                                                    1 September award in conditional award Shares lapsed/ 31 August Period & Award
                                                                                  2014 the year in the year** vested forfeited 2015 Value Determination
Allocation Date                                                  Number Number Number Number Number Number awarded Date*
                                                                                          
Nicholas Hobson                                       
16 November 2011                         79,965 - - - 79,965 - - 15 November 2014
14 November 2012                         83,600 - 5,726 - - 89,326 - 13 November 2015
20 November 2013                         98,000 - 6,713 - - 104,713 - 19 November 2016
18 November 2014                                   - 149,113 10,215 - - 159,328 - 17 November 2017
John Pratt                                                  
16 November 2011 (1)                    41,118 - - - 41,118 - - 15 November 2014
14 November 2012 (1)                    39,749 - 2,722 - - 42,471 - 13 November 2015
20 November 2013 (1)                    28,431 - 1,947 - - 30,378 - 19 November 2016
18 November 2014 (1)                              - 93,546 6,407 - - 99,953 - 17 November 2017
Richard Perry                                            
16 November 2011                         51,282 - - - 51,282 - - 15 November 2014
14 November 2012 (2)                    52,468 - 3,371 - 9,121 46,718 - 13 November 2015
20 November 2013 (2)                    41,526 - 2,316 - 21,657 22,185 - 19 November 2016
18 November 2014 (2)                              - 10,913 747 - - 11,660 - 17 November 2017
Total of awards in year                              - -

                                                                   (1) These were awarded before John Pratt became Group
Finance Director and represent his conditional awards whilst
a member of the Executive Committee.

(2) All conditional awards to Richard Perry have been pro-
rated to the date of his retirement.

* The Performance Periods for each of the PSP Plan Cycles
run for three years from 1 September in the year the Plan
Cycle was conditionally awarded to 31 August in the year of
the third anniversary of the Plan Cycle.

**Dividend roll ups have been applied since 2008 in line with
the PSP Rules. They accrue over the Plan Cycle and are

added to the original conditional award before the final award
and allotment of shares is made.

The performance criteria attached to the conditional award of
shares made on 18 November 2014 relate to the Company’s
TSR which is compared with the TSR of the PSP Peer Group
in the Company and the EPS performance target.

There have been no variations in the terms and conditions of
scheme interests during the year.

Awards only vest if the performance targets achieve median
and above in the case of TSR, in which case awards will vest
on a straight-line basis between 25% and 100% of the TSR

allocation. For the EPS performance measure, EPS has to
grow by 25% or more in the Performance Period. Awards vest
on a straight-line basis between 0% and 100% for underlying
EPS growth between 25% and 40%.

The Plan Cycle that ended on 15 November 2014 was
independently evaluated and resulted in a nil award.

The market value (as defined in the PSP Rules) of an ordinary
share of the Company at the beginning of the 6th Plan Cycle
was 361.22p; at the end of that Plan Cycle was 268.0p; and at
18 November 2014 for the 9th Plan Cycle was 285.42p.

STATEMENT OF VOTING AT THE AGM
The table below sets out the voting outcome in
respect of the Remuneration Policy Report
and the Annual Remuneration Report for 2014
(at the AGM held on 14 January 2015).

Resolutions of the 2015 AGM
Approval of the Remuneration Policy Report

Votes for                   137,194,531             95.65%
Votes against               6,241,724               4.35%
Total votes               143,436,255
Votes withheld*           1,083,653
                                                     
Approval of the Annual Remuneration Report

Votes for                   138,016,310             95.69%
Votes against               6,214,991               4.31%
Total votes               144,231,301
Votes withheld*              288,607
*votes withheld are not counted in the total votes

DILUTION LIMITS
Fenner share plans comply with the current
ABI Guidelines on headroom which provide
that overall dilution under all plans should not
exceed 10% over a 10 year period in relation to
the Company’s issued share capital, with a
further limitation of 5% in any 10 year period
on executive plans. Assuming none of the

outstanding awards lapse and will be
exercised and having included all exercised
awards, as at 31 August 2015, the Company
has utilised 1.73% of the 10% in 10 years limit
and 1.73% of the 5% in 10 years limit.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
MEMBERSHIPS AND GOVERNANCE
Details of the Remuneration Committee’s
membership and governance responsibilities
are given in the Corporate Governance report
on pages 37 to 38.

ADVISORS USED IN THE YEAR
The Committee has taken advice from AON
Hewitt who were appointed by the Committee
in 2006 and provided data in relation to the
PSP and TSR outcome for the 7th Plan Cycle.
AON Hewitt designed the original PSP ahead
of it being adopted in 2007 and the current
PSP. AON Hewitt does not provide any other
services to the Company. They are viewed as
independent, objective and cost effective given
their involvement at the outset of the PSP.
Total fees paid to AON Hewitt in the year
amounted to £6,213 and are charged on an
hourly basis. 

Deloitte LLP provided advice on the proposed
Sharesave Plan including advice on
compliance with the regulations and legal

advice in connection with drafting the share
plan rules. Deloitte LLP also acts for the
Company in a corporate finance and tax
advisory capacity and assist in transaction
services support. They are viewed as
independent, objective and cost effective. No
fees were paid in the year to Deloitte LLP for
the work for the Remuneration Committee.

Board Remuneration Report continued

The Company AGM will be held on 13
January 2016.

• The Remuneration Policy Report
(pages 50 to 54) will be submitted to a
binding shareholder vote at the AGM.

• The Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee’s Statement (pages 49 to
50) and the Annual Remuneration
Report (pages 55 to 58) will be
submitted to an advisory shareholder
vote at the AGM.

• The new Sharesave Plan will also be
put to a shareholder vote at the AGM.
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REPORT ON THE GROUP FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Our opinion
In our opinion, Fenner PLC’s Group financial
statements (the “financial statements”):

• give a true and fair view of the state of the
Group’s affairs as at 31 August 2015 and of
its loss and cash flows for the year then
ended;

• have been properly prepared in accordance
with International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRS”) as adopted by the
European Union; and

• have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Companies Act 2006
and Article 4 of the IAS Regulation.

What we have audited
The financial statements, included within the
Annual Report, comprise:

• the Consolidated balance sheet as at
31 August 2015;

• the Consolidated income statement and
Consolidated statement of comprehensive
income for the year then ended;

• the Consolidated cash flow statement for
the year then ended;

• the Consolidated statement of changes in
equity for the year then ended; and

• the Notes to the financial statements,
which include a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory
information.

Certain required disclosures have been
presented elsewhere in the Annual Report,
rather than in the notes to the financial
statements. These are cross-referenced from

the financial statements and are identified as
audited.

The financial reporting framework that has
been applied in the preparation of the
financial statements is applicable law and
IFRS as adopted by the European Union.

Our audit approach
Overview
Materiality
Overall Group materiality: £2.4m based on 5%
of operating profit before amortisation of
intangible assets acquired and exceptional
items, capped at prior year level.

Audit scope
We conducted audit work on the 79 most
significant reporting components within the
Group, which together comprised 88% of the
Group’s revenues and 92% of the Group’s
operating profit before amortisation of
intangible assets acquired and exceptional
items.

We worked closely with audit teams outside
the UK with particular focus on the USA,
Australia and the Netherlands.

We increased our base scope to include
additional coverage such as territories where
statutory audits were taking place.

Areas of focus
• Valuation of goodwill and intangible assets

acquired
• Valuation of defined benefit pension

scheme liabilities
• Taxation 
• Classification of items as exceptional

The scope of our audit and our areas of focus
We conducted our audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland) (“ISAs (UK & Ireland)”).

We designed our audit by determining
materiality and assessing the risks of
material misstatement in the financial
statements. In particular, we looked at where
the directors made subjective judgements, for
example in respect of significant accounting
estimates that involved making assumptions
and considering future events that are
inherently uncertain. As in all of our audits we
also addressed the risk of management
override of internal controls, including
evaluating whether there was evidence of bias
by the directors that represented a risk of
material misstatement due to fraud. 

The risks of material misstatement that had
the greatest effect on our audit, including the
allocation of our resources and effort, are
identified as “Areas of focus” in the table
below. We have also set out how we tailored
our audit to address these specific areas in
order to provide an opinion on the financial
statements as a whole, and any comments we
make on the results of our procedures should
be read in this context. This is not a complete
list of all risks identified by our audit. 

Independent Auditors’ Report to the members of Fenner PLC

Valuation of
goodwill and
intangible
assets
acquired

We focused on this area because the determination of whether or not goodwill and
intangible assets acquired are impaired involves complex and subjective judgements
by management about the future results of the relevant parts of the business.

When there is a trigger, and on an annual basis, management calculate the amount
of headroom between the value in use of the Group’s cash-generating units (“CGUs”)
and their carrying value to determine whether there is a potential impairment of the
goodwill relating to those CGUs. The determination of the amount of headroom is
dependent on the value in use of the CGU, which in turn, is dependent on estimates
of short-term and long-term profit growth from operational improvements.

Opening goodwill and intangible assets acquired was £206.6m across 21 CGUs. An
impairment of £24.5m was recognised during the year in relation to five CGUs where
management’s assessment of value in use was below the carrying value of goodwill
and intangible assets acquired. This related to the Norwegian Seals, Spliceline,
Northern Belting Specialists, Australian Conveyor Engineering and Allison CGUs,
where, following the impairment, no goodwill or intangible assets acquired remain at
the year end. 

In testing management’s assessment of the value in use in each of these CGUs, we
focused on the following key assumptions:

• Budgeted and forecast cash flows for the next three years;
• The country specific long-term terminal growth rate applied beyond the end of the

three year forecast period; and
• The country specific discount rates applied to the model.

For CGUs where no impairment was recognised, we focused our audit attention on
the sensitivity analysis and alternative scenarios prepared by management and
assessed the judgements they had made.

See notes 1 and note 2 within the Group financial statements for disclosure of the
related accounting policies, judgements and estimates and note 14 for detailed
goodwill and other intangible assets disclosures.

We obtained management’s model and were able to agree
the data used for all CGUs back to the underlying sources.
As noted opposite, we tested the CGUs where impairment
had been recognised and agreed that the conclusion was
supported by appropriate cash flow assumptions. 

We then extended our focus to any CGUs where minimal
headroom existed, identifying these through both
management’s and our own sensitivity analysis and agreed
with the conclusion that no impairment was required. 

We evaluated management’s sensitivity analysis and
performed additional sensitivity analysis to ascertain the
extent of changes in those assumptions that either
individually or collectively would be required for the
goodwill and intangible assets acquired to be impaired. 

In particular:

• we agreed the reasonableness of management’s
approved three year budget and forecast and challenged
the growth in revenue and profit by taking into account
the growth and savings achieved in prior years and by
evaluating historic budget accuracy;

• we compared the country specific terminal growth rates
in the forecasts to third party economic and industry
forecasts noting that those used by management were
within an acceptable range; and

• we assessed the country specific discount rate (weighted
average cost of capital (“WACC”)) against comparable
organisations noting that the rates used across the
Group were within a reasonable range.

Area of focus How our audit addressed the area of focus
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Valuation of
defined benefit
pension
scheme
liabilities

We focused on this area as the pension scheme valuations are highly
sensitive to changes in the assumptions used within the models which
calculate the valuation and the subsequent charge or credit to the
Consolidated statement of comprehensive income. 

At 31 August 2015, the net pension deficit amounted to £26.4m, with
£18.6m of the deficit in the UK scheme and £7.8m in the overseas
schemes.

We focused our testing on the UK scheme and the Fenner Dunlop BV
scheme, which is based in the Netherlands, as all other overseas
schemes are immaterial to the Group.

The key assumptions to which the liability is most sensitive, and to
which we therefore paid particular attention in evaluating the valuation
of the net deficit, were:

Discount rate: Under International Accounting Standard (“IAS”) 19
Revised ‘Employee Benefits’, the discount rate is set with reference to
the yield on high quality corporate bonds of term appropriate to the
duration of the liabilities;

Inflation rate: The level of future pension payments is linked to price
inflation indices. Various investment market statistics are used to form a
view on the long-term average rates of price and consumer price
inflation; and

Mortality: Scheme specific base tables should be used with an
allowance for future improvements in life expectancy based on recent
projections. These projections will depend on future expectations of
improvements in life expectancy and are therefore uncertain.

See notes 1 and note 2 within the Group financial statements for
disclosure of the related accounting policies, judgements and estimates
and note 27 for detailed pension disclosures.

We assessed the appropriateness and consistency of the
methodology used by management including the key
assumptions used to value the pension liabilities. 

In respect of the UK scheme we carried out the following
procedures:

Discount rate: We tested the appropriateness of the
discount rate assumptions used by reference to the yields
available on AA corporate bond indices and the duration
of the scheme’s liabilities.

Inflation rate: We tested the appropriateness of both the
CPI and RPI rates used by reference to the Bank of
England implied inflation spot curve and the duration of
the scheme’s liabilities.

Mortality: We tested the appropriateness of the base
tables selected for use by management by reference to
those provisionally adopted for the most recent actuarial
valuation of the scheme and also market practice.

For the Fenner Dunlop BV scheme, we used our
specialist actuarial knowledge to obtain evidence that the
assumptions used in calculating the pension scheme
liabilities, including salary increases and mortality rate
assumptions, were consistent with relevant national and
industry benchmarks.

Based on the evidence obtained from our testing of the
assumptions outlined above, we considered the
assumptions used for both schemes to be within our
expected ranges and in line with recognised market
practices.

Taxation The Group operates in multiple tax jurisdictions. With a changing global
tax environment the Group is naturally exposed to a number of taxation
risks. Provisioning for these tax risks involves significant management
estimates.

In addition, the Group has significant deferred tax assets of £20.8m. The
recognition of these is also a judgmental area especially where the
recognition of these is supported by future taxable profits. 

See notes 1 and note 2 within the Group financial statements for
disclosure of the related accounting policies, judgements and estimates
and notes 10 and 16 for detailed taxation disclosures.

In conjunction with our component audit teams, we
tested taxation by focusing on territories where there
were complex tax laws or significant balances such as
the USA. Utilising our own tax specialists, we assessed
and formed our own views on the key judgements with
respect to open tax positions and found that the
judgements made by management were consistent
with our views.

Where the recoverability of deferred tax assets is
dependent on future profits, we checked that the
forecasts used were consistent with the management
approved three year plan that we subjected to scrutiny
and challenge as part of the goodwill impairment
review.

Classification
of items as
exceptional

Exceptional items consist of a number of one-off costs relating to the
impairment of goodwill and intangible assets acquired (£24.5m) and
restructuring costs (£9.9m) which include impairment of property plant
and equipment (£1.6m) as well as a one-off credit relating to a
retirement benefit scheme curtailment (£0.6m). Given the magnitude of
these items, we focused particular audit effort in this area to determine
whether these items were appropriately classified as exceptional, and
did not in fact relate to the underlying trade of the business, and that
exceptional costs and credits were treated consistently with prior
periods.

See notes 1 and note 2 within the Group financial statements for
disclosure of the related accounting policies, judgements and estimates
and note 7 for detailed exceptional items disclosures.

We tested exceptional costs across all reporting
components by evaluating their treatment for
compliance with the Group accounting policy, noting
that the policy had been applied consistently for all
items across the Group.

We considered the appropriateness of the adjustments
made to statutory profit before taxation to derive
underlying performance. In order to do this we
considered:

• The Group’s accounting policy on exceptional and non-
underlying items; 

• The application of IFRS, in particular IAS 1
‘Presentation of Financial Statements’; and

• Recent pronouncements by the FRC on this matter,
particularly the Practice Note issued in December
2013.

We challenged management on the appropriateness of
the classification of each item, being mindful that
classification should be balanced between gains and
losses and the basis for the classification clearly
disclosed and applied consistently from one year to the
next.

Independent Auditors’ Report to the members of Fenner PLC continued

Area of focus How our audit addressed the area of focus
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How we tailored the audit scope
We tailored the scope of our audit to ensure
that we performed enough work to be able to
give an opinion on the financial statements as
a whole, taking into account the geographic
structure of the Group, the accounting
processes and controls and the industry in
which the Group operates. 

The Group is structured along two business
segments, being Advanced Engineered
Products and Engineered Conveyor Solutions.
The Group financial statements are a
consolidation of 132 reporting components in
15 territories, comprising the Group’s
operating businesses and centralised
functions.

Of the Group's 132 reporting components, we
identified 79 that, in our view, required an
audit of their complete financial information,
either due to their size or their risk. Of these,
we identified five which were considered to be
of high importance given their financial
significance to the Group. These financially
significant components were identified as
Fenner Drives US, CDI Houston, ECS
Netherlands, ECS US and ECS Australia. The
Group engagement leader was the
engagement partner taking overall
responsibility for the audits on Fenner Drives
US, CDI Houston and ECS US. For ECS
Netherlands and ECS Australia, the other
financially significant components, where a
local engagement partner led the audit, the
Group engagement team directed, supervised
and reviewed the work of the component
auditors and their working papers to ensure
consistency and quality across the Group. For
all other components where the Group
engagement leader was not the local
engagement leader, he oversaw the review of
the PwC component auditors’ planned
approach to the audits and the outcome of
those audits. Where necessary, additional
meetings were held between the Group and
component auditors to ensure that all matters
were appropriately addressed. All of the
remaining reporting components were subject
to desk top review or limited scope audit
procedures.

Further testing was performed at the Group
level in particular in the areas of pensions,
intangible assets, exceptional items and
taxation as these were considered areas of
focus for the audit.

As a result, audit procedures were performed
over reporting components comprising 92% of
the Group’s consolidated operating profit
before amortisation of intangible assets
acquired and exceptional items and 88% of
the Group’s consolidated revenue.

Materiality
The scope of our audit was influenced by our
application of materiality. We set certain
quantitative thresholds for materiality. These,
together with qualitative considerations,
helped us to determine the scope of our audit
and the nature, timing and extent of our audit
procedures on the individual financial
statement line items and disclosures and in

evaluating the effect of misstatements, both
individually and on the financial statements as
a whole. 

Based on our professional judgement, we
determined materiality for the financial
statements as a whole as follows:

Overall Group materiality
£2.4m (2014: £2.4m).

How we determined it
5% of operating profit before amortisation of
intangible assets acquired and exceptional
items, capped at prior year materiality
(equating to 4.3% of operating profit before
amortisation of intangible assets acquired and
exceptional items).

Rationale for benchmark applied
Although the benchmark in the prior year was
profit before taxation and exceptional items,
the measure has been changed this year for
complete consistency with the one widely
used to assess the underlying performance of
the Group. This has made no difference to the
real terms level of materiality used, however,
as this was capped at last year’s level in this
year of change. Both exceptional items and
amortisation of intangible assets acquired are
considered to be appropriate adjustments as
they do not reflect the underlying
performance of the Group.

Component materiality
For each component in our audit scope, we
allocate a materiality that is less than our
overall Group materiality. The range of
materiality allocated across components
ranged from £34,000 to £1,500,000. Certain
components were audited to a local statutory
audit materiality that was lower than our
assigned component materiality.

We agreed with the Audit Committee that we
would report to them misstatements
identified during our audit above £0.2m (2014:
£0.2m) as well as misstatements below that
amount that, in our view, warranted reporting
for qualitative reasons.

Going concern
Under the Listing Rules we are required to
review the directors’ statement, set out on
page 26, in relation to going concern. We have
nothing to report having performed our
review.

As noted in the directors’ statement, the
directors have concluded that it is appropriate
to prepare the financial statements using the
going concern basis of accounting. The going
concern basis presumes that the Group and
parent company have adequate resources to
remain in operation, and that the directors
intend them to do so, for at least one year
from the date the financial statements were
signed. As part of our audit we have
concluded that the directors’ use of the going
concern basis is appropriate.

However, because not all future events or
conditions can be predicted, these statements
are not a guarantee as to the Group’s and
parent company’s ability to continue as a
going concern.

OTHER REQUIRED REPORTING
Consistency of other information
Companies Act 2006 opinion
In our opinion, the information given in the
Strategic Report and the Directors’ Report for
the financial year for which the financial
statements are prepared is consistent with
the financial statements.

ISAs (UK & Ireland) reporting
Under ISAs (UK & Ireland) we are required to
report to you if, in our opinion:

• information in the Annual Report is:
− materially inconsistent with the

information in the audited financial
statements; or

− apparently materially incorrect based on,
or materially inconsistent with, our
knowledge of the Group and parent
company acquired in the course of
performing our audit; or

− otherwise misleading.

We have no exceptions to report arising from
this responsibility.

• the statement given by the directors on
page 48, in accordance with provision C.1.1
of the UK Corporate Governance Code (“the
Code”), that they consider the Annual
Report taken as a whole to be fair, balanced
and understandable and provides the
information necessary for members to
assess the Group’s and parent company’s
performance, business model and strategy
is materially inconsistent with our
knowledge of the Group and parent
company acquired in the course of
performing our audit.

We have no exceptions to report arising from
this responsibility.

• the section of the Annual Report on pages
42 to 44, as required by provision C.3.8 of
the Code, describing the work of the Audit
Committee does not appropriately address
matters communicated by us to the Audit
Committee.

We have no exceptions to report arising from
this responsibility.

Adequacy of information and explanations
received
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are
required to report to you if, in our opinion, we
have not received all the information and
explanations we require for our audit. We have
no exceptions to report arising from this
responsibility. 

Directors’ remuneration
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are
required to report to you if, in our opinion,
certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration
specified by law are not made. We have no
exceptions to report arising from this
responsibility.
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Corporate Governance statement
Under the Listing Rules we are required to
review the part of the Corporate Governance
statement relating to 10 further provisions of
the UK Corporate Governance Code. We have
nothing to report having performed our
review. 

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS AND THE AUDIT
Our responsibilities and those of the
directors
As explained more fully in the Statement of
Directors’ Responsibilities set out on page 48,
the directors are responsible for the
preparation of the financial statements and
for being satisfied that they give a true and
fair view.

Our responsibility is to audit and express an
opinion on the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and ISAs (UK
& Ireland). Those standards require us to
comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s
Ethical Standards for Auditors.

This report, including the opinions, has been
prepared for and only for the Company’s
members as a body in accordance with
Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act
2006 and for no other purpose. We do not, in
giving these opinions, accept or assume
responsibility for any other purpose or to any
other person to whom this report is shown or
into whose hands it may come save where
expressly agreed by our prior consent in
writing.

What an audit of financial statements
involves
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the
amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements sufficient to give reasonable
assurance that the financial statements are
free from material misstatement, whether
caused by fraud or error. This includes an
assessment of: 

• whether the accounting policies are
appropriate to the Group’s circumstances
and have been consistently applied and
adequately disclosed; 

• the reasonableness of significant
accounting estimates made by the
directors; and 

• the overall presentation of the financial
statements. 

We primarily focus our work in these areas by
assessing the directors’ judgements against
available evidence, forming our own
judgements, and evaluating the disclosures in
the financial statements.

We test and examine information, using
sampling and other auditing techniques, to
the extent we consider necessary to provide a
reasonable basis for us to draw conclusions.
We obtain audit evidence through testing the
effectiveness of controls, substantive
procedures or a combination of both. 

In addition, we read all the financial and non-
financial information in the Annual Report to
identify material inconsistencies with the
audited financial statements and to identify
any information that is apparently materially
incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent
with, the knowledge acquired by us in the
course of performing the audit. If we become
aware of any apparent material
misstatements or inconsistencies we consider
the implications for our report.

OTHER MATTER
We have reported separately on the Company
financial statements of Fenner PLC for the
year ended 31 August 2015 and on the
information in the Board Remuneration
Report that is described as having been
audited.

Richard Bunter (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP
Chartered Accountants and Statutory Auditors
Hull
11 November 2015

Notes:

The maintenance and integrity of the Fenner
PLC website is the responsibility of the
directors; the work carried out by the auditors
does not involve consideration of these
matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept
no responsibility for any changes that may
have occurred to the financial statements
since they were initially presented on the
website.

Legislation in the United Kingdom governing
the preparation and dissemination of financial
statements may differ from legislation in
other jurisdictions.

Independent Auditors’ Report to the members of Fenner PLC continued
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Consolidated income statement
for the year ended 31 August 2015

Revenue 4                 666.7             729.4    
Cost of sales               (476.1)          (503.3)
Gross profit                  190.6             226.1
Distribution costs                 (55.1)            (58.3)
Administrative expenses               (126.4)          (123.0)
Operating profit before amortisation of intangible assets acquired and exceptional items                    56.4               79.5
Amortisation of intangible assets acquired                 (12.9)            (15.0)  
Exceptional items 7                (34.4)            (19.7)
Operating profit 5                    9.1               44.8   
Finance income 8                    0.5                0.6
Finance costs 9                (14.9)            (16.2)
(Loss)/profit before taxation                     (5.3)             29.2
Taxation 10                   (4.4)               (4.5)
(Loss)/profit for the year                     (9.7)              24.7

Attributable to:                                                   
Owners of the parent                   (10.5)              22.6
Non-controlling interests                    0.8                2.1

                  (9.7)              24.7

(Loss)/earnings per share
Basic 12                   (5.4)p            11.7p
Diluted 12                   (5.4)p            11.7p

                  2015              2014
Notes                      £m                £m
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(Loss)/profit for the year (9.7) 24.7
Other comprehensive income/(expense)
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Remeasurements on defined benefit post-retirement schemes 27 0.7 (8.8)
Tax on items that will not be reclassified 10 0.2 1.8

0.9 (7.0)
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Currency translation differences (11.5) (29.8)
Cash flow hedges 25 3.4 (3.6)
Net investment hedges 25 9.0 12.2
Tax on items that may be reclassified 10 (2.3) 0.6

(1.4) (20.6)
Total other comprehensive income/(expense) for the year (0.5) (27.6)
Total comprehensive expense for the year (10.2) (2.9)

Attributable to:
Owners of the parent (9.0) (4.5)
Non-controlling interests (1.2) 1.6

(10.2) (2.9)

Consolidated statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 August 2015

                  2015              2014
Notes                      £m                £m
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Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment                                                                                                                                                  13                208.4 210.1  
Intangible assets                                                                                                                                                                         14                188.5 212.5
Deferred tax assets                                                                                                                                                                    16                  20.8 25.7
Derivative financial assets                                                                                                                                                         24                  11.7 3.7
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         429.4 452.0
Current assets
Inventories                                                                                                                                                                                   17                  76.0 91.6  
Trade and other receivables                                                                                                                                                      18                105.2 126.2
Non-current assets held for sale                                                                                                                                              13                       - 2.9
Current tax assets                                                                                                                                                                                              3.6 1.7
Derivative financial assets                                                                                                                                                         24                    0.8 0.8
Cash and cash equivalents                                                                                                                                                        19                  93.2 95.9
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         278.8 319.1
Total assets                                                                                                                                                                                                                 708.2 771.1
Current liabilities                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Borrowings                                                                                                                                                                                  23                (39.9) (34.6)
Trade and other payables                                                                                                                                                           26              (113.9) (136.6)
Current tax liabilities                                                                                                                                                                                        (6.7) (7.9)
Derivative financial liabilities                                                                                                                                                     24                   (0.2) (0.8)
Provisions                                                                                                                                                                                    29                   (8.9) (9.2)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (169.6) (189.1)
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings                                                                                                                                                                                  23              (191.3) (178.6)
Trade and other payables                                                                                                                                                           26                   (0.7) (0.2)
Retirement benefit obligations                                                                                                                                                  27                (26.4) (30.0)
Provisions                                                                                                                                                                                    29                (10.7) (20.5)
Deferred tax liabilities                                                                                                                                                                16                   (7.2) (12.2)
Derivative financial liabilities                                                                                                                                                     24                   (1.1) (4.3)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (237.4) (245.8)
Total liabilities                                                                                                                                                                                              (407.0) (434.9)
Net assets                                                                                                                                                                                                                   301.2 336.2

Equity
Share capital                                                                                                                                                                               30                  48.5 48.5
Share premium                                                                                                                                                                                                 51.7 51.7  
Retained earnings                                                                                                                                                                                          111.4 143.5  
Exchange reserve                                                                                                                                                                       31                   (7.8) 1.7
Hedging reserve                                                                                                                                                                          31                  22.3 12.2
Merger reserve                                                                                                                                                                            31                  65.9 65.9
Shareholders' equity                                                                                                                                                                                                292.0 323.5
Non-controlling interests                                                                                                                                                                                  9.2 12.7
Total equity                                                                                                                                                                                                                 301.2 336.2  

The financial statements on pages 63 to 96 were approved by the Board of Directors on 11 November 2015 and signed on its behalf by:

M S Abrahams W J Pratt
Chairman Group Finance Director

Registered Number: 329377

Consolidated balance sheet
at 31 August 2015

                  2015              2014
Notes                      £m                £m
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                  2015              2014
Notes                      £m                £m

(Loss)/profit before taxation                                                                                                                                                                             (5.3)             29.2
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment and amortisation of intangible assets                                                                            36.3              37.0
Impairment of property, plant and equipment                                                                                                                                                1.6                0.6
Impairment of intangible assets                                                                                                                                                                     24.5              24.3
Impairment of investments                                                                                                                                                                                   -                0.5
Release of contingent deferred consideration on acquisitions                                                                                                                         -             (10.7)
Other exceptional non-cash movements                                                                                                                                                         1.4                4.0
Cash payments in respect of prior year exceptional items                                                                                                                           (2.7)                  -
Defined benefit post-retirement costs charged to operating profit                                                                                                               2.1                0.9
Cash contributions to defined benefit post-retirement schemes                                                                                                                (4.9)              (5.3)
Movement in provisions                                                                                                                                                                                    (0.8)              (1.1)
Finance income                                                                                                                                                                                                 (0.5)              (0.6)
Finance costs                                                                                                                                                                                                    14.9              16.2
Other non-cash movements                                                                                                                                                                              0.3                0.9
Operating cash flow before movement in working capital                                                                                                                                      66.9               95.9
Movement in inventories                                                                                                                                                                                  15.2               (5.9)
Movement in trade and other receivables                                                                                                                                                      20.4               (0.5)
Movement in trade and other payables                                                                                                                                                         (21.7)              (3.2)
Net cash from operations                                                                                                                                                                                          80.8               86.3
Taxation paid                                                                                                                                                                                                      (8.5)            (17.7)
Net cash from operating activities                                                                                                                                                                          72.3               68.6
Investing activities                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Purchase of property, plant and equipment                                                                                                                                                 (25.2)            (25.0)
Disposal of property, plant and equipment                                                                                                                                                      3.6                0.6
Purchase of intangible assets                                                                                                                                                                          (2.2)              (2.7)
Acquisition of businesses                                                                                                                                                          35                (25.6)              (7.0)
Acquisition of investments                                                                                                                                                                                    -               (0.5)
Interest received                                                                                                                                                                                                 0.5                0.6
Net cash used in investing activities                                                                                                                                                                      (48.9)            (34.0)
Financing activities                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Dividends paid to Company’s shareholders                                                                                                                             11                (23.3)            (21.8)
Dividends paid to non-controlling interests                                                                                                                                                   (2.0)              (2.6)
Interest paid                                                                                                                                                                                                     (14.7)            (14.6)
Repayment of borrowings                                                                                                                                                                                (3.8)              (2.5)
New borrowings                                                                                                                                                                                               12.7                9.4
Net cash used in financing activities                                                                                                                                                                     (31.1)            (32.1)
Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents                                                                                                                                       (7.7)                2.5
Cash and cash equivalents at start of year                                                                                                                                                    95.8              99.1
Exchange movements                                                                                                                                                                                        5.0               (5.8)
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year                                                                                                                                                              93.1               95.8

Cash and cash equivalents comprises:                                                                                                                                                                                     
Cash and cash equivalents                                                                                                                                                                              93.2              95.9
Bank overdrafts                                                                                                                                                                                                (0.1)              (0.1)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           93.1              95.8

Consolidated cash flow statement
for the year ended 31 August 2015
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At 1 September 2013 48.5 51.7 147.9 31.0 3.0 65.9 348.0 15.1 363.1
Profit for the year - - 22.6 - - - 22.6 2.1 24.7
Other comprehensive income/(expense)
Currency translation differences - - - (29.3) - - (29.3) (0.5) (29.8)
Cash flow hedges 25 - - - - (3.6) - (3.6) - (3.6)
Net investment hedges 25 - - - - 12.2 - 12.2 - 12.2

Remeasurements on defined benefit
post-retirement schemes 27 - - (8.8) - - - (8.8) - (8.8)
Tax on other comprehensive income 10 - - 1.8 - 0.6 - 2.4 - 2.4
Total other comprehensive income/(expense) - - (7.0) (29.3) 9.2 - (27.1) (0.5) (27.6)
Total comprehensive income/(expense) for the year - - 15.6 (29.3) 9.2 - (4.5) 1.6 (2.9)
Transactions with owners
Dividends paid in the year 11 - - (21.8) - - - (21.8) (2.6) (24.4)
Share-based payments 28 - - 0.6 - - - 0.6 - 0.6
Transfer of non-controlling interests - - 1.4 - - - 1.4 (1.4) -
Tax on transactions with owners 10 - - (0.2) - - - (0.2) - (0.2)
Total transactions with owners - - (20.0) - - - (20.0) (4.0) (24.0)
At 1 September 2014 48.5 51.7 143.5 1.7 12.2 65.9 323.5 12.7 336.2
(Loss)/profit for the year - - (10.5) - - - (10.5) 0.8 (9.7)
Other comprehensive income/(expense)
Currency translation differences - - - (9.5) - - (9.5) (2.0) (11.5)
Cash flow hedges 25 - - - - 3.4 - 3.4 - 3.4
Net investment hedges 25 - - - - 9.0 - 9.0 - 9.0

Remeasurements on defined benefit
post-retirement schemes 27 - - 0.7 - - - 0.7 - 0.7
Tax on other comprehensive income 10 - - 0.2 - (2.3) - (2.1) - (2.1)
Total other comprehensive income/(expense) - - 0.9 (9.5) 10.1 - 1.5 (2.0) (0.5)
Total comprehensive income/(expense) for the year - - (9.6) (9.5) 10.1 - (9.0) (1.2) (10.2)
Transactions with owners
Dividends paid in the year 11 - - (23.3) - - - (23.3) (2.0) (25.3)
Share-based payments 28 - - 0.6 - - - 0.6 - 0.6
Transfer of non-controlling interests - - 0.3 - - - 0.3 (0.3) -
Tax on transactions with owners 10 - - (0.1) - - - (0.1) - (0.1)
Total transactions with owners - - (22.5) - - - (22.5) (2.3) (24.8)
At 31 August 2015 48.5 51.7 111.4 (7.8) 22.3 65.9 292.0 9.2 301.2

1 2013 restated following the adoption of IAS 19 (Revised) ‘Employee Benefits’.

Total
equity1

£m

Non-
controlling

interests
£m

Total1

£m

Merger
reserve

£m

Hedging
reserve

£m

Exchange
reserve

£m

Retained
earnings1

£m

Share
capital

£m

Share
premium

£mNotes

Attributable to owners of the parent

Consolidated statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 31 August 2015
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1. Significant accounting policies

Basis of preparation
The Group financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and
IFRS IC interpretations as adopted by the
European Union and with those parts of the
Companies Act 2006 applicable to companies
reporting under IFRS. The Group financial
statements are prepared under the historical
cost convention, as modified by the
revaluation of land and buildings and financial
assets and financial liabilities (including
derivative instruments) at fair value through
profit or loss.

The directors consider that there is a
reasonable expectation the Group has
adequate resources to continue in operational
existence for the foreseeable future and for a
period of at least 12 months from the date of
this report. Accordingly, the directors have
assessed that the going concern basis of
accounting is appropriate in preparing the
financial statements. In forming this view, the
directors have reviewed the Group’s budget
and cash flow forecasts against availability of
financing, including an assessment of
sensitivities to changes in market conditions.

The preparation of financial statements in
conformity with IFRS requires the use of
certain critical accounting estimates. It also
requires management to exercise its
judgement in the process of applying the
Group’s accounting policies. The areas
involving a higher degree of judgement or
complexity or areas where assumptions and
estimates are significant to the financial
statements are disclosed in note 2.

There were no new standards, amendments
or interpretations adopted by the Group and
effective for the first time for the year ended
31 August 2015 that have had a material
impact on the Group.

A number of new standards, amendments or
interpretations have been published but are
not mandatory for the year ended 31 August
2015 and consequently have not yet been
applied in preparing the financial statements. 

IFRS 9 ‘Financial Instruments’  
IFRS 9 covers the requirements for
classification, measurement, impairment and
hedge accounting. The standard is effective
for accounting periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2018. The Group has not yet
assessed the impact of this standard.

IFRS 15 ‘Revenue from Contracts with
Customers’
IFRS 15 establishes a single, comprehensive
framework for revenue recognition, based on
a five-step model. The standard is effective for
accounting periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2018. The Group has not yet
assessed the impact of this standard.

No other standards, amendments or
interpretations are expected to have a
material impact on the Group. 

The principal accounting policies adopted in
the preparation of these financial statements
are set out below. These policies have been 

consistently applied to all the years
presented, unless otherwise stated. 

Basis of consolidation
The Group financial statements comprise 
the financial statements of Fenner PLC and
subsidiaries controlled by the Group as at 
31 August each year.

Subsidiaries
Subsidiary undertakings are all entities
(including special purpose entities) over which
the Group has the power to govern the
financial and operating policies, generally
accompanying a shareholding of more than
one-half of the voting rights. The acquisition
of subsidiaries is accounted for using the
acquisition method. The consideration for 
the acquisition is measured at the aggregate
of the fair values of assets given, liabilities
incurred or assumed and equity instruments
issued by the Group at the date of completion.
Costs directly attributable to the acquisition
are recognised in the income statement in 
the period in which they are incurred. The
subsidiary’s identifiable assets, liabilities and
contingent liabilities are initially recognised 
at their fair values at the date of acquisition.
Subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during
the year are consolidated from the date that
control is transfered or until control ceases
respectively. Where necessary, the accounting
policies of acquired subsidiaries are adjusted
to bring them into line with those used by
the Group. 

Non-controlling interests in subsidiaries are
identified separately from the Group’s equity.
Non-controlling interests consist of the
amount of those interests at the date of
acquisition and the non-controlling interest’s
share of changes in equity since the date of
acquisition. 

All intra-group transactions, balances, income
and expenses are eliminated on consolidation.

Foreign currencies
Functional and presentation currency
The individual financial statements of each
entity in the Group are presented in the
currency of the primary economic environment
in which it operates (the functional currency).
The Group financial statements are presented
in pounds sterling, which is the presentation
currency of the Group.

Transactions and balances 
Transactions in currencies other than an
entity’s functional currency are recorded at
the rates of exchange prevailing on the dates
of the transactions. At each balance sheet
date, monetary assets and liabilities are
retranslated at the rates prevailing on the
balance sheet date.

Non-monetary items measured at historical
cost are not retranslated. Exchange differences
arising on the settlement and retranslation of
monetary items are recognised in the income
statement in the period.

Net investment in foreign operations
For the consolidation of operations where the
functional currency is different to the Group’s
presentation currency, the assets and
liabilities are translated at exchange rates

prevailing on the balance sheet date and
income and expenses are translated at the
average exchange rates for the period.
Exchange differences arising are recognised
directly in equity in the exchange reserve. On
disposal of such operations, the cumulative
exchange differences are included in the profit
or loss on disposal.

Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising 
on the acquisition of foreign operations are
treated as assets and liabilities of that
operation and are retranslated at the closing
rate at each balance sheet date. The Group
has adopted the transitional provisions of
IFRS 1 ‘First-time Adoption of International
Financial Reporting Standards’ to not apply
this to goodwill arising on acquisitions prior 
to 1 September 2004, the date of transition 
to IFRS.

Revenue recognition
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the
consideration receivable and represents
amounts receivable for goods and services
provided in the normal course of business, net
of discounts, VAT and other sales related
taxes. Revenue from the sale of goods in both
the AEP and ECS divisions is recognised when
the significant risks and rewards of ownership
have passed to the buyer. For domestic sales,
revenue is principally recognised upon the
despatch of goods. For export sales made
under internationally accepted trade terms,
revenue is recognised when the primary
duties required to transfer risk, as stipulated
in those terms, have been completed.
Revenue from the provision of short-term
services, which principally relate to the ECS
division, is recognised in the period in which
the services are completed.

Interest income
Interest income relates to bank interest or
similar income and is recognised on an
accruals basis using the effective interest
method.

Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases
whenever the terms of the lease transfer
substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership to the lessee. All other leases are
classified as operating leases.

Assets held under finance leases are included
in property, plant and equipment at the lower
of their fair value at the inception of the lease
and the present value of the minimum lease
payments. The corresponding liability is
included in the balance sheet as a finance
lease obligation. Lease payments are
apportioned between finance charges and
reduction of the lease obligation so as to
achieve a constant rate of interest on the
remaining balance of the liability. Finance
charges are recognised in the income
statement.

Rentals payable under operating leases are
recognised in the income statement on a
straight-line basis over the term of the
relevant lease. 

Notes to the Group financial statements
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Government grants
Government grants in respect of property,
plant and equipment are treated as deferred
income in the balance sheet and are
recognised in the income statement over the
expected useful life of the relevant asset.
Government grants in respect of revenue
expenditure are recognised in the income
statement in the period in which the related
expenditure is incurred.

Share-based payments
The Group operates equity-settled share
schemes for certain employees. The cost of
equity-settled share-based payments is
measured at fair value at the date of grant,
excluding the effect of non market-based
vesting conditions. The cost is recognised in
the income statement on a straight-line basis
over the vesting period with the corresponding
amount credited to equity, based on an
estimate of the number of shares that will
eventually vest. The estimate of the level of
vesting is reviewed annually and the charge is
adjusted accordingly in respect of non
market-based vesting conditions. The fair
values are measured using the Monte Carlo
simulation approach.

Post-retirement benefits
The Group operates various pension schemes,
including both defined benefit and defined
contribution schemes. 

For defined benefit schemes, the liability
recognised in the balance sheet is the present
value of the defined benefit obligation at the
balance sheet date less the fair value of
scheme assets. The defined benefit obligation
is calculated annually by independent
qualified actuaries using the projected unit
credit method. The present value of the
defined benefit obligation is determined by
discounting the estimated future cash
outflows using interest rates of high quality
corporate bonds that are denominated in the
currency in which the benefits will be paid and
that have terms to maturity approximating to
the terms of the related pension liability.
Current service costs, past service costs and
administration expenses are recognised within
operating costs in the income statement. Net
interest costs, which are calculated by
applying the discount rate to the net pension
liability, are recognised as notional interest
within finance costs in the income statement.
Remeasurements, which represent the
difference between the actual return on assets
and the amount implied by the net interest
cost, together with experience adjustments
and changes in actuarial assumptions, are
charged or credited to equity in the statement
of comprehensive income. 

For defined contribution schemes, payments
are recognised in the income statement as
they are incurred. The Group has no further
payment obligations once the contributions
have been paid.

Some Group companies provide post-
retirement healthcare benefits to their
retirees. The expected costs of these benefits
are accrued over the period of employment

using the same accounting methodology as
used for defined benefit pension schemes.
These obligations are valued annually by
independent qualified actuaries.

Exceptional items
Exceptional items are items of income and
expense which are material and, due to their
nature or size, are presented separately on
the face of the income statement in order to
provide a better understanding of the Group’s
financial performance. Such exceptional
items may include impairments of intangible
or tangible assets, business restructuring
costs, profits or losses arising from the
disposal or closure of a business and
adjustments to fair values in respect of
acquisitions, such as changes to contingent
consideration, together with the associated
taxation.

Taxation
Taxation expense represents the sum of the
current tax payable and deferred tax.

Current tax is the tax expected to be payable
on taxable profit for the period using tax rates
that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the balance sheet date, together
with any adjustments in respect of previous
years. Taxable profit differs from profit as
reported in the income statement because it
excludes items of income or expense that are
not taxable or deductible or are taxable or
deductible in other years.

Deferred tax is recognised using the liability
method for temporary differences between
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
in the financial statements and the
corresponding tax bases used in the
computation of taxable profit, unless
specifically exempt. Deferred tax assets are
recognised only to the extent that it is
probable that future taxable profits will be
available against which the temporary
differences can be utilised. Deferred tax is
calculated using tax rates that are expected to
apply in the period when the liability is settled
or the asset realised. The resulting charge or
credit is recognised in the income statement
except when it relates to items recognised
directly in equity, in which case the charge or
credit is also recognised directly in equity.

Dividends
Dividends proposed by the Board are
recognised in the financial statements when
they have been approved by shareholders at
the AGM. Interim dividends are recognised
when they are paid. 

Segmental reporting
Segmental information is reported in a
manner consistent with the information
provided to the Chief Operating Decision
Maker. This information is used for allocating
resources and assessing performance of the
operating segments.

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment is stated at
historical cost or deemed cost less
accumulated depreciation and any
accumulated impairment losses.

Cost includes the original purchase price of
the asset and the costs attributable to
bringing the asset to its working condition for
its intended use, including borrowing costs for
qualifying assets. The Group has adopted the
transitional provisions of IFRS 1 to record the
previously revalued freehold land and
buildings as deemed cost at 1 September
2004, the date of transition to IFRS.

Freehold land is not depreciated. Depreciation
on other assets is recognised in the income
statement to write down the value of the
asset to its residual value on a straight-line
basis over the estimated useful life of the
asset from the date it is brought into use.
Estimated useful lives most widely applied
are as follows:

Freehold buildings 40 years
Leasehold buildings Unexpired term 

of lease
Plant, machinery and 
equipment 3-10 years

Assets held under finance leases are
depreciated over their expected useful lives
on the same basis as owned assets or, where
shorter, the term of the relevant lease. Assets
under construction are not depreciated until
commissioned.

Assets’ residual values and useful lives are
reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the
end of each reporting period.

The gain or loss arising on the disposal or
retirement of an asset is determined as the
difference between the sales proceeds and
the carrying amount of the asset and is
recognised in the income statement.

Goodwill
Goodwill arising on consolidation represents
the excess of the cost of acquisition over the
Group’s interest in the fair value of the
identifiable assets and liabilities of a
subsidiary at the date of acquisition. Goodwill
is initially recognised as an asset at cost and
is subsequently measured at cost less any
accumulated impairment losses. The carrying
amount of goodwill is reviewed for
impairment annually, or more frequently
when events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount may be
impaired. Any impairment is recognised in the
income statement and is not subsequently
reversed. Any excess of the Group’s interest in
the fair value of the identifiable assets and
liabilities of the acquired entity over cost is
recognised immediately in the income
statement. On disposal of a subsidiary, the
attributable amount of goodwill is included in
the profit or loss on disposal.

Goodwill arising on acquisitions prior to
1 September 2004, the date of transition to
IFRS, has been recorded at the previous UK
GAAP carrying amount at that date, subject to
any impairment required at that date.
Goodwill written off to reserves under UK
GAAP prior to 1998 continues to be included
in reserves and is not included in any
subsequent profit or loss on disposal.
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Notes to the Group financial statements continued

1. Significant accounting policies
continued

Other intangible assets
Intangible assets acquired in a business
combination are initially recognised at their
fair value. Other intangible assets are initially
recognised at cost. Intangible assets are
subsequently stated at fair value or cost less
accumulated amortisation and any
accumulated impairment losses.

Amortisation is recognised in the income
statement on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful life of the asset. Estimated
useful lives most widely applied are as
follows:

Computer software 3-5 years
Brands and trademarks 3-20 years
Customer relationships 4-16 years
Technology based assets 5 years
Non-compete agreements 3-6 years

Impairment
The carrying amounts of goodwill and other
intangible assets with indefinite useful lives
are reviewed for impairment annually, or
more frequently when events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying
amount may be impaired. The carrying
amount of property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets with finite useful lives are
reviewed for impairment when events or
changes in circumstances indicate that the
carrying amount may be impaired. If any such
indication exists, the recoverable amount of
the asset is estimated in order to determine
the extent of any impairment loss. Where the
asset does not generate cash flows that are
independent from other assets, the Group
estimates the recoverable amount of the
cash-generating unit (“CGU”) to which the
asset belongs. Goodwill is allocated to those
CGUs that are expected to benefit from the
business combination in which the goodwill
arose.

The recoverable amount is the higher of fair
value less costs to sell and value in use. In
assessing value in use, the estimated future
cash flows are discounted to their present
value using an appropriate pre-tax discount
rate. If the recoverable amount of an asset or
CGU is estimated to be less than its carrying
amount, the carrying amount of the asset or
CGU is reduced to its recoverable amount. Any
impairment loss is recognised in the income
statement. 

Where an impairment loss subsequently
reverses, the carrying amount of the asset or
CGU is increased to the revised estimate of its
recoverable amount, but so that the increased
carrying amount does not exceed the carrying
amount that would have been determined had
no impairment loss previously been
recognised for the asset or CGU. Any reversal
of an impairment loss is recognised in the
income statement. Impairment losses on
goodwill are not subsequently reversed.

Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and
net realisable value with allowance for

obsolete or slow moving items. Cost
comprises direct materials and, where
applicable, direct labour costs and those
overheads that have been incurred in bringing
inventories to their present location and
condition. Net realisable value represents the
estimated selling price less all estimated
costs of completion and costs to be incurred
in marketing, selling and distribution. Raw
materials are generally determined on a first
in, first out basis.

Financial assets
Financial assets are recognised in the balance
sheet when the Group becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the instrument.

Trade receivables
Trade receivables are amounts due from
customers for goods sold or services
performed in the ordinary course of business.
They are recognised initially at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method, less
provision for impairment. Provision is made
when there is objective evidence that the
Group will not be able to collect all amounts
due and this cost is recognised in the income
statement. Subsequent recoveries of amounts
previously written off are credited to the
income statement.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash in
hand, deposits available on demand and other
short-term highly liquid investments that are
readily convertible to a known amount of cash
and are subject to an insignificant risk of
changes in value. For the purposes of the
cash flow statement, cash and cash
equivalents also includes bank overdrafts as
they are an integral part of the Group’s cash
management.

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities and equity instruments are
classified according to the substance of the
contractual arrangements entered into. An
equity instrument is any contract that
evidences a residual interest in the assets of
the Group after deducting all of its liabilities. 

Trade payables
Trade payables are obligations to pay for
goods or services acquired from suppliers in
the ordinary course of business. They are
recognised initially at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method.

Borrowings
Bank loans and overdrafts and other loans are
initially measured at fair value less direct
transaction costs. They are subsequently
measured at amortised cost. Any difference
between the proceeds (net of transaction
costs) and the redemption value is recognised
in the income statement over the period of the
borrowing using the effective interest method. 

Derivative financial instruments and
hedge accounting
The Group uses derivative financial
instruments, including forward foreign
currency contracts, options, currency swaps

and non-derivative cash instruments,
including foreign currency borrowings, to
hedge its exposure to the financial risks of
changes in foreign exchange rates or interest
rates. The Group does not use derivative
financial instruments for speculative
purposes.

Derivative financial instruments are initially
measured at fair value on the contract date
and are subsequently measured at fair value
at each balance sheet date.

Changes in the fair value of derivative
financial instruments that are designated and
effective as hedges of future cash flows are
recognised directly in equity. Amounts
deferred in equity are recognised in the
income statement in the same period in which
the hedged item affects the income
statement.

Changes in the fair value of derivative
financial instruments that do not qualify for
hedge accounting or the ineffective portion 
of financial instruments that are designated
and effective as hedges are recognised in the
income statement as they are incurred.

Hedge accounting is discontinued when the
hedging instrument expires or is sold,
terminated, exercised or no longer qualifies
for hedge accounting. Any cumulative gain or
loss on the hedging instrument in equity at
that time is retained in equity until the
forecast transaction occurs. If a hedged
transaction is no longer expected to occur,
the cumulative gain or loss in equity is
transferred to the income statement in the
period.

Provisions
Provisions in respect of restructuring costs,
property and environmental costs, contingent
and deferred consideration on acquisition and
redemption liability on acquisitions are
recognised when the Group has a present
obligation as a result of a past event and it is
probable that the Group will be required to
settle that obligation. Provisions are
measured at the directors’ best estimate of
the expenditure required to settle the
obligation at the balance sheet date and are
discounted to present value where the effect
is material using a suitable pre-tax rate which
matches the maturity of and risks associated
with that liability. 

Share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.
Equity instruments issued are recorded at the
proceeds received net of directly attributable
issue costs.
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2. Critical accounting estimates and 
judgements

The preparation of financial statements
requires management to make certain
assumptions, estimates and judgements that
may affect the reported amounts of assets,
liabilities, income and expenses. These are
based on historical experience and any other
factors, including expectations of future
events, that are considered appropriate and
these are continually reviewed. Subsequent
actual results may however differ from these
estimates and judgements. Areas where
assumptions, estimates and judgements may
give rise to risk of material adjustments to the
carrying values of assets and liabilities or
reported results in the next financial year are
as follows:

Impairment of goodwill and intangible
assets acquired
Impairment testing for the carrying amount 
of goodwill and intangible assets acquired is
based on estimated recoverable amounts of
CGUs, based on value in use calculations.
This is calculated using cash flow projections
based on financial forecasts for a period of
three years and, thereafter, extrapolated
using estimated growth rates in the respective
territories. Cash flows are discounted using
an appropriate pre-tax cost of capital for each
respective territory. See note 14.

Retirement benefit obligations
Retirement benefit obligations are based on
actuarial valuations that use a number of
assumptions. These include the discount rate,
which is based on the interest rate of high
quality corporate bonds denominated in the
currency of the benefits and that have terms
to maturity approximating to the terms of the
related obligation, inflation rates, expected
salary increases and mortality. See note 27.

Taxation
The Group is subject to taxation in various
jurisdictions and uncertainties exist over the
interpretation of the respective tax regulations
and the ultimate determination by the tax
authorities in those jurisdictions. Taxation is
calculated based on the best estimates of
amounts expected to be due. Where the final
tax determination is different to the amounts
initially recorded, they are subsequently
adjusted in the period in which such
determination is made. Deferred taxation is
recognised based on the estimated likelihood
that future taxable profits will be available
against which temporary differences can be
utilised. See notes 10 and 16.

Exceptional items and non-GAAP
performance measures
Certain items of income and expense are
classified as exceptional items due to their
nature or size. These are presented
separately on the face of the income

statement in order to provide a better
understanding of the Group’s financial
performance. Such exceptional items may
include impairments of intangible or tangible
assets, business restructuring costs, profits
or losses arising from the disposal or closure
of a business and adjustments to fair values
in respect of acquisitions, such as changes
to contingent consideration, together with 
the associated taxation. See note 7.

Exceptional items, together with amortisation
of intangible assets acquired and notional
interest, are excluded from underlying
performance measures in order to present a
more meaningful measure of the underlying
performance of the business. These
measures are consistent with how underlying
business performance is measured internally.

Provisions
Provisions represent management’s best
estimate of expenditure required to settle
obligations existing at the balance sheet date.
For certain obligations within contingent and
deferred consideration on acquisitions and
redemption liability on acquisitions, payments
are contingent on the future performance of
acquired businesses and this is estimated
based on financial forecasts. Where material,
obligations are discounted using suitable
rates based on borrowings that match the
maturity of the consideration being
discounted. See note 29.

3. Segment information 
IFRS 8 ‘Operating Segments’ requires segment information to be presented on the same basis as that used for internal management reporting.

For the purposes of managing the business, the Group is organised into two reportable segments: Advanced Engineered Products and Engineered
Conveyor Solutions. 

Operating segments within these reportable segments have been aggregated where they have similar economic characteristics with similar
products and services, production processes, methods of distribution and customer types.

The Chief Operating Decision Maker (“CODM”) for the purpose of IFRS 8 is the Board of Directors. The financial position of the segments is
reported to the CODM on a monthly basis and this information is used to assess the performance of the Group and to allocate resources on an
appropriate basis.

Segment performance is reviewed down to the operating profit level. Financing costs and taxation are managed on a Group basis so these costs
are not allocated to operating segments.

Transfer prices on inter-segment revenues are on an arm’s length basis in a manner similar to transactions with third parties.

Advanced Engineered Products

Manufacture of precision polymer products including:
- precision drives for computer peripherals, copiers and ATMs;
- problem-solving power transmission and motion transfer components;
- silicone and complex hoses for heavy duty trucks, buses and off-road vehicles;
- lay-flat hoses for firefighting, agriculture, water and oil & gas industries;
- seals and sealing solutions for the fluid power and oil & gas industries;
- technical textiles for medical and industrial applications, polymer containers for blood products and biological fluids and 

silicone-based products for medical applications;
- rollers for digital image processing and medical diagnostics; and
- fluropolymer components for fluid, oil and gas handling and medical applications.

Engineered Conveyor Solutions

Manufacture of rubber ply, solid woven and steel cord conveyor belting for mining, power generation and industrial applications 
with complementary service operations which design, install, monitor, maintain and operate conveyor systems for mining and 
industrial customers.
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3. Segment information continued
Segment information for the years ended 31 August 2015 and 31 August 2014 is as follows:

Segment result
Total segment revenue 266.2 265.6 400.5 463.9 - - 666.7 729.5
Inter-segment revenue - (0.1) - - - - - (0.1)
Revenue from external customers 266.2 265.5 400.5 463.9 - - 666.7 729.4

Operating profit before amortisation of intangible
assets acquired and exceptional items 41.0 42.3 23.3 45.7 (7.9) (8.5) 56.4 79.5
Amortisation of intangible assets acquired (6.4) (6.6) (6.5) (8.4) - - (12.9) (15.0)
Exceptional items (13.6) (4.6) (20.8) (15.1) - - (34.4) (19.7)
Operating profit/(loss) 21.0 31.1 (4.0) 22.2 (7.9) (8.5) 9.1 44.8
Net finance costs (14.4) (15.6)
Taxation (4.4) (4.5)
(Loss)/profit for the year (9.7) 24.7

Segment assets and liabilities
Total assets 286.7 273.4 393.9 474.2 27.6 23.5 708.2 771.1
Total liabilities (65.1) (68.1) (113.2) (144.6) (228.7) (222.2) (407.0) (434.9)
Net assets 221.6 205.3 280.7 329.6 (201.1) (198.7) 301.2 336.2

Other segment information
Capital expenditure 23.4 19.1 4.7 9.3 - 0.3 28.1 28.7
Depreciation and amortisation 9.0 7.7 14.3 14.2 0.1 0.1 23.4 22.0
Impairment of non-current assets 10.1 5.4 16.0 20.0 - - 26.1 25.4

Property, plant and equipment and intangible 
assets on acquisition 18.5 - - - - - 18.5 -

Unallocated corporate costs relate to corporate expenses incurred which cannot meaningfully be allocated to a segment. Unallocated corporate assets
and liabilities principally comprise deferred tax, borrowings, UK retirement benefit obligations and derivative financial instruments.

Capital expenditure includes finance leases. Amortisation excludes amortisation of intangible assets acquired.

Geographical disclosures
The Group operates in four main geographical areas: United Kingdom; Rest of Europe, Middle East and Africa; Americas; and Asia Pacific.

Geographical information for the years ended 31 August 2015 and 31 August 2014 is as follows:

United Kingdom 21.1 22.3 30.4 36.6 0.9 3.1
Rest of Europe, Middle East and Africa 118.1 138.1 40.7 52.4 6.4 10.9
Americas 329.6 334.1 223.5 195.8 18.2 11.7
Asia Pacific 197.9 234.9 102.3 137.8 2.6 3.0

666.7 729.4 396.9 422.6 28.1 28.7

Revenue is based on the region in which the customer is located. Non-current assets and capital expenditure are based on the region in which the
assets are located. Capital expenditure includes finance leases. Non-current assets exclude deferred tax assets and derivative financial assets.

No individual customer or group of customers represent more than 10% of Group revenue.
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4.       Revenue
Revenue is analysed as follows:

Sales of goods 585.8 621.5
Provision of short-term services 80.9 107.9
         666.7 729.4

5.       Operating profit
Operating profit has been arrived at after charging/(crediting):

Material cost of sales 236.9 256.2
Aggregate employment costs 230.0 237.4
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment 21.9 21.0
Amortisation of intangible assets acquired 12.9 15.0
Amortisation of other intangible assets 1.5 1.0
Impairment of property, plant and equipment (note 7) 1.6 0.6
Impairment of goodwill and intangible assets acquired (note 7) 24.5 24.0
Impairment of other intangible assets - 0.3
Impairment of investments - 0.5
Release of contingent deferred consideration on acquisitions - (10.7)
Other exceptional items (note 7) 8.3 5.0
Foreign exchange losses 0.2 0.8
Profit on disposal of property, plant and equipment (0.3) (0.3)
Research and development costs 3.6 3.3
Operating lease charges 11.0 12.4

Amortisation of intangible assets acquired is classified within administrative expenses in the Consolidated income statement. 

Total fees payable by the Group to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP for work performed in respect of the audit and other services provided to the
Company and its subsidiary undertakings during the year are as follows:

Fees payable to the Company’s auditors for the audit of the Company and Group financial statements 0.1 0.1
Fees payable to the Company’s auditors for other services to the Company’s subsidiary undertakings:
- audit 0.7 0.7
- other non-audit services 0.1 0.1

Further details of non-audit services can be found in the Audit Committee Report on pages 43 to 44. In addition, fees for actuarial and audit
services of less than £0.1m (2014: less than £0.1m) were borne by the Fenner Pension Scheme.

6.      Employees 
Aggregate employment costs are as follows:

Wages and salaries 198.8 206.6
Social security costs 18.8 19.1
Pension costs - defined contribution schemes 9.7 10.2
Pension costs - defined benefit schemes 2.1 0.9
Share-based payments - equity-settled 0.6 0.6
         230.0 237.4
         
The average monthly number of employees during the year, including executive directors, is as follows:

Production 3,690 3,866
Selling and distribution 602 640
Administration 784 865
         5,076 5,371

Information on directors’ remuneration is included in the audited part of the Board Remuneration Report on pages 55 to 58.
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7.      Exceptional items 

Charged/(credited) to operating profit
Impairment of goodwill, intangible assets acquired and investments 24.5 24.5
Release of contingent deferred consideration on acquisitions - (10.7)
Restructuring costs 9.9 5.9
         34.4 19.7
Credited to taxation
Taxation on exceptional items (4.5) (6.2)
Exceptional tax credit - (2.5)
         (4.5) (8.7)

Exceptional items comprise £13.6m in respect of AEP and £20.8m in respect of ECS. 

The impairment of goodwill and intangible assets acquired relates to Norwegian Seals (£10.0m), Spliceline (£0.8m), Northern Belting Specialists
(£2.1m), Australian Conveyor Engineering (£7.3m ) and Allison (£4.3m). The impairments were triggered by a reduction in the projected cash flows
in these CGUs. Further details on impairment can be found in note 14. 

Restructuring costs principally relate to measures taken to reduce employment and other costs within ECS and AEP in response to changed
market conditions. Of this amount, £6.9m was paid in cash, with £2.0m payable after the year end and held in provisions. In addition, there is a
£1.6m property, plant and equipment impairment charge less a £0.6m retirement benefit scheme curtailment credit; these are principally in
connection with the restructuring programme at the ECS UK operation. In addition, cash payments of £2.7m were made in the year in respect of
prior year exceptional items.

In 2014, the exceptional tax credit related to tax losses now recognised in Fenner Dunlop BV following agreement with the tax authorities in the
Netherlands. The credit arose from the liquidation of German and Belgian subsidiaries, the businesses of which were closed following the
Group’s acquisition of the conveyor belting businesses of Unipoly SA in 2001.

8.      Finance income

Bank interest receivable 0.5 0.6

9.      Finance costs

Interest payable on bank overdrafts and loans 4.4 4.2
Interest payable on other loans 10.4 10.3
         14.8 14.5
Less amounts capitalised on qualifying assets (0.4) -
Interest payable 14.4 14.5
Net interest on defined benefit post-retirement schemes (note 27) 1.0 0.9
Interest on the unwinding of discount on provisions (note 29) 1.1 1.4
Finance credit on redemption liability (note 29) (1.6) (0.6)
Notional interest 0.5 1.7
Total finance costs 14.9 16.2
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10.    Taxation

Current taxation
UK corporation tax:
- current year 0.4 (1.3)
- double tax relief (0.4) (0.4)
- adjustments in respect of prior years - (0.3)
         - (2.0)
Overseas tax:
- current year 6.2 16.7
- adjustments in respect of prior years (0.8) (0.3)
         5.4 16.4
         5.4 14.4
Deferred taxation
Origination and reversal of temporary differences:
UK: 
- current year (0.7) 0.3
- adjustments in respect of prior years 0.2 -
Overseas:
- current year (1.3) (8.1)
- adjustments in respect of prior years 0.8 (2.1)
         (1.0) (9.9)
Total taxation 4.4 4.5

The taxation charge includes a credit of £4.5m (2014: £8.7m) in respect of exceptional items (note 7), £2.5m (2014: £4.8m) in respect of the
amortisation of intangible assets acquired and £0.2m (2014: £0.4m) in respect of notional interest.

The main rate of UK corporation tax reduced from 21% to 20% on 1 April 2015. UK corporation tax is calculated at an average rate of 20.6%
(2014: 22.2%) of the estimated assessable profit for the year. Overseas tax is calculated at the rates prevailing in the respective jurisdictions. 

The charge for the year and effective tax rate can be reconciled to the (loss)/profit per the income statement as follows:

(Loss)/profit before taxation (5.3) 29.2
Taxation at the average UK corporation tax rate of 20.6% (2014: 22.2%) (1.1) 6.5
Expenses/income not allowable/taxable in determining taxable profit (0.3) (2.4)
Adjustments in respect of prior years 0.2 (2.7)
Effect of overseas tax rates (0.8) 0.2
Losses arising and other temporary differences not recognised in deferred tax 6.4 2.9
Total taxation 4.4 4.5

Taxation recognised directly in equity comprises a deferred taxation charge of £2.2m (2014: credit of £2.2m). This relates to a charge of £0.1m
(2014: credit of £1.7m) in respect of remeasurement on defined benefit post-retirement schemes, a charge of £2.3m (2014: credit of £0.6m) in
respect of cash flow and net investment hedges and other net credits of £0.3m (2014: £0.1m), recognised in other comprehensive income and
other net charges of £0.1m (2014: £0.2m), recognised in transactions with owners. 
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11.    Dividends

Dividends paid or approved in the year
Interim dividend for the year ended 31 August 2014 of 4.0p (2013: 3.75p) per share 7.8 7.3
Final dividend for the year ended 31 August 2014 of 8.0p (2013: 7.5p) per share 15.5 14.5
         23.3 21.8
Dividends neither paid nor approved in the year
Interim dividend for the year ended 31 August 2015 of 4.0p (2014: 4.0p) per share 7.8 7.8
Final dividend for the year ended 31 August 2015 of 8.0p (2014: 8.0p) per share 15.5 15.5
         23.3 23.3

The interim dividend for the year ended 31 August 2015 was paid on 7 September 2015. The proposed final dividend for the year ended 
31 August 2015 is subject to approval by shareholders at the AGM. Consequently, neither has been recognised as liabilities at 31 August 2015.
If approved, the final dividend will be paid on 9 March 2016 to shareholders on the register on 29 January 2016.

12.    Earnings per share

Earnings
(Loss)/profit for the year attributable to owners of the parent (10.5) 22.6
Amortisation of intangible assets acquired 12.9 15.0
Exceptional items 34.4 19.7
Notional interest 0.5 1.7

Taxation attributable to amortisation of intangible assets acquired, exceptional items and notional interest 
and exceptional tax credit (note 10) (7.2) (13.9)
Profit for the year before amortisation of intangible assets acquired, exceptional items and notional interest 30.1 45.1
         number number
Average number of shares
Weighted average number of shares in issue 194,002,741 193,951,857
Weighted average number of shares held by the Employee Share Ownership Plan Trust (114,177) (114,177)
Weighted average number of shares in issue - basic 193,888,564 193,837,680
Effect of share options and contingent long-term incentive plans - 43,342
Weighted average number of shares in issue - diluted 193,888,564 193,881,022
         pence pence
(Loss)/earnings per share
Underlying - Basic (before amortisation of intangible assets acquired, exceptional items and notional interest) 15.5 23.3
Underlying - Diluted (before amortisation of intangible assets acquired, exceptional items and notional interest) 15.5 23.3
Basic (5.4) 11.7
Diluted (5.4) 11.7

Underlying earnings per share measures have been presented to provide a more meaningful measure of the underlying performance of the Group.
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13.    Property, plant and equipment 

Cost
At 1 September 2013 94.1 18.7 286.5 4.4 403.7
Additions 1.1 0.3 16.3 8.1 25.8
Disposals - - (2.8) - (2.8)
Transfers from assets under construction 0.1 - 3.4 (3.5) -
Transfers to non-current assets held for sale (5.4) - - - (5.4)
Reclassifications 0.1 2.0 (2.1) - -
Exchange movements (4.7) (1.0) (16.2) (0.2) (22.1)
At 1 September 2014 85.3 20.0 285.1 8.8 399.2
Additions 13.9 0.7 8.1 5.8 28.5
Acquisition of businesses - 0.3 1.0 - 1.3
Disposals (0.6) - (2.1) - (2.7)
Transfers from assets under construction 3.0 - 4.3 (7.3) -
Reclassifications 3.2 (3.2) - - -
Exchange movements (2.7) 1.0 (10.5) 0.4 (11.8)
At 31 August 2015 102.1 18.8 285.9 7.7 414.5

Accumulated depreciation and impairment
At 1 September 2013 20.3 6.8 156.2 - 183.3
Depreciation charge for the year 1.8 1.4 17.8 - 21.0
Impairment charge - - 0.6 - 0.6
Disposals - - (2.5) - (2.5)
Transfers to non-current assets held for sale (2.5) - - - (2.5)
Reclassifications - 0.6 (0.6) - -
Exchange movements (1.2) (0.4) (9.2) - (10.8)
At 1 September 2014 18.4 8.4 162.3 - 189.1
Depreciation charge for the year 2.0 1.3 18.6 - 21.9
Impairment charge 0.1 - 1.5 - 1.6
Disposals (0.2) - (2.1) - (2.3)
Reclassifications 1.0 (1.0) - - -
Exchange movements (0.3) 0.5 (4.4) - (4.2)
At 31 August 2015 21.0 9.2 175.9 - 206.1

Net book value
At 31 August 2015 81.1 9.6 110.0 7.7 208.4
At 31 August 2014 66.9 11.6 122.8 8.8 210.1
At 31 August 2013 73.8 11.9 130.3 4.4 220.4

The net book value of plant, machinery and equipment includes an amount of £1.8m (2014: £2.7m) in respect of assets held under finance leases.

The net book value includes capitalised borrowing costs for qualifying assets of £0.8m (2014: £0.4m). 

Borrowings of £0.3m (2014: £0.3m) are secured on freehold land and buildings.

At 31 August 2015, the Group had entered into contractual commitments for the purchase of property, plant and equipment amounting to £3.7m 
(2014: £0.9m), principally relating to the major facilities consolidation at Secant Medical.

In 2014, transfers to non-current assets held for sale, with a net book value of £2.9m, related to freehold land that was sold within 12 months
from the balance sheet date. 
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14.    Intangible assets

Cost
At 1 September 2013 147.5 25.1 138.3 7.6 3.2 9.2 330.9
Additions - - - - - 2.7 2.7
Disposals - - - - - (0.1) (0.1)
Exchange movements (6.5) (1.3) (7.7) (0.5) (0.1) (0.5) (16.6)
At 1 September 2014 141.0 23.8 130.6 7.1 3.1 11.3 316.9
Additions - - - - - 2.2 2.2
Acquisition of businesses 5.4 3.3 8.5 - - - 17.2
Disposals - - - - - (0.1) (0.1)
Exchange movements (3.6) - (1.1) - - - (4.7)
At 31 August 2015 142.8 27.1 138.0 7.1 3.1 13.4 331.5

Accumulated amortisation and impairment
At 1 September 2013 7.5 9.9 41.6 2.0 2.8 4.4 68.2
Amortisation charge for the year - 1.9 11.4 1.5 0.2 1.0 16.0
Impairment charge 11.7 0.1 11.4 0.8 - 0.3 24.3
Disposals - - - - - (0.1) (0.1)
Exchange movements (0.4) (0.6) (2.6) (0.1) (0.1) (0.2) (4.0)
At 1 September 2014 18.8 11.3 61.8 4.2 2.9 5.4 104.4
Amortisation charge for the year - 2.5 9.2 1.0 0.2 1.5 14.4
Impairment charge 8.4 0.4 14.9 0.8 - - 24.5
Disposals - - - - - (0.1) (0.1)
Exchange movements (0.8) 0.1 0.8 - - (0.3) (0.2)
At 31 August 2015 26.4 14.3 86.7 6.0 3.1 6.5 143.0

Net book value
At 31 August 2015 116.4 12.8 51.3 1.1 - 6.9 188.5
At 31 August 2014 122.2 12.5 68.8 2.9 0.2 5.9 212.5
At 31 August 2013 140.0 15.2 96.7 5.6 0.4 4.8 262.7

The net book value of computer software includes an amount of £1.7m (2014: £0.9m) in respect of assets under construction.

Other intangible assets acquired relates to order book, leases and technology based assets.

All intangible assets have finite useful lives except for goodwill.

The remaining useful lives at 31 August 2015 are approximately 1 to 12 years in respect of brands and trademarks, 3 to 14     years in respect of
customer relationships and 2 years in respect of non-compete agreements.
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Impairment testing for goodwill
Goodwill acquired through business combinations is allocated at acquisition to the Group’s CGUs that are expected to benefit from that business
combination. The carrying amount of goodwill is allocated to CGUs as follows:

Advanced Engineered Products
Fenner Advanced Sealing Technologies (Process) 15.9 14.8
Fenner Advanced Sealing Technologies (Fluid Power) 25.3 26.8
EGC 0.7 0.6
Dawson Hose (UK) 2.2 2.2
Fenner Drives (US) 3.5 3.2
Secant Medical 7.4 6.8
Multiseals 0.9 0.9
Transeals 2.6 3.2
American Industrial Plastics 8.8 8.1
Norwegian Seals - 6.0
Mandals 1.5 1.9
Charter Medical 5.2 -

74.0 74.5
Engineered Conveyor Solutions
ECS (Americas, Europe and Australia) 14.2 14.3
ECS (UK & India) 1.5 1.5
ECS Conveyor Services (Americas) 14.0 13.2
Spliceline - 0.9
Northern Belting Specialists - 2.4
BBCS / LECS 8.8 10.7
Statewide Belting Service 3.9 4.7

42.4 47.7
Total goodwill 116.4 122.2

The carrying amount of goodwill is reviewed for impairment annually, or more frequently when events or changes in circumstances indicate that
the carrying amounts may be impaired. In addition, the carrying amounts of intangible assets acquired are reviewed for impairment when events
or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may be impaired. The recoverable amounts of CGUs are based on value in use
calculations using cash flow projections discounted to calculate the net present value. The key assumptions used to determine the value in use
relate to profits derived from sales volumes, selling prices and costs, growth rates and pre-tax discount rates.

Cash flow projections
Cash flow projections are based on the most recent annual budgets and financial forecasts for a period of three years which have been approved
by Group management. The principal components of these forecasts: sales volumes, selling prices and costs, are based on recent history,
current trading conditions and expected future changes in operating conditions. 

Growth rates
Cash flows beyond the three year period are extrapolated using estimated long-term growth rates in the respective territories. These growth
rates range from 1.0% to 4.9%. 

Discount rates
Cash flows are discounted to net present value using an appropriate pre-tax cost of capital for each respective territory. The use of localised
discount rates more accurately reflects the risk and rewards of operating in different geographical territories. These discount rates range from
10.3% to 15.0%.

The above assumptions apply to all of the Group’s CGUs.

The methodology for impairment testing is consistent with that adopted in the year ended 31 August 2014.

During the year, as a part of the restructuring within the ECS division, the CGU for Conveyor Belting (India) has been reassessed; this is now
identified as ECS (UK & India). This change more closely aligns the impairment review process with management reporting and the generation of
independent cash flows.
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14.    Intangible assets continued
Impairment charges in the year are recognised in the Consolidated income statement within exceptional items. These are as follows:

Advanced Engineered Products
Norwegian Seals 10.5% 5.5 - 4.3 0.2 10.0
Engineered Conveyor Solutions
Spliceline 12.7% 0.8 - - - 0.8
Northern Belting Specialists 12.7% 2.1 - - - 2.1
Australian Conv eyor Engineering 12.7% - 0.4 6.5 0.4 7.3
Allison 13.0% - - 4.1 0.2 4.3

2.9 0.4 10.6 0.6 14.5
Total impairment charge 8.4 0.4 14.9 0.8 24.5

Norwegian Seals is involved in the provision of seals, gaskets and metal sealing assemblies into the European oil & gas market. 
The decline in oil and gas prices during the year has had a significant impact on actual and forecast cash flows, resulting in the recognition of an
impairment charge of £10.0m. 

Spliceline and Northern Belting Specialists service the Northern Territories and South Australia mining markets respectively. Australian
Conveyor Engineering is involved in the design, manufacture and installation of conveyor systems. The continuing weakness in commodity prices
and subsequent reduction in demand for mining related products in Australia has led to reductions in actual and forecast cash flows in these
businesses, resulting in the recognition of impairment charges totalling £10.2m.

Allison designs and manufactures customised material handling equipment primarily for the US coal mining markets of Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. The impact of low energy prices on the coal mining industry in the USA has led to significant reductions in actual and forecast cash flows
from the previous year, resulting in the recognition of an impairment charge of £4.3m.

None of the CGUs impaired in the year have any remaining carrying value of goodwill or intangible assets acquired. No impairment has been
identified in relation to any of the other CGUs.

Whilst management believes that the assumptions used in testing for impairments are realistic, it is possible that variations in key assumptions
could affect the recoverable amount of CGUs. A sensitivity analysis has been performed by varying key assumptions individually whilst holding
other variables constant.

A summary of the CGUs with the lowest headroom, where a reasonably possible change in key assumptions could occur, together with the
required variance to cash flows, growth rates and discount rates, beyond which an impairment is triggered, is provided below.

American Industrial Plastics 4% 2.5% 0.4 13.0% 0.4 17.9
Mandals 8% 1.7% 0.8 10.5% 0.7 4.3
Statewide Belting Service 8% 3.0% 1.0 12.7% 0.8 7.1
ECS Conveyor Services (Americas) 23% 3.2% 3.4 13.1% 2.8 22.6

Headroom is the excess of the recoverable amount over the carrying value of the CGU which is equal to the cash flow sensitivity above.

To calculate the cash flow sensitivity, the decrease has been applied to each of the first three years of the cash flow projections used and then
extrapolated using estimated growth rates in the respective territories.
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15.    Other investments

Cost
At 1 September 2013 -
Additions 0.5
At 31 August 2014 and at 31 August 2015 0.5

Accumulated impairment
At 1 September 2013 -
Impairment charge 0.5
At 31 August 2014 and at 31 August 2015 0.5

Net book value
At 31 August 2015, at 31 August 2014 and at 31 August 2013 -

16.    Deferred tax
Deferred tax assets/(liabilities) are attributable to the following:

Property, plant and equipment 3.9 3.5 (11.7) (9.9) (7.8) (6.4)
Intangible assets 9.7 8.2 (8.1) (13.6) 1.6 (5.4)
Retirement benefit obligations 6.0 6.9 - - 6.0 6.9
Taxation losses 2.8 4.1 - - 2.8 4.1
Fixed asset revaluation - - (0.5) (0.8) (0.5) (0.8)
Other short-term temporary differences 11.9 15.4 (0.4) (0.3) 11.5 15.1
Offset between assets and liabilities (13.5) (12.4) 13.5 12.4 - -

20.8 25.7 (7.2) (12.2) 13.6 13.5

Movements in net deferred tax assets/(liabilities) are as follows:

At 1 September 2013 (6.9) (12.2) 6.0 0.6 (0.8) 15.0 1.7
Credited/(charged) to income statement - 6.5 (0.6) 3.6 - 0.4 9.9
Credited to equity - 0.1 1.7 - - 0.4 2.2
Exchange differences 0.5 0.2 (0.2) (0.1) - (0.7) (0.3)
At 1 September 2014 (6.4) (5.4) 6.9 4.1 (0.8) 15.1 13.5
(Charged)/credited to income statement (0.8) 4.9 (0.7) (1.2) - (1.2) 1.0
(Charged)/credited to equity - - (0.1) - 0.3 (2.4) (2.2)
Acquisition of businesses - 0.2 - - - - 0.2
Exchange differences (0.6) 1.9 (0.1) (0.1) - - 1.1
At 31 August 2015 (7.8) 1.6 6.0 2.8 (0.5) 11.5 13.6

1 2013 restated following the adoption of IAS 19 (Revised) ‘Employee Benefits’.

Deferred tax assets are recognised only to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be available against which the temporary
differences can be utilised. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset where there is a legally enforceable right of offset of current tax and there
is an intention to settle the balances net. Deferred tax assets have not been recognised in respect of certain tax losses amounting to £8.6m
 (2014: £3.2m) since it is not envisaged that such profits will be available in the foreseeable future. In addition, deferred tax assets have not been
recognised in respect of UK capital losses of £0.4m (2014: £0.4m) since it is not envisaged that suitable capital gains will be available in the
foreseeable future.

Deferred tax liabilities have not been recognised on the undistributed earnings of subsidiaries because the Group is in a position to control the
timing of reversal of the temporary differences and it is probable that such differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future. The aggregate of
temporary differences in respect of this is £1.4m (2014: £1.3m). 
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17.    Inventories 

Raw materials 25.0 30.7
Work in progress 13.3 15.4
Finished goods 37.7 45.5

76.0 91.6

Inventories are presented net of provision for inventory write downs, based on management’s estimate of the net realisable value of inventories.
The amount charged to the income statement in the year in respect of write downs of inventories is £5.2m (2014: £5.2m). The amount credited to
the income statement in the year in respect of reversals of write downs of inventories is £1.0m (2014: £1.6m), principally resulting from the
subsequent sale of inventory previously provided for. These amounts are classified within cost of sales in the Consolidated income statement. 
The cost of inventories recognised as an expense in the year is £432.0m (2014: £460.2m).

18. Trade and other receivables 

Trade receivables 95.4 115.7
Other receivables 3.9 5.1
Prepayments and accrued income 5.9 5.4

105.2 126.2

Trade receivables are presented net of provision for impairment of trade receivables of £4.2m (2014: £3.0m), estimated by management based on
past default experience and other factors as considered appropriate.

Movements in the provision for impairment of trade receivables are as follows:

At start of year 3.0 2.8
New provisions charged to income statement during the year 1.5 1.2
Provisions not required credited to income statement during the year (0.1) (0.5)
Provisions utilised during the year (0.2) (0.5)
At end of year 4.2 3.0

New provisions and provisions not required are classified within administrative expenses in the Consolidated income statement. 

The ageing analysis of trade receivables not impaired, based on the due date, is as follows:

Not overdue 75.0 90.5
Less than one month 13.6 17.6
Between one and two months 3.6 3.6
Between two and three months 2.3 1.3
Between three and six months 0.9 2.1
More than six months - 0.6

95.4 115.7

Trade and other receivables are non-interest bearing. There is no material difference between the carrying amount and fair value of trade and
other receivables.

19.    Cash and cash equivalents

Cash at bank and in hand 60.3 81.4
Short-term deposits 32.9 14.5

93.2 95.9

Cash at bank and short-term deposits earn interest at floating rates based on bank deposit rates. Short-term deposits have an original maturity
of three months or less. There is no material difference between the carrying amount and fair value of cash and cash equivalents.
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20. Reconciliation of net cash flow to movement in net debt

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents (7.7) 2.5
Net increase in borrowings resulting from cash flows (8.9) (6.9)
Movement in net debt resulting from cash flows (16.6) (4.4)
Finance leases (0.7) (1.0)
Exchange movements (3.4) 9.2
Movement in net debt in the year (20.7) 3.8
Net debt at start of year (117.3) (121.1)
Net debt at end of year (138.0) (117.3)

Net debt comprises cash and cash equivalents of £93.2m (2014: £95.9m), current borrowings of £39.9m (2014: £34.6m) and non-current
borrowings of £191.3m (2014: £178.6m).

21.    Financial risk management
In the normal course of business, the Group is exposed to certain financial risks, principally foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk
and credit risk. These risks are managed by the central treasury function in conjunction with the operating units, in accordance with risk
management policies that are designed to minimise the potential adverse effects of these risks on financial performance. The policies are
reviewed and approved by the Board.

Foreign exchange risk
The Group has operations around the world and is therefore exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from net investments in foreign operations.
Where cost effective, the exposures arising from the translation of the net assets of the Group’s foreign operations are managed through the use
of borrowings or cross-currency swaps in the relevant foreign currency. 

Some Group operations also enter into commercial transactions in currencies other than their functional currencies. Exposures arising from the
translation of foreign currency transactions are continually monitored and material exposures are managed through the use of forward contracts
or options once cash flows can be identified with sufficient certainty. Exposures arising from the translation of intra-group lending are managed
through the use of borrowings in the relevant foreign currency. 

The following table shows the impact (due to the retranslation of non-functional currency monetary assets and liabilities in the Group's
operations) of a, reasonably possible, 10% movement in the Group’s principal foreign currency exchange rates at the year end date.

31 August 2015
US dollar (0.2) 8.7 0.3 (10.6)
Euro (0.2) 1.2 0.3 (1.5)
Australian dollar - 6.0 - (7.3)
31 August 2014
US dollar (0.6) 7.2 0.7 (8.8)
Euro (0.3) 1.1 0.4 (1.3)
Australian dollar (0.1) 5.3 0.1 (6.4)

The effect on profit before taxation is due to the retranslation of trade receivables, cash and cash equivalents, borrowings, trade payables and
derivative financial assets and liabilities denominated in non-functional currencies. The effect on shareholders’ equity is due to the effect on profit as
well as the effect of financial assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies qualified as either cash flow hedges or net investment hedges.

Further details of the currency profile of borrowings are given in note 23.

Interest rate risk
The Group’s exposure to interest rate risk arises on floating rate borrowings and cash and cash equivalents. This is reviewed regularly and is
managed through the use of an appropriate mix of fixed rate and floating rate instruments in response to market conditions.

The impact of interest rate risk on the Group's result is due to changes in interest rates on net floating rate cash and cash equivalents and
borrowings. At 31 August 2015, if interest rates on the Group's net floating rate cash and cash equivalents and borrowings had been 100 basis
points higher, a reasonably possible movement, with all other variables held constant, the effect on profit before taxation in the year would have
been a credit of £0.5m (2014: £0.6m). A reduction of 100 basis points would have the equal and opposite effect. There is no further impact on
shareholders' equity.

Further details of the interest rate profile of borrowings are given in note 23.
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21.    Financial risk management continued

Liquidity risk
The Group manages its liquidity risk to ensure that sufficient resources are available for both short-term working capital and longer-term
strategic requirements. This is achieved through an appropriate mix of long and short-term borrowings and, as far as possible, the major part of
the Group’s total borrowings are managed so that they are drawn down using committed debt facilities which would not mature for at least one
year. The Group’s principal loan facilities are raised and managed centrally but are supplemented by local overdraft and working capital facilities.
Committed debt facilities principally comprise revolving bank credit facilities and private placements.

The Group regularly monitors expected cash flows against availability of financing. Regular updating of business forecasts, including cash flows,
is a process embedded into the Group’s internal financial reporting routines. Forecasts are initially carried out at an individual operating unit 
level, but are consolidated and reviewed by Group management. The availability of financing, headroom over existing facilities and forward
compliance with financial covenants are monitored against expected cash flows. The process takes into account the shorter-term liquidity needs
of individual operating units or territories as well as the availability of funding to fulfil longer-term strategic objectives such as major capital
expenditure or business acquisitions.

The maturity profile of non-derivative financial liabilities is as follows:

31 August 2015
Trade and other payables (excluding statutory liabilities) 110.0 0.7 - 110.7
Bank overdrafts 0.1 - - 0.1
Bank loans 17.4 27.9 - 45.3
Other loans 10.3 89.4 150.0 249.7
Finance leases 0.8 0.7 - 1.5

138.6 118.7 150.0 407.3
31 August 2014
Trade and other payables (excluding statutory liabilities) 132.3 0.2 - 132.5
Bank overdrafts 0.1 - - 0.1
Bank loans 16.5 22.4 - 38.9
Other loans 9.6 86.1 145.8 241.5
Finance leases 1.0 1.2 - 2.2

159.5 109.9 145.8 415.2

The above analysis includes both principal and interest amounts.

The maturity profile of derivative financial assets/(liabilities) is as follows:

31 August 2015
Forward foreign currency contracts and options:
- outflow (16.0) (0.4) - (16.4)
- inflow 16.1 0.4 - 16.5

0.1 - - 0.1
Currency swaps:
- outflow (67.4) (22.3) (26.9) (116.6)
- inflow 68.0 25.0 34.6 127.6

0.6 2.7 7.7 11.0
31 August 2014
Forward foreign currency contracts and options:
- outflow (21.5) (0.3) - (21.8)
- inflow 21.4 0.3 - 21.7

(0.1) - - (0.1)
Currency swaps:
- outflow (92.4) (26.0) (34.9) (153.3)
- inflow 92.0 24.1 33.5 149.6

(0.4) (1.9) (1.4) (3.7)

The above analyses for non-derivative and derivative financial instruments show the contractual undiscounted cash flows based on the earliest
date that the Group may be required to settle the instrument.
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Credit risk
Credit risk principally arises on short-term deposits, derivative financial instruments and trade and other receivables. 

The credit risk arising on short-term deposits and derivative financial instruments is managed through the use of counterparties with high credit
ratings assigned by international credit rating agencies. 

The Group only trades with recognised, creditworthy third parties. It is the Group's policy that all customers who wish to take on credit terms are
subject to credit verification procedures. Receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis and the Group's exposure to bad debts is
managed appropriately in its chosen markets. The credit risk arising on trade receivables is spread across a large number of customers and
across many countries. There are no significant concentrations of credit risk.

The Group's maximum exposure to credit risk is equal to the carrying value of these instruments.

An analysis showing the ageing of trade receivables not impaired is given in note 18.

22.    Capital management
The Group's capital management aims to maintain appropriate levels of total equity and net debt in support of the Group’s businesses to maximise
shareholder value. The Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it in light of changes in the Group’s trading, capital
expenditure, expenditure on acquisitions and external factors such as exchange rates and economic conditions. To maintain or adjust its capital
structure, the Group may undertake measures such as adjusting the dividend payment to shareholders, returning capital to shareholders, issuing
new shares or varying the size and maturity profile of its borrowing facilities. The Group monitors capital using the following indicators:

Net debt to EBITDA ratio
Net debt (£m) 138.0 117.3
Operating profit (£m) 9.1 44.8
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment charges (£m) 62.4 62.4
Exceptional items (excluding impairment charges) (£m) 8.3 (5.7)
EBITDA (£m) 79.8 101.5
Net debt to EBITDA (times) 1.7 1.2

Net debt to EBITDA comprises net debt divided by operating profit before depreciation, amortisation, impairment charges and exceptional items.

EBITDA interest cover
EBITDA (£m) 79.8 101.5
Net interest payable (excluding notional interest) (£m) 13.9 13.9
EBITDA interest cover (times) 5.7 7.3

EBITDA interest cover comprises operating profit before depreciation, amortisation, impairment charges and exceptional items divided by net
interest payable (excluding notional interest).

The Group’s principal loan covenants are: net debt to EBITDA ratio (net debt being less than 3.5 times adjusted EBITDA); and EBITDA interest
cover (adjusted EBITDA being at least 3 times the net interest payable).

At 31 August 2015, the Group comfortably complied with its loan covenants. Net debt to reported EBITDA was 1.7 times (2014: 1.2 times) while
reported EBITDA interest cover was 5.7 times (2014: 7.3 times). When considering compliance with loan covenants, reported EBITDA is adjusted
for, inter alia, acquisitions and certain non-cash items. The effects of these adjustments to reported EBITDA are to improve the measures
achieved against covenants.

23.    Borrowings 

Current
Bank overdrafts 0.1 0.1
Bank loans 39.1 33.7
Obligations under finance leases 0.7 0.8

39.9 34.6
Non-current
Bank loans 1.2 1.7
Other loans 189.5 175.8
Obligations under finance leases 0.6 1.1

191.3 178.6
Total borrowings 231.2 213.2

                  2015              2014
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23.    Borrowings continued
Bank loans principally comprise £38.7m (2014: £31.7m) drawn down under committed revolving bank credit facilities expiring in July 2019. 

Other loans principally comprise US dollar private placements (Senior Guaranteed Loan Notes) as follows:

1 June 2017                          5.78%                    US$90.0m                                                                                                                             58.4              54.2  
1 September 2021               5.12%                    US$80.0m                                                                                                                             52.0              48.2
1 September 2021               5.27%                    US$55.0m                                                                                                                             35.7              33.1
1 September 2023               5.42%                    US$65.0m                                                                                                                             42.2              39.2
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         188.3            174.7

$27.2m (£17.7m) of the 2017 private placement has been swapped into sterling and this sterling balance then swapped into euros, resulting in an
underlying euro borrowing of €20.0m at a fixed rate of 5.05% which matures on 1 June 2017.

$44.7m (£29.0m) of the 2023 private placement has been swapped into sterling and this sterling balance then swapped into Australian dollars,
resulting in an underlying Australian dollar borrowing of AUD$45.0m at a fixed rate of 8.43% which matures on 1 September 2023.

Arrangement fees of £0.9m (2014: £1.2m) are being amortised over the lives of the respective loans.

Bank balances are stated net where a legal right of offset exists. Overdrafts amounting to £4.1m have been offset.

Future minimum lease payments under finance leases, together with the present value of lease obligations, are analysed as follows:

Minimum lease payments:
- less than one year 0.8 1.0
- after one year but not more than five years 0.7 1.2

1.5 2.2
Finance charges (0.2) (0.3)
Present value of finance lease obligations 1.3 1.9

The present value of finance lease obligations comprises £0.7m (2014: £0.8m) due in less than one year and £0.6m (2014: £1.1m) due after one
year but not more than five years.

The interest rate and currency profile of borrowings, after currency swaps, is as follows:

31 August 2015
US dollar 0.4 152.5 152.9
Euro 0.1 14.6 14.7
Australian dollar 8.0 20.7 28.7
Chinese renminbi 12.7 - 12.7
Norwegian krone 17.8 - 17.8
Other currencies 3.1 1.3 4.4

42.1 189.1 231.2
31 August 2014
US dollar 0.4 133.0 133.4
Euro 0.1 15.9 16.0
Australian dollar 3.6 25.3 28.9
Chinese renminbi 12.2 - 12.2
Norwegian krone 19.5 - 19.5
Other currencies 1.9 1.3 3.2

37.7 175.5 213.2

Fixed rate borrowings principally relate to the US dollar private placements and related currency swaps. The interest rates on floating rate
borrowings are principally linked to LIBOR or similar local currency rates .
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The carrying amount and fair value of borrowings is as follows:

Current borrowings 39.9 39.9 34.6 34.6
Non-current borrowings 191.3 205.8 178.6 192.0

231.2 245.7 213.2 226.6

The fair value of fixed rate borrowings represents the value of replacing the existing fixed rate liabilities at the balance sheet date with borrowings
with similar terms to the remaining life of the loans. The fair value of all other floating rate borrowings approximates to their carrying amounts
where rates are reset to market rates at intervals of less than one year.

At 31 August 2015, the Group had available £87.7m (2014: £93.3m) of undrawn committed borrowing facilities which expire between June 2017
and July 2019. 

Non-current borrowings of £0.3m (2014: £0.3m) are secured on specific freehold land and buildings.

24.    Derivative financial instruments

Non-current
Currency swaps:
- Cash flow hedges 5.5 3.7 - (1.6) 5.5 2.1
- Net investment hedges 6.2 - (1.1) (2.7) 5.1 (2.7)

11.7 3.7 (1.1) (4.3) 10.6 (0.6)
Current
Forward foreign currency contracts and options - held for trading 0.1 - - (0.1) 0.1 (0.1)
Currency swaps:
- Net investment hedges 0.7 0.8 (0.2) (0.7) 0.5 0.1

0.8 0.8 (0.2) (0.8) 0.6 -

Analysed as:

Derivative financial instruments at fair value through profit and loss 0.1 - - (0.1) 0.1 (0.1)
Derivative financial instruments used for hedging:
- Cash flow hedges 5.5 3.7 - (1.6) 5.5 2.1
- Net investment hedges 6.9 0.8 (1.3) (3.4) 5.6 (2.6)

12.5 4.5 (1.3) (5.1) 11.2 (0.6)

The fair value of derivative financial instruments is equal to the carrying amount. The fair value of forward foreign currency contracts represents
the gain or loss resulting from translation of the contracts using forward rates at the balance sheet date compared to actual contract rates. The fair
value of currency swaps and forward foreign currency options represents the market value of a comparable instrument at the balance sheet date.

Forward foreign currency contracts and options
The gain on forward foreign currency contracts and options of £0.2m (2014: loss of £0.5m) has been recognised within administrative expenses in
the Consolidated income statement.

Currency swaps
The currency swaps are principally in respect of US dollars that have been swapped into sterling and this sterling balance then swapped into
euros and Australian dollars as detailed in note 23. The gain of £11.6m (2014: loss of £3.2m) is recognised as a cash flow hedge gain of £3.4m
(2014: loss of £3.6m) and a net investment hedge gain of £8.2m (2014: £0.4m) in the hedging reserve in other comprehensive income.

25.    Financial instruments

Hedging
Group financial instruments denominated in euros, Australian dollars and US dollars are designated as hedges of the net investment in overseas
subsidiaries. The overall gain on translation to sterling at the year end of £9.0m (2014: £12.2m) is recognised as a net investment hedge gain in
the hedging reserve in other comprehensive income. This comprises a gain of £8.2m (2014: £0.4m) in respect of derivative financial instruments
(note 24) and a gain of £0.8m (2014: £11.8m) in respect of borrowings.

The overall cash flow hedge gain of £3.4m (2014: loss of £3.6m) recognised in the hedging reserve in other comprehensive income is in respect of
derivative financial instruments (note 24).

No ineffectiveness in respect of cash flow hedges or net investment hedges has been recognised in the Consolidated income statement. 
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25.    Financial instruments continued

Fair values for financial instruments
The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments: 

Level 1 - Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets and liabilities. 
Level 2 - Inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3 - Inputs that are not based on observable market data.

At 31 August 2015, all financial instruments (comprising cash and cash equivalents, borrowings, trade and other receivables, trade and other
payables, provisions and derivative financial instruments) are measured at fair value using level 2 observable inputs, except for redemption liability
on acquisitions within provisions, amounting to £9.8m, which is measured using level 3 unobservable inputs. 

The main assumptions used for redemption liability on acquisitions are the discount rate and projected future cash flows. 

A 1% increase in the discount rate would reduce the liability by £0.1m, whilst a 1% decrease in the discount rate would increase the liability by
£0.1m. A 5% increase or decrease in projected cash flows would have a negligible impact on the liability.

Movements in redemption liability on acquisitions are detailed in note 29.

Further disclosures in respect of the fair values for each financial instrument are found in the respective notes to the Group financial statements.

26. Trade and other payables

Current
Trade payables 60.8 77.3
Taxes and social security 3.9 4.3
Other payables 18.7 19.2
Accruals and deferred income 30.5 35.8

113.9 136.6
Non-current
Accruals and deferred income 0.7 0.2

Trade and other payables are non-interest bearing. There is no material difference between the carrying amount and fair value of trade and 
other payables.

27.    Post-retirement benefits
The Group operates a number of defined benefit post-retirement schemes for qualifying employees in operations around the world. The schemes
based in the UK and the Netherlands together account for 96% of both total scheme assets and total scheme liabilities. The assets of all the
schemes are held in separate trustee-administered funds. The cost of all the schemes are assessed in accordance with the advice of
independent qualified actuaries using the projected unit credit method.

In addition, the Group operates a number of defined contribution schemes for employees. Contributions to these schemes are in addition to those
outlined below and are charged to the income statement as paid. The total charge for the year was £9.7m (2014: £10.2m).

UK scheme
The Fenner Pension Scheme is a funded defined benefit pension scheme, which was closed to new entrants in 1997. Scheme members accrue
an annual pension, being a proportion of final salary for each year of pensionable service, increasing in line with inflation whilst in payment,
subject to certain caps and floors. The scheme is governed by a Corporate Trustee, the Fenner Pension Scheme Trustee Limited, which in turn is
governed by the Trustee directors who are required to act in accordance with the Trust Deed & Scheme Rules, within the framework of pension
and trust law. Trustee directors are a mixture of Company-nominated appointments, member-nominated appointments and an Independent
Trustee Director.

The scheme is subject to triennial valuations, the most recent of which was carried out at 31 March 2014. Following these valuations and the
agreement of the underlying assumptions, a Schedule of Contributions is agreed between the Trustee and the Company. The schedule details the
contributions payable for on-going accrual and deficit repayment and ensures that the Company and Trustee are in line with the Statutory
Funding Objective, to remove the deficit within an appropriate time frame. Between the valuation dates, regular reviews of the deficit are carried
out by the Trustee and if the deficit level is outside of an agreed range it will trigger a review of the contributions and may cause revisions to the
cash contributions made by the Company.

The actuarial valuation was updated as at 31 August 2015 by an independent qualified actuary.
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By funding the defined benefit scheme, the Group is exposed to the risk that the funding of its obligations is higher than anticipated. This could
arise due to a number or reasons, including:

Investment risk: a significant proportion of the scheme assets are held in more volatile equities and growth funds, which are expected to provide
real returns over the long term. In the short term, there is a risk that their value may decrease, leading to an increase in the deficit.

Interest rate risk: the scheme liabilities are discounted using the current rate of return on high quality corporate bonds. There is a risk that
scheme liabilities do not move in the same direction or with the same magnitude as the scheme assets, a significant proportion of which are held
in more volatile asset classes. This could lead to an increase in the deficit.

Inflation risk: as many of the scheme benefits are linked to the inflation rate, there is a risk that increases in this rate could result in an increase
in obligations. Whilst the scheme assets provide a hedge against this in the long term, in the short term this could lead to an increase in the
deficit.

Mortality risk: increases in the forecast life expectancy of members, for example due to the continued improvements in healthcare, could result
in an increase in the deficit.

Legislative risk: there is a risk that unforeseen changes to the legislative environment could result in an increase in the deficit.

In June 2015, as a result of a restructuring programme of the ECS UK operation, 28 members of the scheme were made redundant. This has
been treated as a curtailment and has resulted in a past service gain in the Consolidated income statement. This represents a fall in the present
value of the defined benefit obligation as a result of a break in the link to future salaries. The past service gain which has arisen is equal to the
difference between the IAS 19 liabilities before and after the redundancy took place. The impact has been calculated as at 31 August 2015;
measuring the gain at the date of redundancy would not have a material impact on the disclosures.

The weighted average duration of the Fenner Pension Scheme liabilities is 14.6 years (2014: 14.5 years). This can be subdivided into active 
members 19.3 years (2014: 19.7 years), deferred pensioners 19.6 years (2014: 19.4 years) and pensions in payment 11.1 years (2014: 10.9 years).

Overseas schemes
The principal overseas scheme is the Fenner Dunlop BV scheme, which is based in the Netherlands. This is a career average pay scheme with
indexation in line with the industry-wide pension fund. The accrued nominal benefits in this scheme are fully insured with registered insurance 
companies, which mitigates the downside risk to the Group.

The scheme is subject to annual actuarial valuations, carried out this year on 30 June 2015. The actuarial valuation was updated as at 31 August
2015 by an independent qualified actuary.

The weighted average duration of the Fenner Dunlop BV scheme liabilities is 21.2 years (2014: 20.1    years). This can be subdivided into active
members 24.9 years (2014: 23.6 years), deferred pensioners 24.8 years (2014: 25.5 years) and pensions in payment 9.6 years (2014: 9.6 years).

Actuarial assumptions 
The principal assumptions used to determine the assets and liabilities of the schemes are as follows:

Discount rate 3.7% 2.3% - 5.0% 3.8% 2.8% - 5.0%
Inflation rate - RPI 3.0% n/a 3.1% n/a
Inflation rate - CPI 2.3% 2.0% 2.4% 2.0%
Rate of increase in salaries 4.0% 2.0% - 4.5% 4.1% 2.0% - 4.5%
Rate of increase in benefits in payment subject to Limited Price Indexation increases:
- capped at 5.0% (based on RPI) 2.9% n/a 3.0% n/a
- capped at 2.5% (based on RPI) 2.0% n/a 2.0% n/a
- capped at 3.0% (based on CPI) 1.9% n/a 2.0% n/a

The principal assumptions of the schemes are determined using appropriate expert advice and available market data. The assumptions of the
overseas schemes are given as a range of values in respect of the individual schemes. The range of values is a consequence of the different
territories in which the Group operates defined benefit schemes.

The assumptions relating to longevity underlying the pension liabilities at the balance sheet date are based on standard actuarial mortality 
tables, with adjustments to reflect the schemes' actual mortality experience. 

In respect of the Fenner Pension Scheme, the Group has used SAPS S2PA mortality tables based on year of birth (as published by the Institute of
Actuaries) for both pensioner and non-pensioner members, adjusted to reflect the results of an investigation into the actual mortality experience
of scheme members. In addition, to allow for future improvements in longevity, the CMI 2013 projections (as published by the Institute of
Actuaries) have been used with a minimum long-term rate of future annual mortality improvement of 1.25%.

In respect of the Fenner Dunlop BV Scheme, the Group has used the AG-2014 prognostic mortality table. A correction table is applied to reflect
mortality rates of a working population. For each combination of age and gender, a different mortality correction is applied.
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27.    Post-retirement benefits continued
The expected future lifetime of average members currently at age 65 and average members at age 65 in 20 years time (i.e. members currently
aged 45 years) is as follows:

Current pensioner at age 65:
- men 22.6 years 18.7 - 22.7 years 22.6 years 18.6 - 22.7 years
- women 24.6 years 21.2 - 24.6 years 24.6 years 21.2 - 24.6 years
Future pensioner at age 65 (current age 45):
- men 24.4 years 18.7 - 24.0 years 24.4 years 18.6 - 24.0 years
- women 26.5 years 21.2 - 25.8 years 26.5 years 21.2 - 25.8 years

Analysis of assets of the schemes
The fair value of assets of the schemes are as follows:

Quoted
Equities 52.7 4.6 57.3 56.1 5.6 61.7
Global return funds 12.4 - 12.4 12.3 - 12.3
Dynamic asset allocation fund 14.5 - 14.5 - - -
Government bonds - 5.7 5.7 44.1 4.4 48.5
Corporate bonds - 0.8 0.8 - 0.8 0.8
Loan funds 15.1 - 15.1 14.0 - 14.0

94.7 11.1 105.8 126.5 10.8 137.3
Not Quoted
Liability driven investment solution 39.7 - 39.7 - - -
Insurance policies - 23.5 23.5 - 22.9 22.9
Property - 0.6 0.6 - 0.7 0.7
Cash and cash equivalents 13.0 0.5 13.5 18.2 0.6 18.8

52.7 24.6 77.3 18.2 24.2 42.4
Total assets of the schemes 147.4 35.7 183.1 144.7 35.0 179.7

Amounts recognised in the financial statements
Amounts charged/(credited) to the Consolidated income statement are as follows:

Current service cost 0.9 0.8 1.7 0.8 0.8 1.6
Administration expenses 0.5 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.5
Past service - Plan amendment - (0.2) (0.2) - (1.0) (1.0)
Past service - Curtailment of schemes (0.6) - (0.6) - (0.2) (0.2)
Net interest cost 0.8 0.2 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.9

1.6 0.9 2.5 1.8 - 1.8

Current service cost, administration expenses and past service are classified within operating profit and net interest cost is classified as notional
interest within finance costs in the Consolidated income statement. 

The curtailment of schemes credit in the year relates to the redundancies of active members of the UK scheme; this is included within
exceptional items in the Consolidated income statement as it forms part of the wider restructuring programme at the ECS UK operation, the cost
of which has been charged to exceptional items. In 2014, curtailment of schemes related to the closure of two overseas schemes; these were
classified within operating profit before amortisation of intangible assets acquired and exceptional items. 
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The plan amendment in the year relates principally to an increase in the retirement age in the Fenner Dunlop BV scheme. In 2014, the
amendment related to a reduction in the accrual rate.

Amounts recognised in the Consolidated statement of changes in equity are as follows:

Actual return on plan assets 7.9 3.8 11.7 14.8 5.6 20.4
Less interest on plan assets (5.4) (1.0) (6.4) (5.9) (1.2) (7.1)

2.5 2.8 5.3 8.9 4.4 13.3
Other actuarial remeasurements due to:
- changes in financial assumptions (1.3) (3.9) (5.2) (13.1) (3.7) (16.8)
- changes in demographic assumptions - 0.2 0.2 (5.6) (0.3) (5.9)
- experience on obligations - 0.4 0.4 (0.1) 0.7 0.6

(1.3) (3.3) (4.6) (18.8) (3.3) (22.1)
Total remeasurements 1.2 (0.5) 0.7 (9.9) 1.1 (8.8)

Remeasurements are recognised in other comprehensive income in the period in which they are incurred. 

Movements in the net retirement benefit obligation in the Consolidated balance sheet are as follows:

Net liabilities at start of year (21.9) (8.1) (30.0) (14.2) (11.2) (25.4)
Charged to income statement (1.6) (0.9) (2.5) (1.8) - (1.8)
Remeasurements 1.2 (0.5) 0.7 (9.9) 1.1 (8.8)
Employer contributions 3.7 1.2 4.9 4.0 1.3 5.3
Exchange movements - 0.5 0.5 - 0.7 0.7
Net liabilities at end of year (18.6) (7.8) (26.4) (21.9) (8.1) (30.0)

The Group expects its cash contributions to its defined benefit schemes in the year ending 31 August 2016 to be £4.6m (2015: £4.9m).

The present value of obligations includes £0.6m (2014: £0.5m) in respect of schemes that are wholly unfunded. 

Movements in the present value of obligations are as follows:

At 1 September 2013 147.3 42.6 189.9
Current service cost 0.8 0.8 1.6
Past service - Plan amendment - (1.0) (1.0)
Past service - Curtailment of schemes - (0.2) (0.2)
Interest cost 6.5 1.5 8.0
Remeasurements 18.8 3.3 22.1
Employee contributions 0.3 0.4 0.7
Benefits paid (7.1) (1.2) (8.3)
Exchange movements - (3.1) (3.1)
At 1 September 2014 166.6 43.1 209.7
Current service cost 0.9 0.8 1.7
Past service - Plan amendment - (0.2) (0.2)
Past service - Curtailment of schemes (0.6) - (0.6)
Interest cost 6.2 1.2 7.4
Remeasurements 1.3 3.3 4.6
Employee contributions 0.3 0.4 0.7
Benefits paid (8.7) (1.5) (10.2)
Exchange movements - (3.6) (3.6)
At 31 August 2015 166.0 43.5 209.5

1 2013 restated following the adoption of IAS 19 (Revised) ‘Employee Benefits’.
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27.    Post-retirement benefits continued
Movements in the fair value of assets of the schemes are as follows:

At 1 September 2013 133.1 31.4 164.5
Administration expenses (0.4) (0.1) (0.5)
Interest income 5.9 1.2 7.1
Remeasurements 8.9 4.4 13.3
Employer contributions 4.0 1.3 5.3
Employee contributions 0.3 0.4 0.7
Benefits paid (7.1) (1.2) (8.3)
Exchange movements - (2.4) (2.4)
At 1 September 2014 144.7 35.0 179.7
Administration expenses (0.5) (0.1) (0.6)
Interest income 5.4 1.0 6.4
Remeasurements 2.5 2.8 5.3
Employer contributions 3.7 1.2 4.9
Employee contributions 0.3 0.4 0.7
Benefits paid (8.7) (1.5) (10.2)
Exchange movements - (3.1) (3.1)
At 31 August 2015 147.4 35.7 183.1

1 2013 restated following the adoption of IAS 19 (Revised) ‘Employee Benefits’.

Sensitivity analysis
Changes to the principal assumptions can have an effect on the reported retirement benefit obligation for 2015. The effects of these changes are 
as follows:

Discount rate 1.0% (29.4) 36.3
Inflation 1.0% 10.0 (9.7)
Life expectancy 1 year 7.4 (8.0)

The sensitivity analyses, with the exception of inflation, are based on a change in assumption while holding all other assumptions constant. In
practice movements in assumptions may be correlated. For the inflation sensitivity, the assumptions for salary increases, increases to pensions
in payment and the revaluation of deferred pension before retirement are appropriately adjusted in line with the inflation movement. 

  28. Share-based payments

Performance Share Plan
Conditional awards of shares are made to certain employees within the Group. The conditional award is made to each employee at the start of 
a three year performance period and is based on a percentage of the basic annual salary of each employee. The awards are subject to the
satisfaction of performance criteria.

The proportion of the conditional share awards that vest is based on a combination of the Total Shareholder Return (“TSR”) measure and an
earnings per share (“EPS”) measure. The TSR measure accounts for 67% of the final allocation on vesting and the EPS measure for 33%. The
EPS performance target is set against underlying EPS growth in the Company measured over the three years from the end of the financial 
year preceding the year in which the award was made.

Total1
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Details of movements in conditional awards under the Performance Share Plan are as follows:

At 1 September 2013 1,225,903
Conditional awards during the year 374,727
Dividend roll up awards applied 35,558
Lapsed during the year (275,720)
Final awards during the year (137,840)
At 1 September 2014 1,222,628
Conditional awards during the year 631,418
Dividend roll up awards applied 97,694
Forfeited during the year (30,778)
Lapsed during the year (416,652)
At 31 August 2015 1,504,310

Dividend roll ups have been applied since 2008 in line with the Performance Share Plan Rules. They accrue over the Plan Cycle and are added to
the original conditional award before the final award and allotment of shares is made.

The following conditional awards, including dividend roll up awards, were outstanding at 31 August 2015:

Date of conditional awards

14 November 2012 439,451 0.2 years
20 November 2013 390,194 1.2 years
18 November 2014 674,665 2.2 years

1,504,310

The fair value of awards made under the Performance Share Plan is measured using the Monte Carlo simulation approach. The following
assumptions were used for each set of conditional awards:

Share price at date of conditional awards 364p 439p 267p
Fair value of shares awarded - TSR 183p 288p 90p
Fair value of shares awarded - EPS 364p 439p 267p
Expected volatility 38% 37% 33%
Expected life 3 years 3 years 3 years
Risk free rate 0.4% 0.7% 0.9%

Expected volatility is determined by calculating the historical volatility of the Company’s share price for a three year period from the conditional 
award date.

An amount of £0.6m (2014: £0.6m) has been recognised as a charge within administrative expenses in the Consolidated income statement and a
credit to retained earnings within equity.

Further details of the Performance Share Plan can be found in the Board Remuneration Report on pages 49 to 58.
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29.    Provisions
Movements in provisions are as follows:

At 1 September 2014 3.4 2.3 10.9 13.1 29.7
Provisions created during the year 2.0 - - - 2.0
Provisions utilised during the year (2.7) (0.7) (5.4) (0.2) (9.0)
Provisions released during the year - (0.1) - - (0.1)
Notional interest on the unwinding of discount - - 0.3 0.8 1.1
Notional finance credit on redemption liability - - - (1.6) (1.6)
Exchange movements - - (0.2) (2.3) (2.5)
At 31 August 2015 2.7 1.5 5.6 9.8 19.6

Analysed as:

Current 8.9 9.2
Non-current 10.7 20.5

19.6 29.7

Provisions represent the best estimate of obligations at the balance sheet date. Where these amounts are material, they have been discounted at
a suitable pre-tax rate based on borrowings that match the maturity of the amounts being discounted, to reflect the risks associated with future
cash flows. Contingent and deferred consideration on acquisitions has been discounted at rates between 2.0% and 2.8%. Redemption liability on
acquisitions has been discounted at 7.2%.

The restructuring costs provision principally relates to costs associated with the restructuring or closure of operations. The property and
environmental provision principally relates to onerous leases. The provision for contingent and deferred consideration on acquisitions relates to
the estimated value of earn-out payments and other obligations based on the future performance of acquired businesses or other non-
performance related deferred payments. As at 31 August 2015, all deferred consideration on acquisitions is in respect of non-performance
related deferred payments. The redemption liability on acquisitions relates to the obligation in respect of put and call options in relation to the
purchase of non-controlling interests in acquisitions. 

Provisions are expected to be utilised within one year in respect of restructuring costs, two years in respect of property and environmental, one
year in respect of contingent and deferred consideration of acquisitions and two years in respect of redemption liability on acquisitions. 

30. Share capital
Movements in share capital allotted, called up and fully paid are as follows:

At 1 September 2013 193,844,494 48.5
Issued in the year 158,247 -
At 1 September 2014 and at 31 August 2015 194,002,741 48.5

In the year ended 31 August 2014, 137,841 ordinary shares of 25p were issued under the Group’s Performance Share Plan and 20,406 ordinary
shares of 25p were issued under the Group’s Executive Share Option Scheme, together amounting to less than £0.1m.

The Company has one class of ordinary shares of 25p which carry no right to fixed income.
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31.    Reserves
Included within retained earnings is a reserve for the Company’s own shares held by the Employee Share Ownership Plan Trust (“ESOP”) of
£0.1m (2014: £0.1m). The shares held by the ESOP may subsequently be awarded to employees under the Group’s share incentives schemes. 
At 31 August 2015, the ESOP held 114,177 (2014: 114,177) of the Company’s shares. The market value of these shares was £0.2m (2014: £0.4m).

The exchange reserve comprises foreign exchange differences arising from the translation of the financial statements of foreign operations.

The hedging reserve comprises gains and losses on changes in the valuation of assets and liabilities designated as hedges. 

The merger reserve relates to merger relief given on the excess of the value of shares issued over the nominal value in accordance with section
612 of the Companies Act 2006.

Distributable reserves relate to amounts in the retained earnings reserve to the extent that profits are realised.

32. Contingent liabilities 
In the normal course of business the Group has given guarantees and counter indemnities in respect of commercial transactions.

The Group is involved as defendant in a small number of potential and actual litigation cases in connection with its business. The directors
believe that the likelihood of a material liability arising from these cases is remote.

33. Operating lease commitments
Outstanding commitments for future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases fall due as follows:

Within one year 8.4 9.5
In the second to fifth years inclusive 20.1 20.4
After more than five years 20.5 22.6

49.0 52.5

Operating lease commitments principally comprise land and buildings in various operations across the Group, totalling £42.6m (2014: £45.7m).

Operating lease charges recognised in the Consolidated income statement are shown in note 5.

34. Related party transactions

Key management personnel
Key management comprises the Group’s executive and non-executive directors and members of the Executive Committee. Remuneration of key
management is as follows:

Short-term employee benefits 3.3 3.4
Post-employment benefits 0.5 0.5
Share-based payments - 0.5

3.8 4.4

There were no other related party transactions to disclose.

                  2015              2014
                     £m                £m

                  2015              2014
                     £m                £m
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35.    Acquisitions
On 30 January 2015, the Group completed the acquisition of the entire share capital of Charter Medical, Limited, based in North Carolina, USA. 

Charter Medical manufactures speciality single-use assemblies and Class I and Class II medical devices for the collection, processing, storage
and filtration of biological and bioprocessing fluids. Charter Medical also produces bio-containers and fluid management sets that serve a range
of life science applications including biopharmaceutical manufacturing, cell therapy and cryogenic storage. Charter Medical has been integrated
into the Solesis Medical Technologies business in the AEP division. The cash consideration was £20.0m.

Details of the provisional aggregate assets and liabilities acquired, based on exchange rates at the date of completion, are given below.

Property, plant and equipment 1.3 - 1.3
Goodwill 5.4 - 5.4
Intangible assets acquired:
- customer relationships 8.5 - 8.5
- brands and trademarks 3.3 - 3.3
Inventories 1.6 - 1.6
Trade and other receivables 1.6 - 1.6
Trade and other payables (1.9) - (1.9)
Deferred taxation 0.2 - 0.2

20.0 - 20.0

Consideration
Cash consideration per cash flow statement 20.0 5.6 25.6
Contingent and deferred consideration - (5.6) (5.6)

20.0 - 20.0

Provisional fair values of assets and liabilities represent the best estimate of the fair values at the date of acquisition. As permitted by IFRS 3
(Revised) ‘Business Combinations’, these provisional amounts can be amended for a period of up to 12 months following acquisition if
subsequent information becomes available which changes the estimates of fair values at the date of acquisition.

Goodwill arising on acquisition principally represents the workforce and anticipated synergies gained through the acquisition. Goodwill in respect
of the acquisition of Charter Medical is deductible for tax purposes. 

From the date of acquisition, Charter Medical contributed £7.4m to Group revenue, £1.1m to Group operating profit before amortisation of
intangible assets acquired and exceptional items and £0.5m to Group operating profit. If the acquisition had occurred on 1 September 2014, it is
estimated that Group revenue would have been £672.0m, Group operating profit before amortisation of intangible assets acquired and exceptional
items would have been £56.9m and Group operating profit would have been £9.1m. These amounts have been calculated by adjusting the results
of the acquired business to reflect the effect of the Group’s accounting policies as if they had been in effect from 1 September 2014.
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REPORT ON THE COMPANY FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Our opinion
In our opinion, Fenner PLC’s Company
financial statements (the “financial
statements”):

• give a true and fair view of the state of the
Company’s affairs as at 31 August 2015;

• have been properly prepared in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice; and

• have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Companies Act 2006.

What we have audited
The financial statements, included within the
Annual Report, comprise:

• the Company balance sheet as at 31 August
2015; and

• the Notes to the financial statements,
which include a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory
information.

Certain required disclosures have been
presented elsewhere in the Annual Report,
rather than in the notes to the financial
statements. These are cross-referenced from
the financial statements and are identified as
audited.

The financial reporting framework that has
been applied in the preparation of the
financial statements is applicable law and
United Kingdom Accounting Standards
(United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).

OTHER REQUIRED REPORTING
Consistency of other information
Companies Act 2006 opinion
In our opinion, the information given in the
Strategic Report and the Directors’ Report for
the financial year for which the financial
statements are prepared is consistent with
the financial statements.

ISAs (UK & Ireland) reporting
Under International Standards on Auditing
(UK and Ireland) (“ISAs (UK & Ireland)”) we
are required to report to you if, in our opinion,
information in the Annual Report is:

• materially inconsistent with the information
in the audited financial statements; or

• apparently materially incorrect based on, or
materially inconsistent with, our knowledge
of the Company acquired in the course of
performing our audit; or

• otherwise misleading.

We have no exceptions to report arising from
this responsibility.

Adequacy of accounting records and
information and explanations received
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are
required to report to you if, in our opinion:

• we have not received all the information
and explanations we require for our audit;
or

• adequate accounting records have not been
kept by the Company, or returns adequate
for our audit have not been received from
branches not visited by us; or

• the financial statements and the part of the
Board Remuneration Report to be audited
are not in agreement with the accounting
records and returns.

We have no exceptions to report arising from
this responsibility.

Directors’ remuneration
Board Remuneration Report - Companies Act
2006 opinion
In our opinion, the part of the Board
Remuneration Report to be audited has been
properly prepared in accordance with the
Companies Act 2006.

Other Companies Act 2006 reporting
Under the Companies Act 2006 we are
required to report to you if, in our opinion,
certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration
specified by law are not made. We have no
exceptions to report arising from this
responsibility. 

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS AND THE AUDIT
Our responsibilities and those of the
directors
As explained more fully in the Statement of
Directors’ Responsibilities set out on page 48,
the directors are responsible for the
preparation of the financial statements and
for being satisfied that they give a true and
fair view.

Our responsibility is to audit and express an
opinion on the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and ISAs (UK
& Ireland). Those standards require us to
comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s
Ethical Standards for Auditors.

This report, including the opinions, has been
prepared for and only for the Company’s
members as a body in accordance with
Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act
2006 and for no other purpose. We do not, in
giving these opinions, accept or assume
responsibility for any other purpose or to any
other person to whom this report is shown or
into whose hands it may come save where
expressly agreed by our prior consent in
writing.

What an audit of financial statements
involves
We conducted our audit in accordance with
ISAs (UK & Ireland). An audit involves
obtaining evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements
sufficient to give reasonable assurance that
the financial statements are free from
material misstatement, whether caused
by fraud or error. This includes an
assessment of: 

• whether the accounting policies are
appropriate to the Company’s
circumstances and have been consistently
applied and adequately disclosed; 

• the reasonableness of significant
accounting estimates made by the
directors; and 

• the overall presentation of the financial
statements. 

We primarily focus our work in these areas by
assessing the directors’ judgements against
available evidence, forming our own
judgements, and evaluating the disclosures in
the financial statements.

We test and examine information, using
sampling and other auditing techniques, to
the extent we consider necessary to provide a
reasonable basis for us to draw conclusions.
We obtain audit evidence through testing the
effectiveness of controls, substantive
procedures or a combination of both. 

In addition, we read all the financial and non-
financial information in the Annual Report to
identify material inconsistencies with the
audited financial statements and to identify
any information that is apparently materially
incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent
with, the knowledge acquired by us in the
course of performing the audit. If we become
aware of any apparent material
misstatements or inconsistencies we consider
the implications for our report.

OTHER MATTER
We have reported separately on the Group
financial statements of Fenner PLC for the
year ended 31 August 2015.

Richard Bunter (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP
Chartered Accountants and Statutory Auditors
Hull
11 November 2015

Notes:

The maintenance and integrity of the Fenner
PLC website is the responsibility of the
directors; the work carried out by the auditors
does not involve consideration of these
matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept
no responsibility for any changes that may
have occurred to the financial statements
since they were initially presented on the
website.

Legislation in the United Kingdom governing
the preparation and dissemination of financial
statements may differ from legislation in
other jurisdictions.

Independent Auditors’ Report to the members of Fenner PLC
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Fixed assets
Tangible assets 4 3.8 3.9
Investments 5 77.7 77.7

81.5 81.6
Current assets
Debtors 6 156.5 161.5
Cash at bank and in hand 16.0 8.4

172.5 169.9
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year 7 (12.6) (12.7)
Net current assets 159.9 157.2
Total assets less current liabilities 241.4 238.8
Provisions for liabilities 8 (0.2) -
Net assets 241.2 238.8

Capital and reserves
Called up share capital 9 48.5 48.5
Share premium account 10 51.7 51.7
Revaluation reserve 10 1.1 1.2
Merger reserve 10 76.3 76.3
Profit and loss account 10 63.6 61.1
Total shareholders' funds 11 241.2 238.8

The financial statements on pages 98 to 103 were approved by the Board of Directors on 11 November 2015 and signed on its behalf by:

M S Abrahams W J Pratt
Chairman Group Finance Director

Registered Number: 329377

                  2015              2014
Notes                      £m                £m

Company balance sheet
at 31 August 2015
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1.      Significant accounting policies

Basis of preparation
The Company financial statements have been
prepared on the going concern basis and in
accordance with the Companies Act 2006 and
applicable accounting standards in the United
Kingdom and under the historical cost
convention. 

In accordance with the exemptions allowed by
Section 408 of the Companies Act 2006, the
Company has not presented its own profit and
loss account.

The Company has taken advantage of the
exemptions in FRS 8 ‘Related Party
Transactions’ not to disclose related party
transactions with other members of Fenner
PLC Group.

The company intends to adopt FRS 101
‘Reduced Disclosure Framework’, which is
effective for the year ending 31 August 2016.
The comparative information for the year
ended 31 August 2015 will be restated to
reflect this change. Notice will be provided to
shareholders at the 2016 AGM. No disclosures
in the current UK GAAP financial statements
would be omitted on adoption of FRS 101.

The principal accounting policies adopted for
the year ended 31 August 2015, which have
been consistently applied, are set out below.

Foreign currencies
Transactions in foreign currencies are
recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing
on the dates of the transactions. At each
balance sheet date, monetary assets and
liabilities are retranslated at the rates
prevailing on the balance sheet date. Non-
monetary items measured at historical cost
are not retranslated. Exchange differences
arising on the settlement and retranslation of
monetary items are recognised in the profit
and loss account in the period.

Share-based payments
The Company operates equity-settled share
schemes for certain employees across the
Fenner PLC Group. The cost of share-based
payments is measured at fair value at the date
of grant, excluding the effect of non market-
based vesting conditions. The cost is recognised
in the profit and loss account on a straight-line
basis over the vesting period with the
corresponding amount credited to reserves,
based on an estimate of the number of shares
that will eventually vest. The estimate of the
level of vesting is reviewed annually and the
charge is adjusted accordingly in respect of
non market-based vesting conditions. The fair
values are measured using the Monte Carlo
simulation approach.

Where the Company awards its own shares to
employees of its subsidiaries, it recognises an
increase in the cost of investment in its
subsidiaries equivalent to the equity-settled
share-based payment charge recognised in its
subsidiaries’ financial statements, with the
corresponding credit being recognised directly
in reserves.

Taxation
Taxation expense represents the sum of the
current tax payable and deferred tax.

Current tax is the tax expected to be payable
on taxable profit for the period using tax rates
that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the balance sheet date, together
with any adjustments in respect of previous
years. Taxable profit differs from profit as
reported in the profit and loss account
because it excludes items of income or
expense that are not taxable or deductible or
are taxable or deductible in other years.

Deferred tax is recognised in respect of all
timing differences that have originated but not
reversed at the balance sheet date. It is
determined using the average tax rates that
are expected to apply in the periods in which
the timing differences are expected to reverse.
Timing differences are differences between
taxable profits and results as stated in the
financial statements that arise from the
inclusion of gains and losses in tax
assessments in periods different from those
in which they are recognised in the financial
statements. Deferred tax assets are
recognised only when it can be regarded as
more likely than not that there will be suitable
taxable profits from which the future reversal
of the underlying timing differences can be
deducted. Deferred tax is not recognised
when fixed assets are revalued unless by the
balance sheet date there is a binding
agreement to sell the revalued asset.
Deferred tax is measured on a non-
discounted basis.

Dividends
Dividends proposed by the Board are
recognised in the financial statements when
they have been approved by shareholders at
the AGM. Interim dividends are recognised
when they are paid. 

Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost or
valuation less accumulated depreciation and
any accumulated impairment losses. Cost
includes the original purchase price of the
asset and the costs attributable to bringing
the asset to its working condition for its
intended use. In prior years, certain freehold
properties have been revalued by independent
qualified professional valuers on the basis of
open market value for their existing use. As
permitted by the transitional phase of FRS 15
‘Tangible Fixed Assets’, these valuations have
been frozen.

Freehold land is not depreciated. Depreciation
on other assets is recognised in the profit and
loss account on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful life of the asset. Estimated
useful lives most widely applied are as
follows:

Freehold land and buildings 40 years
Leasehold land and buildings 15 years
Fixtures and fittings 5 years

Investments
Investments are stated at cost or valuation
less accumulated impairment losses.

Notes to the Company financial statements
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2.      Auditors’ remuneration
There was no auditors' remuneration charged in the year (2014: £nil). Amounts borne by other Group undertakings are £0.1m (2014: £0.1m).

3.      Dividends

Dividends paid or approved in the year
Interim dividend for the year ended 31 August 2014 of 4.0p (2013: 3.75p) per share 7.8 7.3
Final dividend for the year ended 31 August 2014 of 8.0p (2013: 7.5p) per share 15.5 14.5

23.3 21.8
Dividends neither paid nor approved in the year
Interim dividend for the year ended 31 August 2015 of 4.0p (2014: 4.0p) per share 7.8 7.8
Final dividend for the year ended 31 August 2015 of 8.0p (2014: 8.0p) per share 15.5 15.5

23.3 23.3

The interim dividend for the year ended 31 August 2015 was paid on 7 September 2015. The proposed final dividend for the year ended 
31 August 2015 is subject to approval by shareholders at the AGM. Consequently, neither has been recognised as liabilities at 31 August 2015.
If approved, the final dividend will be paid on 9 March 2016 to shareholders on the register on 29 January 2016.

4.      Tangible assets

Cost or valuation
At 1 September 2014 and at 31 August 2015 5.1 0.2 0.1 5.4

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 September 2014 1.5 - - 1.5
Charge for the year 0.1 - - 0.1
At 31 August 2015 1.6 - - 1.6

Net book value
At 31 August 2015 3.5 0.2 0.1 3.8
At 31 August 2014 3.6 0.2 0.1 3.9

Cost or valuation
Cost 1.4 0.2 0.1 1.7
Valuation:
- 1998 1.2 - - 1.2
- 1999 2.5 - - 2.5

5.1 0.2 0.1 5.4

The historical cost of tangible fixed assets is £4.4m (2014: £4.4m) with accumulated depreciation of £1.7m (2014: £1.7m).

Freehold land and buildings includes land at a cost or valuation of £1.6m (2014: £1.6m) which is not subject to depreciation.

                  2015              2014
                     £m                £m
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5. Investments 

Cost
At 1 September 2014 168.1
Capital contribution relating to share-based payments 0.3
Reduction due to scheme lapsing (0.3)
At 31 August 2015 168.1

Accumulated impairment
At 1 September 2014 and at 31 August 2015 90.4

Net book value
At 31 August 2015 and at 31 August 2014 77.7

The carrying values of investments are reviewed annually. Forecast cash flows are extrapolated using long-term growth rates and discounted
using the Group’s pre-tax weighted average cost of capital of 11.1%.

The capital contribution relating to share-based payments relates to conditional awards granted by the Company to employees of its subsidiary
undertakings.

The directors believe that the carrying value of investments is supported by their underlying net assets.

Details of subsidiary undertakings can be found in Companies of the Group on pages 104 to 105.

6. Debtors

Amounts owed by Group undertakings 156.5 161.4
Deferred tax assets - 0.1

156.5 161.5

Amounts owed by Group undertakings are unsecured and repayable on demand and relate to an interest bearing loan to a subsidiary undertaking
at a floating rate based on the Group’s bank borrowing rate.

7. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

Amounts owed to Group undertakings 12.0 12.0
Taxation and social security 0.3 0.4
Accruals and deferred income 0.3 0.3

12.6 12.7

Amounts owed to Group undertakings principally relates to amounts due to dormant subsidiary undertakings.

8. Provisions for liabilities

At 1 September 2014 -
Charged to profit and loss account 0.2
At 31 August 2015 0.2

Deferred taxation liabilities are all in respect of accelerated tax depreciation.

9. Share capital
Movements in share capital allotted, called up and fully paid are as follows: 

At 1 September 2014 and at 31 August 2015 194,002,741 48.5

The Company has one class of ordinary shares of 25p which carry no right to fixed income.

£mNumber
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10. Reserves 

At 1 September 2014 51.7 1.2 76.3 61.1
Profit for the year - - - 25.4
Dividends paid - - - (23.3)
Share-based payments - - - 0.3
Transfers - (0.1) - 0.1
At 31 August 2015 51.7 1.1 76.3 63.6

Included within the profit and loss account is a reserve for the Company’s own shares held by the Employee Share Ownership Plan Trust (“ESOP”)
of £0.1m (2014: £0.1m). The shares held by the ESOP may subsequently be awarded to employees under the Group’s share incentives schemes.
At 31 August 2015, the ESOP held 114,177 (2014: 114,177) of the Company’s shares. The market value of these shares was £0.2m (2014: £0.4m).

The merger reserve relates to merger relief given on the excess of the value of shares issued over the nominal value in accordance with section
612 of the Companies Act 2006. 

11.    Reconciliation of movements in total shareholders’ funds

Profit for the year attributable to shareholders 25.4 23.2
Dividends paid (23.3) (21.8)
Share-based payments 0.3 0.4
Movement in total shareholders’ funds in the year 2.4 1.8
Total shareholders’ funds at start of year 238.8 237.0
Total shareholders’ funds at end of year 241.2 238.8

12.    Contingent liabilities
The Company has guaranteed the borrowings of certain subsidiary undertakings. At 31 August 2015, these borrowings amounted to £228.2m
(2014: £209.6m).

13.    Share-based payments

Performance Share Plan
Conditional awards of shares are made to certain employees within the Group. The conditional award is made to each employee at the start 
of a three year performance period and is based on a percentage of the basic annual salary of each employee. The awards are subject to the
satisfaction of performance criteria.

The proportion of the conditional share awards that vest is based on a combination of the Group’s Total Shareholder Return (“TSR”) measure and
an earnings per share (“EPS”) measure. The TSR measure accounts for 67% of the final allocation on vesting and the EPS measure for 33%. The
EPS performance target is set against underlying EPS growth in the Company measured over the three years from the end of the financial year
preceding the year in which the award was made.

Details of movements in conditional awards under the Performance Share Plan, in respect of employees of the Company, are as follows:

At 1 September 2014 551,500
Conditional awards during the year 340,760
Dividend roll up awards applied 47,87 4
Forfeited during the year (30,778)
Lapsed during the year (182,305)
At 31 August 2015 727,051
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Dividend roll ups have been applied since 2008 in line with the Performance Share Plan Rules. They accrue over the Plan Cycle and are added to
the original conditional award before the final award and allotment of shares is made.

The following conditional awards, including dividend roll up awards, were outstanding at 31 August 2015:

Date of conditional awards

14 November 2012 191,858 0.2 years
20 November 2013 171,094 1.2 years
18 November 2014 364,099 2.2 years

727,051

The fair value of awards made under the Performance Share Plan is measured using the Monte Carlo simulation approach. The following
assumptions were used for each set of conditional awards:

Share price at date of conditional awards 364p 439p 267p
Fair value of shares awarded - TSR 183p 288p 90p
Fair value of shares awarded - EPS 364p 439p 267p
Expected volatility 38% 37% 33%
Expected life 3 years 3 years 3 years
Risk free rate 0.4% 0.7% 0.9%

Expected volatility is determined by calculating the historical volatility of the Company’s share price for a three year period from the conditional 
award date.

Further details of the Performance Share Plan can be found in the Board Remuneration Report on pages 49 to 58.
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The undertakings whose results or financial position are consolidated within the Group financial statements at 31 August 2015 are as follows:

Company

BTL Limited England 100 Dormant
CDI Energy Products UK Limited England 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Conveyor Belting Investments Limited England 100 Investment
Fenner Advanced Sealing Investments Limited England 100 Dormant
Fenner Advanced Sealing Technologies Limited England *100 Dormant
Fenner Drives Limited England 100 Dormant
Fenner Dunlop Limited England 100 Dormant
Fenner Dynamics Limited England 100 Dormant
Fenner International Australia Limited England 100 Investment
Fenner International Limited England *100 Investment
Fenner Pension Scheme Trustee Limited England *100 Pension Scheme Trustee
Hall & Hall Limited England 100 Investment
Hallite (France) Limited England 100 Dormant
Hallite Limited England *100 Dormant
Hallite Polytek Limited England 100 Dormant
Hallite Seals International Limited England *100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Indico (Europe) Limited England 100 Dormant
J.H. Fenner & Co. Limited England *100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
J.H. Fenner & Co. (Advanced Engineered Products) Limited England 100 Investment
J.H. Fenner & Co. (India) Limited England 100 Investment
James Dawson & Son Limited England *100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
James Dawson (China) Limited England 100 Investment
J.H. Fenner & Co. (Fenaplast) Limited England 100 Dormant
J.H. Fenner & Co. (Special Belting) Limited England *100 Dormant
Norwegian Seals UK Limited England 100 Dormant
Turner Belting Limited England 100 Dormant
Vulcanisers International Limited England 100 Dormant
Apex MasterBlast Trust Australia 100 Dormant
Australian Conveyor Engineering Pty Limited Australia 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Australian Conveyor Technologies Australia 100 Dormant
Belle Banne Conveyor Services Pty Limited Australia 56 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Control X Engineering Australia 100 Dormant
Enerka Apex Properties Pty Limited Australia 100 Dormant
Fenner (Australia) Pty Limited Australia 100 Dormant
Fenner (Pacific) Pty Limited Australia 100 Investment
Fenner Australia Financing (Pty) Limited Australia 100 Investment
Fenner Dunlop Australia Pty Limited Australia 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Conveyor Services Pty Limited Australia 100 Investment
Fenner Dunlop Whyalla Limited Australia 100 Dormant
Fenner Investments Australia Limited Partnership Australia 100 Investment
Hallite Seals Australia Pty Limited Australia 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Leading Edge Conveyor Services Pty Limited Australia 69 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
rEscan International Limited Australia 100 Dormant
Statewide Belting Service Pty Limited Australia 100 Dormant
Transeals Pty Limited Australia 100 Dormant
Hallite Do Brasil – Tecnologia Em Vedacoes Limitada Brazil 100 Non-trading
Fenner Dunlop (Bracebridge), Inc. Canada 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Hallite Seals (Canada) Limited Canada 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Conveyor Services, SA Chile 66 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Chile SpA Chile 100 Dormant
Fenner International Chile Limitada Chile 100 Investment
Dawson Polymer Products (Shanghai) Company Limited China 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Conveyor Belting (Shanghai) Company Limited China 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Management (Shanghai) Company Limited China 100 Non-trading
Hallite Service (Suzhou) Company Limited China 100 Dormant
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Company

Hallite Shanghai Company Limited China 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Shanghai Fenner Conveyor Belting Company Limited China 85 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop SARL France 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dichtelemente Hallite GmbH Germany 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Conveyor Belting Ghana Limited Ghana 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Conveyor Belting Investments (Hong Kong) Limited Hong Kong 100 Dormant
Fenner Conveyor Belting Private Limited India 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Hallite Sealing Solutions India Private Limited India 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Italia S.r.l. Italy 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Hallite Italia S.r.l. Italy 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Maroc SARL Morocco 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
De Bruin & Berends B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Dunlop Assets B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Dunlop Conveyor Belting International B.V. Netherlands 100 Dormant
Dunlop Enerka Netherlands B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Dunlop Enerka Netherlands Holding B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Dunlop Manufacturing Holdings B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Dunlop Sales & Marketing B.V. Netherlands 100 Dormant
Dunlop Service B.V. Netherlands 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Service International B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Fenner Cooperatief W.A. Netherlands 100 Investment
Fenner Dunlop B.V. Netherlands 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Steelcord B.V. Netherlands 100 Dormant
Fenner US Financing B.V. Netherlands 100 Investment
Bimo Eiendom AS Norway 100 Investment
CDI Energy Products AS Norway 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Norway AS Norway 100 Investment
Mandals AS Norway 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Mandals Technology AS Norway 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Conveyor Belting Polska sp.zo.o Poland 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
CDI Multiseals Pte. Limited Singapore 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Singapore Pte. Limited Singapore 100 Investment
Fenner Dunlop SL Spain 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Conveyor Belting (South Africa) (Pty) Limited South Africa 71 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner (South Africa) (Pty) Limited South Africa 100 Investment
Dunlop Conveyor Belting Distribution FZE United Arab Emirates 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Dunlop Service Middle East LLC United Arab Emirates 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
American Industrial Plastics, LLC USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
CDI Energy Products, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Charter Medical, Limited USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
EGC Critical Components, LLC USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
FAST Holdings, Inc. USA 100 Investment
Fenner Advanced Sealing Technologies, LLC USA 100 Investment
Fenner Drives, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Americas, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop Conveyor Systems and Services, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop (Port Clinton), Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Dunlop (Toledo), LLC USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner Precision, Inc. USA 100 Non-trading
Fenner Precision, LLC USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Fenner U.S. Holdings, Inc. USA 100 Investment
Fenner U.S., Inc. USA 100 Investment
Hallite Seals Americas, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
SanaVita Medical, LLC USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Secant Medical, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing
Xeridiem Medical Devices, Inc. USA 100 Manufacturing, Distribution & Servicing

* Held directly by Fenner PLC.
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Revenue
AEP 266.2 265.5 270.8 237.2 207.6
ECS 400.5 463.9 549.8 593.4 510.7
Group 666.7 729.4 820.6 830.6 718.3

Operating profit before amortisation of intangible assets acquired and 
exceptional items
AEP 41.0 42.3 46.8 43.6 38.2
ECS 23.3 45.7 63.0 84.4 61.1
Corporate (7.9) (8.5) (8.3) (9.2) (7.9)
Group 56.4 79.5 101.5 118.8 91.4
Amortisation of intangible assets acquired (12.9) (15.0) (16.0) (11.2) (8.9)
Exceptional items (34.4) (19.7) - - -
Operating profit 9.1 44.8 85.5 107.6 82.5
Net finance costs (14.4) (15.6) (19.1) (19.0) (12.9)
(Loss)/profit before taxation (5.3) 29.2 66.4 88.6 69.6
Taxation (4.4) (4.5) (18.4) (26.2) (20.2)
(Loss)/profit for the year (9.7) 24.7 48.0 62.4 49.4

(Loss)/earnings per share

Underlying – Basic (before amortisation of intangible assets acquired, 
exceptional items and notional interest) 15.5p 23.3p 30.1p 36.1p 28.1p
Basic (5.4)p 11.7p 22.9p 30.3p 24.6p

Dividends paid to Company’s shareholders 23.3 21.8 20.3 15.4 13.8
Dividend per ordinary share 2 12.0p 12.0p 11.25p 10.5p 8.0p
Capital expenditure (including finance leases) 28.1 28.7 28.7 29.5 15.7
Total equity 301.2 336.2 363.1 329.0 301.5
Net debt (138.0) (117.3) (121.1) (97.7) (101.8)
Average number of employees (number) 5,076 5,371 5,272 4,970 4,548

1 2013 restated following the adoption of IAS 19 (Revised) ‘Employee Benefits’. For the years prior to 2013, no restatement has been made.

2 Dividend per ordinary share is stated in respect of the period to which the dividends relate. Under International Financial Reporting Standards, 
this is not the same as the period in which the dividends are recognised in the financial statements.
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Shareholder Information

Fenner, Fenner Drives, Fenner Precision, Hallite, James Dawson, Apex Fenner, CDI, EGC, Secant, Xeridiem, B-LOC, Trantorque, Nu-T-Link, BTL, Tuff Breed,
UsFlex, PowerTwist Plus, Fenaplast, Eagle, iBelt, Hythane and Ninjaflex are Registered Trademarks of the Fenner Group.

AIP, Mandals, Prodesco, Solesis, Charter Medical, ACE, ECS, Superman HVT and Ultraman are Trademarks of the Fenner Group.

Dunlop is used under licence.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 79th Annual General Meeting of the Company will be held at City of London Club, 19 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1DS on 13 January
2016 at 10.30 am when the following business will be proposed:

Ordinary business
1    To receive the reports of the Directors and Auditors and the financial statements for the financial year ended 31 August 2015.
2    To approve the Board Remuneration Policy.
3    To approve the Board Annual Remuneration Report.
4    To declare a dividend.
5    To re-elect director.
6    To re-elect director.
7    To re-elect director.
8    To re-elect director.
9    To elect director.
10  To re-appoint the auditors. 
11  To authorise the directors to determine the auditors’ remuneration.

Special business
12  To authorise the Fenner 2016 Sharesave Plan.
13  To authorise the directors to allot shares.
14  To empower the directors to allot shares for cash.
15  To authorise the Company to buy back its own shares.
16  To approve the Capitalisation and Capital Reduction.
17  To reduce the notice period required for general meetings.

Note
This is a summary of the Notice of Annual General Meeting and shareholders should refer to the accompanying document which contains
the full text of the Notice of Annual General Meeting together with an explanatory letter from the Chairman of the Company.

ADVISORS

Registrars
Capita Asset Services, Huddersfield

Principal Solicitors
Addleshaw Goddard, Leeds
Ashurst, London
DLA Piper, Sheffield
Rollits, Hull
Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, Toledo, USA

Independent Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Hull

Brokers
Jefferies, London
Citigroup, London

Principal Bankers
Barclays Bank PLC, Leeds
Lloyds Banking Group plc, Hull
HSBC Bank plc, Leeds 
Santander UK plc, London

Investment Bankers
N.M. Rothschild & Sons Limited, Leeds

DIVIDEND INFORMATION
The table below details the amounts of interim and final dividends declared in respect of each of the last five years.

                                                                                          Interim Final Total
                                                                                          dividend dividend dividend
                                                                                          pence pence pence

2015                                                            4.00 8.00* 12.00*
2014                                                            4.00 8.00 12.00
2013                                                            3.75 7.50 11.25
2012                                                            3.50 7.00 10.50
2011                                                            2.65 5.35 8.00

                                                                    * Proposed

FINANCIAL CALENDAR 

Annual General Meeting – 13 January 2016

Half Year End – 29 February 2016

Half Year Results – 27 April 2016

Year End – 31 August 2016

Full Year Results – 16 November 2016



Registered Office: Hesslewood Country Office Park, Ferriby Road, 
Hessle, East Yorkshire, HU13 0PW, United Kingdom
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www.fenner.com

Registered Number: 329377

Follow us on Twitter @FennerPLC
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